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FOREWORD
Floods occur when volume of flow generated by heavy precipitation can not be
contained within the banks of streams and rivers and inundation is caused beyond
the banks. A predominantly year round gentle stream may in rainy season,
suddenly get transformed into a raging torrent, following an intense storm causing
damage to life and property due to the flow and inundation in the downstream. The
disappearance of the flood is mostly as sudden as its appearance is.
Although man has had to live with floods all the time of his existence, the impact
of floods was not felt to the same extent in the past as it is felt now, as much
smaller number of people were inhabiting the land then and there was far lesser
pressure of human activities on the flood plains. Like precipitation high floods
have high return periods. The flood damage therefore often increases with return
period.
One possibly can not control all the floods . One can only manage them to
minimise damage.
Various approaches are available for flood management. These comprise
basically adjustments, adoption of one or more being dictated by the situation,
one is called upon to tackle. The attempts to manage the floods can be classified
into following four main groups 1.
2.
3.
4.

Attempts to modify the flood
Attempts to modify the susceptibility to flood damage
Attempts to mOdify loss burden
Preparing for and bearing the loss

The first one calls for protection through physical structures and is termed a
'structural approach' whereas the other three, collectively are known as 'nonstructural approaches' .
The present manual discusses the non-structural approach and is an outcome
of arduous effort put in by the ICID's Working Group on 'Non-structural Aspects
of Flood Management'.
The concept of the manual owes its origin to Prof. A. Volkar of The Netherlands
prior to 1987 ICID Congress at Casablanca. The manual is a compilation of the
material produced by several members of the Working Group through the past,
whose hard work and output under the leadership of past Chairman Mr. Peter J. L.
Gear and present Chairman Mr. J. van Duivendijk has been indeed extra-ordinary.

A good number of clues are built into the text and the users of this Manual are
requested to provide their inputs in terms of suggestions for improvements for
incorporating in the subsequent edition.
Mr. M.L. Baweja, Officer on Special Duty, in Central Office of ICID has carefully
given finishing touches to this publication. His efforts are gratefully acknowledged.

[~NYVt;

----

(C.D. Thatte)
Secretary General, ICID
New Delhi
August 1999

(viii)

PART I
SCOPE
1.1

Introduction

Non-structural approaches to flood management comprise those activities
which are planned to eliminate or mitigate adverse effects of flooding without
involving the construction of fIow-modifying structures. Structural approaches
to flood management - dams, levees, dikes, diversions, fIoodways, etc., which
provide some control of flood water by storage, containment or flow mocification
or diversion - mayor may not be used conjunctively with non-structural
approaches, but are not a prerequisite to the use of non-structural measures.
However, non-structural measures should always be considered conjuntively
in the planning and use of structural measures because of the potential for
synergistic enhancement of their effectiveness. Under some river basin
conditions, the introduction of non-structural methods to limit flood damage
may alone be more cost-effective than altematives invoMng structural methods.
The non-structural approaches to flood management covered by this Manual
are presented in two fundamental groups :
1.

Planning Measures :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.

Flood Forecasting
Sea Flooding
Control of Floodplain Development
Flood Insurance
Flood Proofing
Catchment Management
Decision Making, and

Response Measures :
•
•
•
•
•

Flood Emergency Response Planning
Flood Fighting
Flood Warning
Evacuation
Emergency Assistance and Relief.

Because of the immense variability between river basins in climate,
development and topography, it is rather impossible to define any standard
approach to the application of these measures. However, it is believed that
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as an idea and reference source. Guidelines and checklists, with associated
commentaries and examples are set up to enable the user quickly to assess
the applicability of the various measures to given situation, and to identify
how to proceed.

a

Since every flood-prone river basin or shoreline has unique characteristics,
the user of the Manual should carefully assess the options for applicability
to the situation confrOnting him or her. The references cited should then be
researched for more detailed information and ideas. Experienced and
professional judgement will be vital in the selection and definition of the
approaches and elements with which to proceed.
Most sections of the Manual include material on sample applications. These
examples have been selected to provide the user with further inSight into the
associated non-structural measure, and into its practical applications. It is
intended that these examples will thus assist strongly in the shaping of ideas.
However, it is re-emphasized that such examples should not be seen as
limiting or as presenting the best solution. The innovativeness and judgement
of a professional group must always be included in the process of making
decisions on validity and applicability of sample solutions to a new situation.
In the literature, many terms related to floods have been introduced or used.
To assist ttle user in comprehending the terms, a Glossary is presented in
Appendix B as per page 4. Most terms are provided with a brief commentary,
as well as a definition, to help clarify the use or meaning of the term, and
to assist the user in understanding broader associated concepts.

1.4

Organization of the Manual

Non-structural approaches to flood management fall naturally into two
categories :
•

Those anticipatory measures which can be assessed, defined, and
implemented in the flood plains to reduce the risk to property from
identifiable potential floods.

•

Those planned emergency response measures which are applied when
a damaging flood is forecast, imminent or underway, to help mitigate
its damaging effects.

Accordingly, the material associated with these two categories is presented
in the Manual in Part II - Planning Measures and in Part III - Response
Measures. Part I of the Manual contains introductory and general explanatory
information.

4
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The sub-sections disa ISSing etements of the non-structural measures have
generally been organized to present material in the format:

•

Principfes and objectives of the applicable measure

•

Commentary

•

Commentary on appflCation and limitations

•

Examples of use, and, where possible,

•

Specific references for further details and information.

on data requirements, analysis methodology, and
recommendations and conditions

FIVe Appendices provide supplementary information, as follows :
Appendix A - A summary of the series of -Country Papers- on the status
of non-structural aspects of flood management in a number
of countries. These papers provided key input to the
preparers of·this Manual.
Appendix B - A glossary of terms associated with the contents 01 the
Manual. This glossary is compatible with the much more
extensive ICID Multi-lingual Technical Dictionary (revised
edition 1996).

Appendix C - A generaJ bibliography of related reference material in the
literature. This bibliography complements, and partly

repeats, the selected and specific references provided at
the end of some sections.
Appendix D - An additional reference, identifying other national and
internationaJ organizations involved in activities related to
the topics of this Manual.
Appendix E - An overview of the Membership of the Working Group on
non-structural aspects of fJood management at the time
the Final Draft was ready (August 1996).

1.5

Umitatlons

The Manual presents guidelines, ideas and commentaries. It is not, and is
not intended to be, a text book on the topic. The following limitations on the
potential application of the contained material should therefore be borne in
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11-6 - Flood Proofing

J. van Duivendijk (The

11-7 - Catchment Management
11-8 - Decision Making

J. Astier (France)

Netherlands)
Proj. f. fjjas (Hungary)
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Flood Emergency Response Planning
Flood Fighting
Flood Warning
Evacuation
Emergency Assistance and Relief

Dr. R.B. MacLock (Canada)
Dr. S. Bruk (UNESCO)
J. Astier (France)
Dr. S. Bruk (UNESCO)
Prof. I. Ijjas (Hungary)

APPENDIX A - Country Papers Summary

J. van Duivendijk (The

111-1
111-2
111-3
111-4
111-5

-

APPENDIX B - Glossary

Netherlands)
Prof. I. Ijjas and J. van
Duivendijk, from initial draft
by Dr. N.W. Arnell (U.K.)

Overall editing and compilation were undertaken by the Chairman of the
Working Group, P.J.L. Gear. Final editing was carried out by J. van Duivendijk,
Mr. Gear's successor as Chairman of the Working Group (September 1996).
Particularly useful assistance was provided by the Vice Chairman, J . Astier,
and the Secretary, Dr. R.B. MacLock, and by J. van Duivendijk and Dr. S.
Bruk. Important contributions and recommendations were received from A.H.
Khan (Bangladesh), and R. Chandra (India), and from the WMO Commission
for Hydrology Working Group. Mr E. Eiker, Chief of Hydraulics and Hydrology
of the U.S.Army Corps of Engineers was kind enough to scrutinise the final
draft of the Manual and to make a number of suggestions for improvement.
It is recognized that the material naturally reflects the experience and locale
of the respective authors . It is also hoped that ctlntributions from future users
of this Manual will enable later editions to incorporate experience from other
areas.
The Working Group Membership at the time of completion of the 1996 draft
is included as Appendix E.
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PART II
PLANNING MEASURES
SECTION 1
HYDROLOGIC ANALYSIS

PART II
PLANNING MEASURES
SECTION 1
HYDROLOGIC ANALYSIS*
1 .1

Objectives

The objectives of hydrologic analysis, within the context of flood management,
are as follows :
(i)

to determine flood magnitudes for application in flood risk mapping,
flood insurance, flood proofing, flood control structures, flood fighting,
and evaluation of alternatives

(ii)

to forecast flow and water level in real time as one component of a
real-time flood forecasting and warning system .

The topic of flood forecasting is addressed in the next Section, and so this
Section addresses only the first objective, determination of flood magnitudes.
There are two basic approaches to the determination of design floods: viz,
statistical frequency analysis and streamflow simulation from consideration of
rainfall and snowmelt input. The approach (or approaches) that is appropriate
depends on the problem at hand and the nature of the criteria specified by
the client (often a government agency). For example, a common criteria for
delineation of flood risk areas in Canada and the United States is the 100year flood level. In this case, the appropriate approach would be the statistical
frequency analysis. Alternatively, the problem might be to evaluate alternative
flood management strategies for the case of a particular event - either historical
or hypothetical. In this case, the appropriate approach would be streamflow
simulation from consideration of rainfall and snowmelt.
1.2

Flood Criteria

1.2.1 Economic Efficiency
Economic efficiency criteria are primarily applicable to flood control works that
are constructed to provide an economic or community benefit by reducing
damage costs or enabling development of floodplain land. Detailed discussions
of economic considerations in the design of water resource systems are given
Prepared by Professor W.E. Watt
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by Kuiper (1965, 1971) and by Maas et al. (1962). In principle, the application
of the economic efficiency criterion is quite simple. It requires determination
of the average annual flood damage and the cost for each alternative
considered. Because flood magnitude is a random variable, a statistical
analysis of floods is required to determine the expected value of the annual
flood damage. The alternative with the highest economic efficiency is the one
with the maximum net benefit or minimum net cost.
In practice, the application of the economic efficiency criterion raises a number
of problems: uncertainty as to benefits, quantification of intangibles, the
perception that flood control is a type of insurance paid for by the taxpayers
of the nation, selection of an appropriate interest rate, allowance for inflation
and interaction in multi-component projects. Because of these problems and
the amount of analysis that is required, economic efficiency is usually specified
only for very large projects.

1.2.2 Specified Statistical Criteria
The most common specified statistical criterion, within the context of flood
management, is the specified return period, T. As noted above, the 100-year
flood level is a common criterion for delineation of flood risk areas in Canada
and the United States. Return periods differ from country to country (for
instance: Bangladesh T = 10 to 25 years, Netherlands T =250 to 1250 years)
Either or both single station or regional frequency analysis is required to
determine the magnitude of the T-year flow or T-year water level.
The specified return period (T) should be realistic in relation to the regional
database. For example, 1OO-year floods could not be computed with confidence
if the relevant hydrometric data covered only 10 years. This is not a problem
in most of Canada and the United States but could be a problem in other
countries.

1.2.3 Specified Rainfall and Snowmelt Criteria
Specified rainfall and snowmelt criteria are used most commonly for two
distinct types of facilities: urban drainage systems and major dams. Neither
of these types is commonly associated with flood risk mapping or other flood
management activities. However, this type of criterion is used occasionally
for delineation of flood risk areas and for evaluation of alternative flood
management strategies under flood conditions resulting from a historical or
hypothetical input. In these cases, simulation of flood magnitudes from rainfall
and snowmelt is usually carried out using deterministic hydrologic event
models.

10
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Care should be taken not to use a specified rainfall input in basins where critical
floods result from snowmelt.

1.2.4 Specified Flood Event
A major flood disaster often leads to improvements to existing protection and
flood control projects. The maximum event on record is thus specified as the
criterion. Examples in Canada of maximum recorded floods used as design
floods for flood control structure and delineation of flood risk areas include:
1) the 1894 and 1948 floods on the Fraser River in British Columbia; 2) the
1950 flood on the Red River in Manitoba; and 3) the Hurricane Hazel flood
on the rivers in Toronto, Ontario.
Care should be taken not to specify a historical flood where changes in land
use or storage facilities have altered the response of the basin.

1.3

Statistical Frequency Analysis

1.3.1 Rationale
As indicated in Section 1.1 above, statistical frequency analysis is one of two
basic approaches to the determination of flood magnitudes. It provides answers
to two questions.
(i)

What is the magnitude of the T -year flood (discharge or water level)
at a particular site?

(ii)

What is the return period of a particular discharge or water level,
measured or hypothesized, at a particular site?

In a book devoted to the Hydrology of Floods in Canada, Watt et al. (1989) state
that :
The objective of hydrologic frequency analysis is to interpret a past record
of hydrologic events in terms of future probabilities of occurrence. The
procedure involves selecting a sample in the form of an available data
series, fitting a theoretical probability distribution to the sample, and then
making inferences about the underlying population - a hypothetical, infinite
data series - on the basis of the fitted distribution.
In order to validate this type of analysis the data must normally satisfy
certain statistical criteria , particularly randomness, independence ,
homogeneity and stationarity.
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1.3.2 Information Sources
Performance of a sound frequency analysis of hydrologic data is neither
simple nor straightforward and is best done by a hydrologist with specialized
knowledge and skills in this area. The topic is best covered in a short course
and is certainly beyond the scope of this manual. What can be done, however,
is to provide a list of books that contain relevant information on this topic and
might be useful to those persons who want to know more about statistical
frequency analysis.
Chow (1964), in Chapter 8 of Handbook of Applied Hydrology, summarizes
the state of the art in the early 1960's and includes a comprehensive list of
references.
Volume 1 of the U.K. Flood Studies Report (NERC 1975) contains a detailed
review of probability distributions and fitting techniques and is the best general
source for information on the general extreme value (GEV) distribution. It also
includes a thorough discussion of tests for independence and goodness-offit. Examples for rivers in the United Kingdom are provided.
A UNESCO monograph (Sokolov et al. 1976), includes a review of statistical
methods for floodflow computation used in a number of countries.
Statistical Methods in Hydrology (Haan 1977) includes a detailed review of
basic probability concepts, properties of random variables, and both discrete
and continuous probability distributions. Methods of frequency analysis are
presented as well as regression, multivariate, time series, and stochastic
models.
Hydrology of Floods in Canada (Watt et al. 1989) describes procedures for
and examples of both single station and regional flood frequency analyses
in Canada.

1.3.3 Options for the Users
The following guidelines may be useful to users of flood estimates resulting from
statistical frequency analysis as well as to those persons who perform the
analysis.
•

12

Be wary of extrapolation, especially with small samples. As indicated
above, 10 years of record at a station is a poor basis for determination
of the 100-year flood.
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•

Be wary of 'institutional' distributions. The 'forces' responsible for generating
floods do not know that the government of the country in question have
dictated a particular mathematical form for the probability distribution.

•

Be wary of overfitting - especially with a small sample size. A 2parameter distribution such as the lognormal or Gumbel may provide
a better fit to the population than a 3-parameter distribution such as
the log Pearson type 3 even though the 3-parameter distribution provides
a better fit to the small sample.

•

Encourage the use of regional estimates, where they are available.

1.4

Streamflow Simulation from Rainfall and Snowmelt

1.4.1 Rationale
Streamflow simulation from consideration of rainfall and snowmelt inputs is
the second basic approach to the determination of flood magnitudes. It
answers the following questions :
1.

What is the magnitude of the flood (discharge or water level) at a
particular site given a specification of the inputs (rainfall and/or
snowmelt) and the state of the basin - particularly its wetness?

2.

What is the magnitude of the input (rainfall and/or snowmelt) that
resulted in a given flood magnitude at a particular site given a
specification of the state of the basin - particularly its wetness.

Although the simulation approach is usually conducted using computerized
mathematical models, it could involve a manual procedure. In either case,
the drainage basin is characterized as consisting of a combination, in series
and in parallel, of three separate types of storage elements: watershed,
channel, and lake or reservoir. Algorithms used to represent these processes
are presented in most hydrology text books and will not be given here. What
is important to realize, however, is that each of these algorithms has one or
more parameters (e.g. the time of concentration in the watershed routing
process) that varies from basin to basin and can only be determined accurately
by comparing the model output to measured data and adjusting the parameter
values until modelled and measured flows generally agree. This process is
called model calibration and is essential if any credence is to be given to the
model results.
If streamflow simulation using specific frequency rainfall quantities is used
to extrapolate discharge/frequency curves great care and judgement must be
exercised. For example, rainfall amounts having a 100yr. return period will most
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likely not produce a 100yr. flood due to basin conditions, such as antecedent
soil moisture, assumed in the analysis.
1.4.2 Information Sources
Hydrologic modelling is a specialist function. It is neither straightforward nor
simple and is best done by a hydrologist with spedalized knowledge and skills
in this area. The topic is best covered in a short course and is certainly beyond
the scope of this manual. What can be done, however, is to provide a brief
list of books that contain relevant information on this topic and might be useful
to those persons who want to know more about hydrologic modelling.
Computer Simulation Techniques in Hydrology (Fleming 1975) summarizes
the state of the art in the mid 1970's. It includes chapters on data management,
hydrologic processes, structure of selected models, calibration and application
of deterministic models.
Hydrologic Systems: Rainfall-Runoff Modelling volume I and Watershed
Modelling volume II (Singh 1989) provides a more recent description of
simulation techniques.
The Flood Hydrology Manual (Cudworth 1989) is one example of a manual
prepared by a government agency - in this case the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.
It includes information on simulation as well as on statistical frequency analysis.
In addition, the topic of simulation is introduced and sometimes discussed
in some detail in almost all hydrology text books.
1.4.3 Approaches
The following guidelines may be useful to users of flood estimates resulting
from simulation :

1.5

•

Be wary of flood estimates resulting from the use of uncalibrated
models.

•

Be wary of overly complex models.
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SECTION 2
FLOOD FORECASTING

SECTION 2
FLOOD FORECASTING*
2.1

Principles and Objectives

Extensive regions of the world, in industrialized countries as well as in
developing ones, are exposed to flood risks. However, in spite of immense
efforts made throughout history by civilizations or by states to protect
themselves, no country, irrespective of its wealth or technological development,
has succeeded in providing total and definite shelter from the risks of flooding .
The reasons are easily understandable :
•

Throughout the world, rivers provide life and wealth support systems
- drinking water, irrigation, energy, navigation, fishing,etc. - upon which
people have relied, and along the banks of which they have established
their lives and homes.

•

The alluvial valleys constitute the Ill()st accessible and richest areas
for agriculture, the primary life support and development resource for
all countries.

•

To assure the removal of all flood risk from these areas would require
gigantic structural works which would be economically out of reach
even for the richest countries. Moreover, such works would require the
removal or the upheaval of the fabric of what civilizations have patiently
created - towns, communications, and the whole economic and
agricultural network along the banks of the rivers and in their alluvial
plains.

So the protection level against flooding has inevitably to be limited, and in
most of the cases flood return periods of only between 10 and 100 years are
selected. Flood forecasting, and its partner, flood warning, may, in some
instances, provide a realistic means to authorities and individuals to reduce
the damage inflicted on persons and properties in areas exposed to flood
risks.
With longer or shorter lead times, depending on the drainage basins and
hydro-meteorological parameters, flood forecasting can permit the prediction
of the progress of floods, enabling the responsible authorities and involved
populations to take personal, material and organizational decisions to reduce
the detrimental consequences of the imminent flood.

•

Prepared by J. Astler
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These decisions can range from routine responses (e.g. change of dam
operation instructions, opening or closing of gates, anticipatory releases to
enlarge storage capacity), to preventive instructions (barring navigation on the
major flow channels, for example), up to emergency measures (announcing
a generalized alert; mobilizing evacuation of and assistance for the population
situated in high risk areas; or ordering planned breaches of flood dikes, for
example).
The basis of flood forecasting is the analysis and interpretation of all available
data from preceding or initiating events (input variables) which create or
contribute to the development of flooding at some other, downstream point
of the drainage basin in a future time (output variable) whatever the future
uncertain events. The period which separates the acquisition of data and the
reality of the forecasted event can vary from one hour or less for small basins
to several days for basins of hundreds or thousands of square kilometers.
Where river basins extend across international boundaries, a common
circumstance, it is very important for there to be an open exchange of
hydrologic data - the downstream country obviously needs timely access to
data for the upstream parts of the basin to permit it properly to prepare for
impending floods.
The data most frequently used in flood forecasting (input variables)
are:
•

antecedent preCipitation in the drainage basin

•

soil saturation level at various points in the drainage basin

•

stream flow at points in the drainage basin upstream from the point
of concern

•

the snow pack and the temperature for basins which have snow melt
floods

•

water storage capacity and levels in any reservoirs in the basin.

Additionally, where appropriate to the basin size and to the flood forecasting
time window, meteorological forecasts of risks, locations and levels of predicted
precipitation may also be incorporated.
Normally, flood forecasting is expressed with a prediction of the river "stage"
or water level, or of the discharge at some future time at the downstream
point of concern. Additionally, it can also provide,if feasible, an indication of
the maximum expected level and its timing. It is evident that the further ahead
the forecasted event is, the less precise will be its accuracy. Therefore, the
period must inevitably be limited in order to avoid issuance of alarmist
information which in the end would tend to undermine the credibility of the
forecasting amongst the population at risk.
20
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2.2

Basic Data Required

The quality of flood forecasting systems depend for the most part on the
quality and amount of basic data collected on the hydrological and hydraulic
functioning of the drainage basins involved. The performance of mathematical
models or of the equipment of acquisition, transmission, and processing of
the data (described further) is of equal importance.
The data required are compiled for several purposes:
•

To permit development of an understanding of the fundamental physical
phenomen on which control the generation of floods in the drainage
basin (effect of precipitation; snow pack; soil moisture retention
characteristics; eXisting regulating works; time of concentration;
contribution of tributaries; hydraulic behavior of the main and of side
channels or by-passes; the influence of tides; other limiting conditions;
etc.)

•

To permit statistical hydrological studies to establish flood frequency
risks (levels; stream flows; volumes; flooding duration; etc.), preferably
including seasonal variation effects

•

To permit the development of calibrated mathematical models of the
hydraulic behavior of watercourse and of the flooding areas, in order
to be able to analyze the effects on floods and streamflow of new or
existing structures in the flood zones (change of lag times; changes
in peak flows; spill volumes; flood duration; etc.)

•

To permit selection of the optimum forecasting method

•

For selecting the parameters most significant to the forecasting process
and analyses, and leading to the best output information

•

For the calibration of the parameters used in the selected forecasting
method

•

For checking the reliability of the different parameters

•

For timely feeding to the forecasting model(s) as floods develop.

While this is not an absolute limit, a minimum of about ten years of hydroclimatological observations is necessary for the establishment of a reliable
flood forecasting system. Any established system will always be enhanced
as the data base extends with time. However, with the minimum period of
records, it is important to have included a significant number of floods of
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different sizes and of different topology (e.g. different origins in the basin or
sub basins; different precipitation events - duration and intensity; different
seasons; or different initial conditions).
The number of input parameters (input variables) to be measured essentially
depends on the drainage basin size, on the nature of its hydrological regime
(snow, rainfall) and on the variability in the basin of the different data elements
(precipitation, snow, temperature and infiltration rate gradients, etc.). The
cadence and timing of measurement (e.g. precipitation at intervals of 10
minutes, or 1 hour, or 6 h., or 24 h. or several days) also depends on the
size and on the hydrological behavior of the basin.
Precipitation information is perhaps the significant input for flood forecasting,
with the following attributes :
•

it is a variable which is easy to measure

•

it is the primary causal component of the flood development

•

it is a variable which antiCipates the flow development

•

it is a variable on which major efforts have been concentrated to
improve flood forecasting. (meteorological models).

Measurement quality is another determinant factor for the forecasting quality.
Two parameters which generally are of uncertain quality are :
•

flow measurements which require a reliable and stable gauging station,
capable of being operated at high stream flows, with a stable rating
curve for all conditions of flow gauging

•

measurement of soil infiltration levels and saturation rates. These data
are rarely carried out and require uncommon and heavy measurement
equipment (such as a neutron sounder), but are significant in flood
forecasting as they define soil adsorption behavior and thus can be key
to the forecasting method which transforms rainfall data into flows.

Flow measl.lrement can be replaced, more particularly for large rivers and in
large basins, by stream water-level measurement, with flood forecasting
carried out in terms of level at a given point of the downstream watercourse.
In this case, a model based on the basin physical behavior is not applicable,
so that only models incorporating statistical correlations existing between
input variables and output can be used.

2.3

Flood Forecasting Methods

Flood forecasting can be applied to basins of only a few square kilometers
(such as urban municipalities built in areas of steep relief which can be subject
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of very intense rainfalls out of short duration, and thus to sudden major runoff
in urban areas) on up to very large aluvial basins of several hundred of
thousands square kilometers. The appropriate flood forecasting methods will
significantly depend on the drainage basin size in question.
2.3.1 Method of Transformation of Rainfall into Flow
For small drainage basins (10 sq.km. up to 100 sq.km.) flood routing times
along the watercourses are very short, and any discharge or level measurement
at a given paint of the drainage basin can only provide a very short advance
warning (e.g. 1/2 hr. to 2 hrs.) for a stream flow or level estimate at a point
downstream in the drainage basin. In such cases, flood forecasting will
essentially need to be based on the transformation models ("rainfall-intoflow"), which allow the prediction of the flow development.
The mathematical models frequently used in analytical hydrology can be
applied for this purpose. These include the following :
(i)

Unit Hydrograph

These are transfer function models which transform effective rainfall to direct
runoff hydrographs. The models were developed in the 1930's by the American
School (Sherman, then McCarthy, Linsley, Kohler, Paulhus, Williams, Mitchell,
etc.,), used in a way simplified by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service, and
applied in France by the CEMAGREF under the name of "SOCOSE" method.
(ii) Synthetic Hydrograph
Developed in France by Larrieu, the method goes a bit further than the unit
hydrograph method as it introduced the isochronism concept of inputs at
different points of the basin.
(iii) Models with Reservoirs
Also developed in the 1930's, linear reservoir models allow the routing of
different flows within a basin including reservoirs, and combine the flows at the
outlet from the basin with the flows discharging from the reservoirs system (see
especially the works of Zoch, Nash, Dodge, Linsley and Crawford, for the
application of the STANFORD model, also Dawdy, O'Donnel, Litchy,
Kulandaiswamy, Sugawata and Maruyama, Schenieveld, Girard, Fontin and
Charbonneau, Cormary, Lacroix, etc.).
(iv) Other Transformation Models
Apart from the different basic models mentioned above, other models combining
the concepts of transformation, storage, and routing have been developed in
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Some models are auto-corrective, in that the calibration is automatically
improved during the event in progress by comparing the forecasts with
measurements during the ensuing reality.

2.3.4 Complex Models
Multiple models incorporating various combinations of the above models are
used where the characteristics of a drainage basin are complicated, for
example where flow control structures (storage reservoirs, etc.) can modify
flood passage and routing significantly, or where significant overland flows
can occur in flooded areas. In such cases, the flow process physics must
be carefully taken into account in the models, e.g. the filling and draining of
the reservoirs, or process of flows over dikes or in diversion channels,
requiring representation of flow in the flooded areas by bi-dimensional models).
These models are generally applied to large basins where forecasting periods
are for several hours or several days ahead, and where calculation times are
not a restricting factor.

2.3.5 Meteorological Forecasting
In the past twenty years, meteorological forecasting has made great progress
because of the substantial increase in the number of data-gathering points
around the globe; better understanding of the phenomena of atmospheric
exchanges and circulation; the resulting improvement in the performance of
models; the growing coverage of and experience in the use of radar and
satellite data; and the power of computers.
The most powerful computers used today in meteorology process 500 million
bits of information per second, and the quality of their 5-day forecasting is
as good as that achieved for 24-hour forecasting in the 1950's.
For example, the French national meteorology service uses a system which
incorporates two linked models :
•

the EMRAUDE model, a global model covering the two hemispheres with
a 120 km mesh, and

•

the PERIDOT model, a 35 km mesh model covering France and its
immediate surroundings.

The global model processes long lead information (1 to 4 days) whereas the
short-mesh model processes short-term information (6 h to 36 hours). This
latter model takes into account relatively detailed orographic effects, for example
those associated with the strong relief near the Mediterranean, thus allowing
26
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it to diagnose cores with high rainfall intensity. The results produced by the
models are always interpreted by an expert meteorologist, who applies the
experience and knowledge of climatology and geography in validating the
model's outputs in association with information from synoptic network stations,
and from satellite and radar images.
For near-term forecasts and for more compact areas, radar hydrological
technology is proving particularly useful for weather forecasts. Initiated in the
1970's, radar hydrology has developed significantly since 1980, especially in
Great Britain, in the United States, and in Switzerland, Denmark and France.
The principle is the correlation of a parameter detectable by radar (the reflectivity
Z) to a parameter used in forecasting (rainfall intensity A). The Z - A relation
must be calibrated using real ground rainfall measures (rain gauges, or recording
rain gauges). Such localized calibration will incorporate parasitic phenomena
such as ground echoes, blind areas, abnormal reflections etc. Research in
and validation of radar hydrology are being carried out in France (ARAMIS
network) to permit the issue of very short-term forecasts, especially for very
vulnerable urban areas such as Paris, Bordeaux, Grenoble, Dordogne,
Cevennes, Nimes, and Marseille.
2.4

Data Processing, Transmission and Acquisition Equipment

The previous sub-section covered forecasting principles. This SUb-section
discusses their operational application and the equipment necessary for the
functioning of flood forecasting systems.
The operational logic includes several stages :
•

the acquisition of basic forecasting data to provide the input data of
forecasting models (e.g . rainfall, flows, water levels, snow cover,
temperature, soil moisture, etc.)

•

quality control of the data

•

transmission of these data at regular periods to a central station

•

data processing (application of flood routing models) and data filing

•

output data interpretation, and as necessary issue of instructions,
ultimately of flood warnings, as discussed later.

2.4.1 Basic Data Acquisition
Once the flood routing methods most appropriate to characteristics of the
drainage basin and to the flood forecasting parameters have been identified,
the selected data measuring stations of the existing network must be equipped
with the devices permitting data transmission at real time to a central point.
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The basic data sensors are the ones which are classically used in hydroclimatology (rain gauges, recording rain gauges, snow gauges, staff gauges,
water-stage recorder, tensiometers, neutron probes, etc.). Most current suppliers
of data acquisition and transmission equipment also provide transmission
equipment for already-installed data acquisition systems.
Some electronic equipment can perform preliminary data processing on site
(rainfall accumulation, transformation of a water level into stream flow, for
example). Some are also programmed to provide long-distance operation or
modification of the measuring device (e.g. data acquisition timing and
transmission frequency, instigation of data gathering at certain thresholds) .
They can also provide for interrogation of or dialogue with the sensor, to check
for mal-functioning, and similar data safeguards.
The power source for the data measuring and recording devices and for the
data transmitters, traditionally batteries or power line, is more and more
provided economically by solar panels which, when connected to buffer batteries,
theoretically secure an infinite autonomy.

2.4.2 Data Quality Control
Quality control of the data can be made by direct interrogation of the device,
or at the central receiving station by critical review for reasonableness of the
incoming information on a screen, or of the results of the first data processing
by the models. Data which have been identified as aberrant or questionable
can be eliminated or replaced by values interpolated from other measurements,
or from data from other stations (degraded models) .

2.4.3 Data Transmission
The principal methods of data transmission are today constituted by :
•
•
•

radio transmissions
telephonic networks
satellite transmissions.

While the telephonic networks in most industrialized countries and in some
developing ones have become highly reliable through the introduction of automated
networks, specialized lines, transoceanic networks, etc., there are many
countries where their functioning can be problematiC. Poor reliability is
unacceptable for a flood forecasting transmission system, and thus other
means are needed in such areas.
For short distances, radio links remain very effective. The range can be
extended by using land relays, satellite relays, or by reflection from the
28
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atmosphere's ionized layer. While radio can experience failure under some
atmospheric and climatic conditions, problems have been reduced by increased
transmitter and receiver power, and by better tropicalization and better contact!
connection technology, for example. Additionally, data transmission technology,
using coded and digitized messages and incorporating self-checking detectors
of transmission errors, has immensely improved transmission reliability.
Satellite communication (e.g. using Argos or Meteosat beacons) is now becoming
a standard approach. Equipment miniaturization, cost reduction, and reliability
has made this mode of data transmission especially suitable for application
in remoter or less developed areas. Satellite linkage becomes particularly
useful over a wide-spread area and where difficult access or terrain makes
telephonic and radio linkage problematic.

2.4.4 Data Recording and Processing
Most of the forecasting models can today be used on computers. The very
large models (using for instance hydrauliC calculations in transitional conditions
on large areas liable to flooding, where the flow must be described in 3
dimensions), require computers or mini-computers with a high power of
calculation. Many models, however, can be run on micro-computers.
At the same time that the basic teletransmitted data are received and entered
in forecasting models, they should concurrently be entered into the local data
base, and when these are established, forwarded to centralized general data
bases (such as the PLUVIO, HYDRO, METEO banks in France).
The forecasting, output, results should also be recorded to permit subsequent
checks of the validity of the models by means of comparison between estimated
and observed values. These comparisons can identify the need for modification
to the data-gathering and the transmission parameters (e.g. increase or reduction
of the measuring frequency of some parameters).
Interactive software allows the user of the model to modify and use the datagathering parameters, the output parameters, the output format, and the most
useful menus. Special languages have been developed for this purpose.

2.4.5 Data Interpretation
As with meteorological forecasting, the output of a flood-forecasting model
must be carefully interpreted and validated by a specialist forecaster, experienced
in flood hydrology and hydraulics, and, if possible, also in data processing.
Only then can the flood forecast be transformed, following pre-established
procedures, into the instructions which could lead to issuance of a flood
waming.
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The forecaster will be the only person able to quickly identify any problems
in data, transmission or calculations. Moreover, the person will also be able
to test by simulation scenarios of rainfall development, and develop a judgement
on the probability of a future serious risk. Once the data interpretation is
complete, any results indicative of impending flooding should be transmitted
to the authority responsible for handling flood announcements and warnings.

2.5

Examples of Forecasting Systems

2.5.1 Flood Forecasting of the Danube in Hungary
In Hungary, a country with large alluvial plains, 2.5 million ha are protected
against floods . Flood forecasting is therefore an essential element in the
protection of persons and property, and also of the flood protection structures
such as earthen dikes.
Two big streams cross Hungary: the Danube river for a length of 430 km, the
Tisza for 600 km . As the slope of these rivers is very small (6 cm/km for the
Danube, 2 cm/km for the Tisza) , flood propagation times are very long (4 to
6 days for the Danube from its entry into Hungary to its outlet; 12 to 14 days
for the Tisza) . For such conditions, auto-regressive models of water levels are
especially effective in performing high-quality forecasting . Flood warning
departments and forecasting systems were originally instituted in 1886 by the
Hungarian Survey Department. The forecasting approach applied since then
has been based on the principle of statistical correlation of water levels.
The results have been excellent, as the average quadratic error (measured on
120 floods during the 1893 -1955 period) of the forecasting carried out for
Budapest based on observations made in Engelhartszell , 550 km upstream,
5 days in advance, is only +/- 37 cm.
This auto-regressive procedure has been improved by a routing method (developed
by Szesztay in 1958) based on the assessment of flow variations occurring
at 24 hour time intervals in the successive river sections. The resulting forecasts
have an extremely small error for the summer floods in Budapest (May 1 to
Sept. 30) :
•
•
•

+/- 2 cm for 1-day forecasting
+/- 5 cm for 2-day forecasting
+/- 10 cm for 4-day forecasting

For the wetter seasons, the forecasting method is modified to take precipitation
into account. The complementary input variables are then the daily precipitations
measured during the days preceding the forecasting and by an index expressing
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the soil absorption capacity, which is in itself conditioned by precipitation of
the previous 21 days.
The auto-regressive formulations then include the following exogenous variables:
•
•
•

upstream water levels
precipitations over the basin
infiltration index.

For the rainy season, the resulting average quadratic difference for 5 to 7 days
forecasting at Budapest is of +/- 40 cm.
The Hungarian flood warning department is linked to the international flood
warning department of the Danube Commission, which covers the eight countries
of the Danube basin.

2.5.2 Flood Forecasting in France
France has five major river basins (Garonne, Loire, Rhone, Seine, Rhine, the
latter being a transborder river) whose drainage basins are between 55,000 and
117,500 square kilometers.
Areas exposed to flood risks are estimated at 1.5 million ha. and protection
consisting essentially of embankment works was established very early on the
large river courses. However, construction of storage and regulating dams really
began only in the 1940's.
With each of the large rivers having very dense riverain populations, and very
quickly going to used for navigation or for electric energy production, flood
forecasting systems were introduced in the second half of the 19th century.
These forecasting systems were applied not only on the main rivers, but also
on the wetter sub-basins on which significant hydroelectric developments were
introduced (Dordogne basin, Garonne high basin, Durance basin, for example).
Since 1985, large investment have been made in expanding the flood forecasting
and warning systems in the principal basins and in the sub-basins. Twentyfive forecasting centers and 450 automatic stations were in operation by 1988,
with expansion to a total of 45 centers and 850 stations planned for the near
term.
The diversity of climatic and geographic situations in France leads to the
situation that Flood Warning Departments and flood forecasting systems can
be involved with large river basins of 100,000 sq.km., mountainous basins of
only 1,000 sq.km. (such as in the southern slopes of the Central Massif or
in the Pyrenees), and also small urban basins of 50 or 100 sq.km. along the
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Mediterranean coast, (at Nice, or Nimes, for example) with the potential of
receiving rainfall greater than 400 mm in a few hours.
Consequently, all the forecasting systems previously described ("rainfall-intoflow" transformation models, routing models, multiple regression models ,
meteorological forecast models, etc.) are used, alone or in combination, in the
different flood announcement departments in France.

2.5.3 Flood Forecasting of the Beijing in China
The Beijing river is located in the Guangdong province in the South of China.
With a drainage basin of 46,700 sq .km., it forms one of the three principal
tributaries which combine to form the Pearl River (drainage basin of 453 ,000
sq.km.) downstream from Sanshui, near Guangzhou . A large part of its basin
is composed of mountainous or semi-mountainous areas which receive annual
precipitation of between 1,500 mm and 2,300 mm . During the rainy season,
precipitation can be particularly intense (e.g. 533 mm in 6 hours, including
141 mm in 1 hour, in April 1982 in Qingyuan) . The basin geometry and
topography favor the concentration of stream-flows towards the downstream
outlet, which can experience revere sudden floods (20,000 m3/s) and or floods
of long duration (8 t6 15 days).
The main flood protection is provided by earth dikes and by several storage
reservoirs which total 2,450 million cubic meters (Mm3) for the upper and middle
basins, of which 430 Mm 3 are allocated to flood mitigation. Three dams alone
provide a mitigation capacity of 256 Mm3. However, these reservoirs can only
effect a flow reduction of between 1 % and 5 % (depending on the flood
characteristics) in the area of the largest concentration of flows in Hengshi.
The flood risk zones, partly protected by embankments, contain a population
of over 6 million inhabitants. In case of a flood greater than the capacity of
the banked sections , upstream dikes are breached in order to provide better
protection to the downstream areas. An efficient flood forecasting system is
therefore necessary to assure that the breaching of the upstream dikes is
undertaken in time to ensure the security of the downstream, a most populated
areas.
Old forecasting models have been used in certain sub-basins, and forecasting
was accomplished for successive reaches of the river, essentially with the staff
responsible for flood warning applying their experience and their intimate
knowledge of the behavior of the basin. A global model covering the whole
Beijing basin is now being installed. This global model is composed of several
different models , and set up to allow operation individually for local forecasting ,
or in combination in accordance with the temporal or spatial linkages between
the different systems.
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The different types of models applied successively are :
•

"Rainfall-into-flow" transformation models, used in the upper sub-basins
in order to provide maximum advance warning of peak flows at points
downstream. The forecast periods are between 1 hand 24 hr in advance,
depending on the size of the sub-basins in question. The models
proposed are based on the DPFT (first difference of the transfer function)
method.

•

Intermediate routing models which can rout the hydrographs generated
by the first method ("rainfall-into-flow" transformation) from upstream
confluences to downstream nodes. These models, based on the RLS
(Recursive Least Squares) method, integrate both flow and precipitation
variables on the intermediary SUb-basins.

•

Hydraulic models, functioning in real time, which allow analysis, in a
more physical and more appropriate way, of the flow problems in areas
where natural runoff can be strongly modified by existing flood management
structures or by their operation during the flood (opening of gates,
voluntary breaching of dikes, etc.).

2.5.4 Flood Forecasting of the Nilwala River (Sri Lanka)
The Nilwala Ganga River, situated in the extreme south of Sri Lanka, has a
catchment area of about 1,000 sq.km., with the main river about 70 km long.
The climate is equatorial, humid with low variations of temperature. Rainfall
brought by monsoon winds is abundant (800 to 2000 mm, depending on the
topography). The drainage basin has a dense vegetation cover (virgin forest)
in the uncultivated areas, tea plantations on the hill slopes, and rice fields in
lower areas. The geological setting is granitic, superficially degraded. Considering
the topography, the basin can be divided into two parts: the upper basin of
400 sq.km., upstream from Bopagoda station, and the lower basin between
Bopagoda and the town of Matara situated on the mouth of the river.
Bopagoda is located virtually in the middle of the run of the Nilwala stream.
Within a duration of about one day, at Bopagoda, floods overflow across the
low plain, inundating the rice paddies located within the immense flood plain
(90 sq.km.). Peak flows observed in Matara are thus similar to those observed
in Bopagoda, but floods downstream last for 5 to 6 days. The decennial flood
is about 1,000 m3/s.
The Nilwala embankment project was started in 1984 in order to protect the
rice paddies from flooding. More than half of the flood-prone area will be
sheltered from floods, split half on the right bank and on the left bank. Hydraulic
performance has been studied with the aid of a finite element model. The
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analyses of the passage of the flood hydrographs along the lower basin revealed
that:
•
•
•

travel time between Bopagoda and Matara reduced from 28 to 20 hours
peak flow increased by 25 %
water levels increased by 45 cm.

Pumping stations, discharging into the Nilwala and with a total capacity of 92
m3/s, have been built to remove drainage water from inside the protected areas.
A flood warning system has been operated since 1985 to satisfy the following
two objectives :

(i)

•

Forewarning the Matara population, a growing and expanding town of
70,000 inhabitants

•

Managing the drainage pumping stations in relation to the forecasted
river levels.

Forecasting System Concept

The forecasting system is composed of four rain gauges with rocking buckets,
and three pneumatic gauging stations linked by land line to the central station
located in Matara. Only one relay has been necessary, as all equipment was
powered by solar energy. A receiver linked to a computer and a console, and
a stand-by printer for "manual" forecasting, are located at the central station.
Data are measured and recorded locally every half an hour, with banking of
96 values. This provides security in case of temporary breakdowns; the latest
acquisition replaces the oldest item. The dialogue between the central station
and local station follows the "master-slave" model.

(ii)

Flood Warning Methodology

Flood warnings are developed in relation to the installed equipment :

Phase 1 : Given no rainfall data for the upper basin, a linear relation has been
determined between the flow at the entry to the lower basin (the variable to
be forecasted) and rainfall 24- and 48-hours previously using the Arma method.
For the lower basin, routing of floods observed in Bopagoda down to Matara
is simulated with the aid of the finite element model, taking into account
existing structures. Considering 12-hour periods, a linear relation of t, t-1 type,
has been determined between the downstream water levels, the upstream
inflow, and rainfall in the lower basin. The models have been calibrated on five
floods, and checked on the sixth, with a maximum difference of + 21 to - 10
cm in Matara between calculated and observed levels.
Phase 2: The data obtained by the system, with half-hour time intervals, during
four of the floods assessed in the first phase have permitted development of a
34
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more precise model for the upper basin. Unfortunately, these floods were of low
amplitude. However, the computers will allow improvement in the calibration ofthe
models after each flood.

(iii) System Performance
The preliminary radio trials underestimated the attenuation caused by the heavy
rainfall. It has been necessary to increase the transmitter - receiver power, and
to heighten the aerial masts. Moreover, numerous system failures have been
experienced, resulting from the very unfavorable meteorological conditions, and
from poortropicalization of cable connections and contacts. Once the appropriate
modifications had been completed, the system performed in a very satisfactory
way.

2.5.5 Flood Forecasting in Bangladesh
The Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI), under sub-contract to the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO), has been carrying out flood forecasting
modelling activities for improvement of Bangladesh's Flood Forecasting and
. Warning System. The model used by DHI (model MIKE11-FF) consists of a
rainfall- runoff model, a hydrodynamic model, and a real-time flood forecasting
model. The hydrodynamic model is based on the numerical solution of the Saint
Venant equations describing one dimensional flow. It utilizes river cross sections
as input. A branched and looped river system can be handled by the modeling
system, as well as options such as floodplain flow and off-line storage. Output
from the model consists of time series of water levels and discharges.
The model has been utilized for real time forecasting during the period July
I - September 30. Water level and rainfall data are normally collected before
10 A.M.-10.30 A.M. each day. For the forecast period, a quantitative forecast
of rainfall is carried out for the next 72 hours. From the rainfall forecasts,
estimates of the water levels at the model's boundary pOints are prepared from
the rainfall forecasts prior to beginning the calculation. Ten out of the 13
boundaries to the model depend on inflow from India, including Dhubri on the
Brahmaputra, Farakka on the Ganges; Domohani on the Teesta. More data
on these would be useful to the estimates and resulting forecasts for the model
boundaries.

Rainfall estimates

(i)

Rainfall estimates are based on the following data, depending on availability:
•
•
•
•

Satellite pictures, with cloud cover and temperature
Surface charts with isolines for pressure
Radar picture
Historical data.
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(ii) Waterlevel Estimates
Water level estimates are based on :
•

Hydrograph methods, with the hydrograph extrapolated, based on the
previous day's data

•

Knowledge about the behavior of the rivers

•

Satellite pictures, whence the effect of rainfall on the boundaries are
estimated

•

Information on rainfall input in previous days

•

Data from India.

(iii) Performance
The Model has been operational during the monsoon, and forecasts have been
carried out for 16 locations. Forecasts prepared for the next 24 and 48 hours at
10 locations were officially published in the" Flood Forecasting Bulletin". The
mean forecast deviations for these 10 stations during the period have been 4.7
cm., 9.4cm., and 14.1cm., for 24 hour-, 48 hour-, and 72 hour forecasts
respectively, with 69% of the 24-hour forecasts within 0-5 cm., and 91 % of 24hour forecast within 0-1 0 cm. For the a 48-hour forecasts, an unknown percentage
of the results are within 0-5 cm. and 68% within 0-10 cm. Improvements in the
transmission of data from India, and of the link between the Bangladesh
Meteorological Department and the Flood Forecasting and Warning Center are
needed to improve the performance of the model.

2.6

References

Refer to the References list provided in the previous Section 1-1.
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SECTION 3
SEA FLOODING

SECTION 3
SEA FLOODING*
3.1

Sea Floods

In most sections of this publication, river floods generated by heavy rains in
river basins and causing abnormally high river stages are considered. This
section discusses "sea floods". "Sea floods" can be defined as abnormally
high sea levels, which can sometimes rise a few meters above the normal high
tide level of the astronomical tides. This may result in a flooding of low-lying
coastal areas such as deltas, lands along tidal river reaches, lagoon areas
and coastal marshes.
Most "sea floods" are caused by storm winds blowing over a water surface
in a landward direction and also by differences in barometric pressure
(meteorological effects) "Sea floods" of this type are usually identified as
storm surges. While abnormally high sea levels may be momentarily caused
by tsunamis and other large waves generated by submarine sliding,
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, tsunamis are not considered as storm
surges. Similarly, while seiches, or long-period oscillations of the water in
an embayment, a sea or a part thereof, are not in themselves storm surges,
these phenomena are often associated with storm surges and can aggravate
sea level rises.
Many coastal areas are economically highly-developed and densely populated
so that "sea floods" may produce real disasters. Non-structural measures of
flood management are therefore as significant for these areas as they are for
river floodplains and river valleys. Thus much of the material presented in this
Manual is also valid for the case of storm surges and tsunamis. There are,
however, some differences related to the specific nature of "sea floods", as
mentioned below :
•

For river floods, forecasting lead times of several days to a week or so
are not uncommon. In storm surge forecasting, lead times are often only
a matter of a few hours extending up to one day.

•

Storm surges are always accompanied by very strong winds which may
cause considerable damage besides that which is caused by the flooding.

•

Breaking waves are superimposed on the abnormally high sea levels,
attacking walls, embankments, vegetation etc.

Prepared by Professor A. Volker
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•

Since storm surges propagate in the lower river reaches, extremely high
river levels may occur when the surge from the sea coincides with a
flood from the river.

•

Finally, if a storm surge, as in the United States, is the result of a
hurricane, significant rainfall often increases the flooding problem.

3.2

Mechanism of Storm Surges

When wind is blowing over a water surface and waves are formed the friction
at the interface of land and water exerts a shear stress on the mass of water
(the "drag" of the wind). By this force water is entrained and moves from the
upwind side to the sea-shore. The water surface assumes a slope which
counter balances the shear stress and ultimately an equilibrium will be
reached.
The slope of the water surface is given by the formula:
dz/dx = k V n2/d
which is based on the assumption that the shear stress is proportional to the
square of the wind velocity. In this formula:

z

=

wind effect (in meters)

k

=

wind stress coefficient

Vn

=

wind velocity at a height of n meters above the surface in m/
sec

d

=

water depth (in meters)

If n = 6 meters, the wind stress coefficient k may be taken as 3.6x10-7 sec/
m.
Thus in case of a lake or sea (Figure 1), the wind effect is given by the formula:
z = 3.6 x 10-7 V2.L

where L »

d

The wind effect may be considerable. If, for instance: L= 20,000 m, d == 6 m
and V = 25 m/sec, the set-up z is 0.75 m. Sea surges from storms are certain
to occur along coasts bordering on shallow seas. For example, northwestern
gales in the North Sea between England and the Netherlands produce a setup at the southern (down-wind) edge of the sea of the order of 3 to 4 meters
(Using the formula with: V = 25 m/sec, L = 1000 km, d = 60 m, and hence
z = 3.75 m).
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Figure 1
The formula given above refers to the steady state when equilibrium is reached
between the stress of the wind and the slope of the water surface. This means
that a considerable volume of water has to be displaced which takes time. For
this equilibrium to be reached the wind velocity and wind direction should remain
constant for a sufficient period of time which for the case above is a matter of say
6 to 12 hours.
Storm surges occur along the coasts of many seas (including inland seas and
lakes) but their magnitude varies considerably. Winds that are important in
the generation of storm surges (and also of short waves) are those produced
around low pressure centers or cyclones. The distinction generally made
between "extra tropical" and "tropical" cyclones is important with regard to the
effect that the two types of cyclones have on the sea levels.
Extra tropical cyclones are characteristic for the temperate zones. They occur
between 30 and 60 degree latitudes and cover large areas (diameters of the
order of 3000 km.). Pressure gradients are relatively low and wind velocities
seldom exceed 25-30 m/sec. The storm surges generated by these cyclones
have a relatively long duration (1 to 3 days). On the other hand tropical cyclones
(between 0 and 30 degrees latitude) generally cover smaller areas (diameters
of 750 to 2000 km), show high pressure gradients and wind velocities near
the center eye of 25-50 m/s. The duration of the storm surges generated by
tropical cyclones is relatively short, generally less than one a day. These two
features, (winds which suddenly freshen to very strong gales, and the short
duration of the storms) produce specific wind effects which differ from those
produced by extra tropical depressions. According to the sea where the tropical
cyclones occur different names are used; cyclones (in the Bay of Bengal),
typhoons (West Pacific) and hurricanes (Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of Mexico).
Steady conditions (equilibrium) between wind and water-level set-up are often
reached when the cyclones are of the extra tropical type (*). In case of tropical
*

This does not apply to tidal inlets communicating with the sea through narrow openings
so that the filling of the inlet takes a long time.
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cyclones equilibrium may not be established at the time of maximum wind
speed.
One of the main problems in the analysis and forecasting of storm surges is
the paucity of reliable data on actually occurring sea levels. Recording tidal
gauges giving the sea level after elimination of the short waves (periods of 10
to 12 seconds) either do not exist or are damaged during the storm.
A well-functioning recording tidal gauge (with analog recording on a rotating
drum, on a punch tape or on a magnetic tape) will provide data on (see Figure
2) :

ACTUAL
----- SEA LEVEL

_----'M""..::.S.c.=L;:....-~;.L------=~-----::,...c.~--~~~-- M. S.L.

_GUST BUMP
NET

WIND
EFFECT

Figure 2. Astronomical tide and wind effect
(i)

The sea level (astronomical tide and wind effect).

(ii)

Squall-induced oscillations with periods of a few minutes to more than
30 minutes and amplitudes of a few decimeters. They originate in the
sea and are produced by macroscopic atmospheric turbulence.

(iii) Additional water level increases caused by gust bumps of a duration
of 30 to 60 minutes (these increases can be 0.5 to 0.6 m). The gust
bumps occur at frontal passages or local thunderstorms and propagate
alon~ the coasts.
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Usually (ii) and (iii) are filtered out when determining the wind effects but when
determining heights of sea walls, allowance should be made for the occurrence
of gust bumps especially under conditions of tropical depressions.

3.3

Storm surges and disasters

Storm surges occur along all coasts with landward winds but they may be
so small that they cannot be distinguished from the astronomical tides. Coastal
areas with major storm surges are:

•

Europe: the coasts of England, The Netherlands and Northwest
Germany along the North Sea;

•

Asia, the coasts of India and Bangladesh along the Arab Sea and the
Gulf of Bengal;

•

The Pacific coasts of Japan, Korea, China and the northern part of
Vietnam;

•

Americas: the coasts of Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi along the
Gulf of Mexico and the south east coasts of the U.S. and South America.

Table 1 gives some data on actually recorded recent storm surges and death
tolls. The data referring to Bangladesh are uncertain. The surge of August 1969
at the Gulf of Mexico is perhaps the highest ever recorded. There is circumstantial
evidence that on the Bay of Bengal storm surges of 6 to 9 meters have occurred
but there is no hard proof for that. It can be shown that such surges are
physically possible.

Table 1
Place
Japan Nagoya
Netherlands SW
U.S. Mississippi
Bangladesh, SW
Bangladesh, E

Date
Sept.,1959
Feb., 1953
Aug., 1969
Nov., 1970
April, 1991

Max. Meteo Effect Death Toll
3.55 m
3.25 m
7.4 m
5.5 m
7.0 m (?)

5,000
1,900
300
300,000
130,000

Major storm surges produce real disasters in the coastal areas with great
losses of human life and substantial damage. This depends largely on the
topography of the coastal area. In the cases of Bangladesh, the Netherlands,
and Japan, the coastal areas consist of reclaimed land having a flat topography
extending far inland. Land elevation is mean sea level (MSL) or even below
(like in the Netherlands). The land is protected by embankments. When these
are breached, the sea wat~r enters the area and can easily propagate inland
and flood large areas.
Apart from topography, several other factors explain the large number of
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Flooding of city centre
casualties in these three cases compared with the coastal areas to the north of
the Gulf of Mexico . There is in the first place the high density of population in the
coastal areas of Japan , the Netherlands and Bangladesh. In the coastal area of
Bangladesh where the disaster of November 1970 occurred it was harvesting time
and there were many seasonal laborers from elsewhere.
It is also very important to note that in this case and also in 1953 in The
Netherlands, the number of victims would have been much smaller had there been
a better forecasting and warning system and a greater readiness ofthe population
to leave their homes at first call and to look for safer places.
In the U.S ., however, virtually all coastal areas have in place warning and
evacuation plans, based on National Weather Service forecasts to issue
warnings and Federal Emergency Management Agency / local government
evacuation plans . Also the greater mobility of the people in the USA and the
abundance of means of transport playa role in explaining the relatively low death
toll in the Gulf of Mexico.

3.4

Specific Aspects of Non-structural Measures in Relation to Storm
Surges at Sea

3.4.1 Forecasting and Warning
Real-time forecasting of storm surge levels is much more difficult than real-time
forecasting of river floods . Whereas forthe latter case, lead times (time difference
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The village on the earth mou nd, Netherlands
between the moment that a reliable forecast can be made and the actual
occurrence of the event) of several days (e.g. the Rhine River) or even a few weeks
(e.g. the Rio Parana) are not uncommon, allowing many protective measures to
be taken well in advance, lead times are usually of the order of a few hours to one
day only in the case of storm surges.
Nowadays, numerical computations of water levels can be carried out with
reasonable success provided that the barometric pressures can be predicted
for a sufficient number of stations.
The wind velocities which have to be used in the models are derived from the
gradients of atmospheric pressure and from direct observations of the wind
speeds at the coastal stations, and on weather ships, oil drilling platforms and
sailing vessels.
Many improvements can still be made, such as finer grids giving better
adjustments to the bathymetry of the sea bottom , introduction of nonlinear
models, more accurate relationships between the pressure gradient and the
wind, and between wind and shearing stress etc. However, the accuracy of
the forecast of the meteorological effects on the sea level depends on the
accuracy with which the pressure field can be forecast, 12, or possibly 24 hours
in advance. The meteorological forecasting plays a much more crucial role in
storm surge forecasting than it does in hydrological forecasting.
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The forecasting of water levels is not an end by itself. The goal is to issue
warnings to the population and all authorities involved so that they can take
appropriate measure ranging from emergency repairs of structures to evacuation.
This asks for a flood organizational structure involving different agencies with
different responsibilities There is no universally applicable model; all depends
. on the national governmental system, the physical infrastructure, tradition and
historical competences.
There are basically two forms of organization which differ with regard to
transmission of the warning and the responsibil ity :
1.

The Meteorological Institute (M .I.) makes a preliminary forecast. This
forecast has to be periodically adjusted according to incoming information
about actual development of barometric pressures, winds speeds and
water levels. In some countries the tidal and other gauges are operated
by M .1. but in most cases the gauges are operated by the Public Works
Department (PWD) or an agency having a similar task.
The warnings are issued by the M.I. to all agencies concerned. In this
case, the M.I. is responsible both for the meteorological forecast, the
storm surge forecast and the warnings based on the predicted water
levels.

2.

The M.I. draws up a preliminary forecast of the water levels which is
transmitted to an appropriate division or directorate of PWD which
receives the data transmitted from the gauges. The PWD carries out
the adjustment and diffuses the storm surge forecast. On the basis
of these warnings, the PWD issues the warnings and prepares
emergency measures which are within its own competence, and gives
directives to its regional or local branch offices. Under this option, the
MD is responsible for the general weather forecast and the PWD for
the numerical sea level forecasting and the warnings.

3.4.2 Warning Systems in the Netherlands
It was not before 1891 that it was recognized that a satisfactory study of the
influence of wind on the sea level could only be made after the elimination
of the astronomical tide. In 1987 it was shown that the meteorological and
astronomical effects can be superimposed upon each other as they disturb
each other only very slightly. An empirical formula was derived relating the
meteorological effect to the force and direction of the wind and to the atmospheric
pressure.
As happens frequently and also elsewhere, a further extension and improvement
of the method was not considered necessary because there had not been a
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major disaster for many decades. It was only after the disaster of 1916 that
the matter was taken up again and a storm warning service, (SSWS) was
established within the PWD. The forecasting was done for a single station on
the coast (Hook of Holland) and based on rather primitive meteorological
information. The system did not function well, as appeared during the storm
surge of February 1953 which exceeded all previous records. Then again the
system was improved.
The present forecasting, warning and mobilization system in the Netherlands
is based on option 2 (Section 3.4.1.). The reasons are that PWD in this country
is a strong and well-equipped agency, that there is a sea defence system
consisting of high embankments for which PWD is responsible while the MI
and the PWD belong to the same Ministry.
The SSWS of the PWD operate with two different warning levels which, in view
of the different conditions along a coast of about 300 km have been established
for five reference stations.
The first warning level refers to a limited"dike watch" which at Hook of Holland
comes into force when a level of M.S.L. + 2.2 m is expected to occur. The
return period of this level is about one year and only sea levels exceeding that
height are considered as storm surges. The second warning level refers to an
extensive dike watch and becomes operative when a level of M.S.L.+ 2.8 m
is expected to occur, corresponding with a return period of 5-10 years.
The procedures start with an action of the M.1. who alerts the SSWS when
the so-called "information level" may be reached. This is a level about 40 to
50 cm below the limited dike watch level. Whenever possible, the alert is made
at least 10 hours prior to the actual time of astronomical High Tide (H.T.). When
it can be expected that at H.T. the actual sea level will exceed, the "information
level", the officer in charge of the SSWS decides whether or not the Staff
officers of the Service will be mobilized. If the weather conditions deteriorate
further and the officers conclude, after consultation with the M.1. via a special
"hot line" that the limited dike watch level will be exceeded, warning telegrams
to various agencies are dispatched. In general, the messages are received
about six hours prior to the time of H.T. The agencies include the Army and
Navy and the Civil Defense organizations.
If warning telegrams have gone out, an announcement is made after the weather
forecast of the hour by radio news bulletin Such a special message may read
as follows:
"Expected set-up of H.T. this afternoon (c.q.morning etc.) at Hook of Holland
m meters; at Den Helder, m meters, On the basis of these forecasts PWD
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suggests a limited (c.q. extensive) dike watch for the following dike
reaches .......... .. "
The initiation of a limited dike watch implies that no immediate danger is
foreseen, but that the execution of a limited number of precautionary measures
is warranted. If an extensive dike watch is considered necessary , another
telegram is dispatched to the same agencies as mentioned before who have
to take concrete action depending on local conditions and competence.
Examples of such actions are :
1.

The PWD and local water boards summon their personnel and call out
auxiliaries recruited from local inhabitants; emergency building material
(sand bags, planks, brushwood, etc.) is made ready and trucks are
loaded; sea defences are continuously patrolled by personnel equipped
with walkie-talkies.

2.

The Civil Defense Organization also summons personnel; telephone,
radio and teletypes centers are manned ; emergency columns
(ambulances, rolling kitchens, field hospitals etc.) are made ready for
instantaneous departure.

3.

Military commanders of Army,Navy and Air Force may receive orders
to consign personnel to barracks. Helicopters, trucks and boats are
provided with special emergency equipment.

4.

Roads and railroad cuttings traversing embankments are closed.

In addition, burgomasters, police and fire brigades in the threatened area are
informed. They have received prior instructions as to which roads will have to
be used in case of actual flooding and where they have to keep the traffic on
the move.
The extensive dike watch is also announced every hour by radio. The system
has the advantage that on the average every year something has to be done
and that there is an almost automatic succession of prescribed measures.

3.4.3 Sea Floods and Forecasting in Bangladesh
Bangladesh has a sea front of 700 km. on the Bay of Bengal and is highly
vulnerable to cyclones and storm surge flooding which endanger lives and
damage crops and infrastructure. Public awareness and training to meet and
handle such phenomenon are vital to the saving of lives and property in the
coastal region (Figures 3 and 4). The area prone to storm surge flooding is
termed the Risk Zone. The storm surge flooding varies widely along the coast,
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and depends on several regional and local factors related to hydrology, topography
and oceanography. Some of the important factors are:

(i)

•

Storm surge height at the coast

•

Angle of the storm track in relation to the coast line

•

Tidal condition

•

Offshore and near-shore bathymetry

•

Slope and topography of the land

•

Curvature of the coast line

•

Width and depth of river mouths through which the surge will travel, and

•

Land use and surface resistance, including presence of forest.

Analyses

The hydro meteorological analyses include the following activities: data collection;
rainfall analysis; wind speed frequency analysis; statistical analysis of depth of
ground water level; frequency analysis of maximum surface water level; etc.
The storm surge analyses include the following activities: statistical assessment
of extreme heights along the coast; previous tropical cyclones and storm surges
on the coast; mathematical basis of hydrodynamic models of cyclonic storm
surges; wind field model; models for prediction of maximum surge height; survey
of storm; inundation survey; effect of land slope; effect of surface resistance;
effect of embankments; etc.

(ii) Warnings

The Bangladesh Meteorological Department (BMD) is responsible for forecasting
windstorms and issuing warnings from its storm warning centers in Dhaka. BMD
receives meteorological reports from stations throughout the region via the
WMO's World Weather Watch and Tropical Cyclone Projects. BMD operates two
weather radar installations at Cox's Bazaar and Kalapara, and the Space
Research and Remote Sensing Organization (SPARRSO) regularly provides
images from the orbiting US:NOAA satellite. On the basis of these data, BMD
makes predictions of windstorm tracks and issues warnings as prescribed in the
Standing Orders.
The dissemination of BMD warnings to the radio and TV and through official
channels, has been supplemented since 1993 by the Government of Bangladesh
and Bangladesh Red Crescent Society (BDRCS) Cyclone Preparedness
Programme (CPP). The CPP headquarters in Dhaka has direct radio contact with
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BMD and with its own personnel at zonal and upazila levels, and in some unions.
The CPP presently has some 21,000 volunteers organized in units of ten.
The CPP is established in 24 Thanas in the coastal area, and arrangements are
in hand to extend this to another six as well as to replace much of the equipment
and retain the personnel. However, the proportion of the population that quoted
the CPP as the source of Cyclone 1991 warnings was disappointingly low.

(iii) Experience
The existing windstorm and cyclone warning system is often criticized as being
inappropriate for the inhabitants of the affected areas, as it has been developed
for mariners and port officials. However, the most detailed field study review to
date, following the Cyclone in 1991, indicated that some 91 percent of the
population surveyed claimed to have understood the warnings.
Although most people appearto have heard the warnings, fewer than 50 percent
reacted to them. Many reasons are quoted for this including:
•

no clear understanding of where to go to or how to get there

•

do not believe the warning

•

do not want to leave possessions and their land, and

•

when the husband is away, families on their own cannot decide what
to do.

(iv) Observations
The present warning system is considered unsatisfactory in that it makes no
distinction between "weak" cyclones, with maximum wind speeds of 118 km/hr.
(which are unlikely to cause much damage), and those with much higher wind
speeds. Based on the known magnitude of previous surge heights for various wind
speeds that has proved to be killers in Bangladesh (e.g. those with wind speeds
above 170 km/hr and surge heights over 2.5 m., warnings should be developed
so that the coastal population learn and know that a cyclone of significant
magnitude is likely to strike.
Another aspect of the present windstorm warning system that requires further
examination relates to the river ports. A signal numbering system is used as for
the coastal ports, but signals of the same number mean different things in different
ports. The Saffir Simpson Scale is used in many countries subject to cyclones.
Its introduction in Bangladesh, and that of the International Hurricane Scale, is
being considered.
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Suggestions have been made to increase the involvement of Thana and unionlevel officials and representatives, plus teachers and Imams, in the CPP process.
In Hatiya and Char Bata, CPP staff and volunteers have taken the initiative to
integrate their CPP activities into wider development initiatives.
A number of reports prepared following the 1991 cyclone, including an assessment
undertaken for the BORCS, called for the warnings to be simpler and more
persuasive for the general population in the coastal areas.
Wind storm forecasting technology is continually improving, and BMO should be
supplied with the most appropriate equipment. Although the existing facilities
could be upgraded, the performance of BMO in forecasting the traces of cyclones
has, from a review of recent records, been satisfactory. However, faster
dissemination of forecasts, once they have been made, is an aspect that needs
attention.
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SECTION 4
CONTROL OF FLOODPLAIN DEVELOPMENT

SECTION 4
CONTROL OF FLOODPLAIN DEVELOPMENT*
4.1

Principles and Objectives

Control of floodplain development has as its basis the notion that there is a
willingness by government agencies and the general public to control the
location of development (i.e., land uses, buildings, infrastructure, etc.) on
identified flood plains. Techniques associated with this measure tend to be
less costly in capital expenditures but more so in terms of human commitment
(social capital). To be successful, the control of floodplain development requires
a collective social commitment to act. The objectives of such control measures
are to :
•

reduce future poter:tia! for flood damage and loss of life.

•

determine ar.d de:.;cribe acceptable or compat!ble land uses within the
designated fioodplal~ and (this is a key issue)

•

increase public and institutional awareness of n'3ks associated with
flooding.

The control of flood plain dev8iopment cannot be fuiiy eftective on a national
scale where the river basin eXTends across more than one country. Upstream
developments can have a dirGct bearing on any flood management or control
development works in the lower riparian countries. Effective and proactive
cooperation between ali riparian countries, when dealing with international
rivers, is needed to optimize the potential for damage mitigation in the flood
plains.

4.2

Data Requirements

The implementation of controls requires that a minimum level of baseline data
be collected and analyzed. Data requirements are listed in order of priority in
the following subsections. The following also represents a phased approach
with subsequent levels of data allowing for a more detailed assessment and
consequently a much more refined management plan or strategy.

4.2.1 Flood Risk Mapping
•

Topography at a maximum of 1 m contour intervals, with intervals at 0.25
m in flat areas. Maps preferably at a 1: 10,000 or 1:20,000 scale.

•

Prepared by A. Bruce MacLock
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•

Determination and mapping of range of flood frequencies (Le.: 1:10, 1:25,
1:50, 1:100 year).

•

Delineation of floodway and floodway fringe areas preferably for the designated
design flood (typically 1:100 year).

4.2.2 Floodplain Inventory
•

Delineation of various current and planned land uses :
-

•

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
Agricultural
Open Space/Recreation
Vacant

Inventory and classification of buildings/structures/ infrastructure that are
potentially impacted to design flood.

4.2.3 Risk Analysis
Risk analysis is concerned with factors associated with potential loss of life
during floods. Risk analysis helps to determine emergency measures programs
that would logically be formulated as part of a comprehensive program of nonstructural controls for identified high risk areas within the floodplain. Risk
analysis is also instrumental in directing these types of efforts to the highest
priority areas (Le., those areas with the highest levels of risk to safety and
loss of life).
The risk factors associated with potential loss of life include :
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•

Flood Hydrograph/Speed of Rise of Flood Peak - An aspect of a flood
that is particularly onerous with respect to loss of life is the duration
of the rise to peak. The shorter this period, the higher the potential risk.

•

Depth of flooding - 1: 100 flood - the deeper the flood waters, the higher
the level of risk for residents and rescue workers alike.

•

Velocity of Flood Water - the greater the velocity of flood waters, the
greater the risk posed for both residents and rescue workers alike.

•

Residential Population at Risk - this analysis typically involves a "priority"
ranking of the population within each community residing within the
floodway, floodplain, and "adjacent to" areas of the flood hazard zone.
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•

Non-Residential Population at Risk - it is also recognized that flooding
within a given area could potentially expose non-residential populations
to risk (Le., those persons who are employed within the areas of risk).

•

Transportation Access - flooding can cause disruption to transportation
facilities and the isolation of residential communities when transportation
access is severed. Obviously the risk of loss of life is higher in these
areas if evacuation is not completed before the surrounding areas are
inundated.

•

Institutional Uses Within the Flood Hazard Area - e.g. hospitals, schools,
day-care, nursing homes (in this respect it is noted that in the U. S.
"critical" facilities, e.g. hospitals, water treatment plants, etc. must be
located outside the 500yr. flood plane).

•

Flood Warning and Evacuation Measures - nature and type of plans in
place (particularly relative to egress).

4.2.4 Damage Assessment
Flood damage estimates are required for evaluating the cost effectiveness
(benefit/cost analysis) of projects deSigned to alleviate flood impacts. This type
of analysis also facilitates the appropriate allocation of resources to mitigate/
combat flooding. Damage estimation entails hydrologically determining various
flood elevations for specific flood frequencies and deducing synthetically the
damages that would occur given these flood events. This analysis provides a
synthetic damage-frequency curve from which one can estimate average annual
damages for a given study area.
Types of flood damage include:
•

Residential Damages - contents, structural, and clean-up

•

Commercial Damages - damages to inventory, equipment, and building
in addition to clean-up costs.

•

Infrastructure Damages - including highways, bridges, utilities.

•

Agricultural Damages - damages to crops, farm machinery, storage
facilities, etc.

•

Indirect Damage - including such things as cost of evacuation, alternative
accommodations during the flood event, loss of wages, and business
income due to the disruption of business establishments and transportation
routes, administrative costs, flood fighting costs, and general
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inconvenience as well as clean-up. Indirect damages are typically
calculated as a percentage of direct damages and range from 10% to
45%, depending upon the specific land use category.

4.3

Techniques

There are a variety of techniques than can be employed to regulate or control
the types of development and use within the floodplain. Some of these techniques
include floodplain regulations, zoning and land use by-laws, subdivision
regulations, building codes, development policies, and tax adjustments.

4.3.1 Floodplain Regulations
Essentially, floodplain regulations are guidelines which establish permissible
land uses within the floodplain. Floodplain regulations are usually implemented
by means of enabling legislation, which takes the form of a statute or legislative
act, that declares, commands, or prohibits something. Regulations could be
established at a nationaVstate, provincial or regional level.
Regulations dealing with flood waters are aimed at preventing conditions that
increase flows and flood heights caused by the acts or omissions of others.
A regulation cannot reduce the risk to existing flood prone development;
however, existing non-conforming uses can usually be brought into conformity
over time during the subdivision or redevelopment process.
The feasibility of regulations is usually contingent upon strong enabling legislation
at least at a state/provinCial level. U.S. experience has shown that courts have
thrown out local by-laws relating to floodplain regulations; however, they have
upheld state-wide legislation.
Additional requisites to ensure a viable regulatory program include :
•

a review /referral procedure

•

an appeal process

•

definition of an applicable design flood

•

a program to undertake accurate floodplain mapping as the basis of
floodplain regulations.

If regulations are to be successful, they should serve as a guide, be reasonable
and non-discriminatory rather than totally prohibitive. At the local level, floodplain
regulations are normally incorporated into zoning by-laws, subdivision controls
and/or building codes.
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Figure 5. General view of zoning in flood plain
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Figure 6. Cross-section on river valley with zoning as indicated.
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Advantages
•

Prohibits future development, thereby minimizing increased damages
associated with floodplain development

•

Creates standard criteria throughout the nation, province, or region

•

Studies have shown that it is cost-effective to implement floodplain regulations.

Disadvantages
•

Does not reduce risk to existing floodplain development

•

Involves down zoning (diminishment of planning entitlements) of existing
floodplain development

•

Restricts development of existing serviced land in the floodplain.

4.3.2 Zoning and Land Use By-Laws
Zoning and land use by-laws are public laws which regulate and restrict the
use of land, water, and structures in the public interest under the powers of
local government.
The boundaries of various land use zones (Le., residential, commercial,
institutional, industrial, recreational, etc.) must be delineated and the appropriate
regulations defined for each zone. By-laws can be used to regulate the types
of permissible land uses, types of buildings, structures or even the crop
patterns and types of agricultural usage allowed within the floodplain.
The most common zones which permit uses compatible with flood hazards
are agricultural, conservation and wildlife, open space or recreational uses and
secondary forms of transportation.
The two zone concept for the floodplain itself is gaining widespread acceptance,
particularly in North America. Essentially, it subdivides the floodplain into two
zones, the floodway and the floodway fringe, the floodway being defined as
the area of deepest and swiftest flow adjacent to the channel; the floodway
fringe is the area between the floodway boundary and the deSign flood boundary
and is an area of generally shallow flooding (less than three feet). Development
is usually restricted within the floodway and allowed within the floodway fringe
under specified conditions which are outlined in the zoning by-law (Le., no
habitable rooms below the design flood level, dwellings or structures must be
flood-proofed either by elevation on fill or other acceptable means).

Advantages
•
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Prevents future development in flood-prone areas within a municipality or
district thereby minimizing increased damages associated with floodplain
development.
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•

Studies have shown that it is a cost-effective measure to implement.

Disadvantages
•

Can be amended.

•

At the local level, conflicting interests of assessment through development
and flood protection can cause problems.

•

Tends to lose effectiveness without enabling or appropriate legislation at a
higher level.

•

Does not provide flood protection for existing development.

4.3.3

Subdivision Regulations

Subdivision regulations are regulations which specify the manner in which land
may be subdivided and usually set out the various standards and design criteria
a developer must meet in order to gain the approval of the local municipal
authority.
Regulations may be designed to prohibit the subdivision of flood-hazard areas
or the alteration of the natural floodway, or to require the inclusion of protective
measures for the structures that are going to be built. In addition, such
regulations may prohibit the subdivision of lands which are unsuitable for the
intended use of the development. Depending upon the provisions of the regulation,
a land developer may be prevented from subdividing flood-prone lands, or as
an alternative, he might be required to incorporate certain protective measures
into his plan. Experience in the United States has indicated that, by comparison
with zoning regulations, subdivision regulations are not as Simple and uniform
and have not been as successful in flood damage reduction.
One way to overcome the problems of conflicting agencies regulating subdivision
where valley land/rivers occur would be to defer these decisions to a water
resources area management body (Le., conservation authorities of Ontario,
Canada).

Advantages
•
•

Development can be modified to mitigate the flood hazard.
Offers flexible form of control.

Disadvantages
•

Objectives of reviewing agency may not be compatible with objectives of flood
damage reduction.
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•

Mandates of agencies reviewing subdivision may be conflicting.

•

Cooperation is difficult.

•

In terms of enforcement, local/regional disparity may result.

4.3.4 Building Codes
Building codes consist of minimum standards for construction which will ensure
the safety of structures within the floodplain and thereby reduce potential
damage.
Building codes are implemented at the local level and can be readily applied
in marginal flood areas. These codes can be developed in relation to the
potential for flooding in a particular zone and require careful design and
construction of structures to offset the threat of damage. With changing
techr.ology and construction techniques, buildir:y codes require periodic upaatlng.
The Nation31 Buiiding Code Of Canada contains pru\l:slons tor fiood-prooflr.g
structures. As well. agencies such as SaskatChewan Environment 'la.;o produce:!
detailed flood-proofing standards for reside;:tia! and non-resider~tial 3tructure~.,.

Advantages
~

E'ls'.1res that new structures in the flood fringe will be flood-proofed.

•

Ensures flood proofing for redevelopment areas.

•

Minimizes the increase in potential flood damage.

Disadvantages
•

Uniform application difficult.

•

In a regional context, there is potential for large variance between municipalities
as it relates to administration.

•

No protection for existing development.

4.3.5 Development Policies
Essentially, the municipality or land development approving authority adopts
a policy whereby it refuses to extend utiiities, streets, and other services into
an area identified and designated as flood prone.
Street improvements, the location of schools, and other public facilities and
services outside the floodplain wield a soft-sell negative influence on floodplain
exploitation and a posi~ive incentive towards safer but higher ground. These
policies have no influence on an existing floodplain use however, they deter
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new development from flood prone areas, and thereby serve to minimize
potential flood damages. In Canada, under the federaVprovincial flood damage
reduction program, once the design flood and floodplain have been defined and
adopted by a municipality, federal and provincial agencies will not support
development within the floodplain. If development proceeds, no relief assistance
wiU be provided should damage occur.

Advantages
•

Deters future development in the floodplain.

•

Lends support to flood-hazard by-laws, subdivision regulations and other
controls.

Disadvantages
•

Does not reduce risk to existing floodplain development.

•

Restricts development of existing serviced land in the floodplain.

4.3.6

Tax Adjustments

Tax adjustments involve agreements by the owners of floodplain land to forfeit
certain rights in return for a reduced tax assessment over a stated period of
time.
Tax adjustments can encourage property owners to forfeit rights to use their
lands as they wish or to continue use of the lands in a manner consistent
with a proposed floodplain management plan. It may include assessment on
.the basis of current use rather than potential use.
Tax adjustments related directly to the flood hazards and for lands dedicated to
recreation, agriculture, reservoir sites, conservation, and other open-space uses
can be effective in preserving floodways along streams. The tax adjustment
alternative has seldom been used for the abatement of flood damages. Lack of
understanding and support, intricacies of applications, and public attitudes have
been discouraging factors. As well, it is difficult to achieve a workable differential
taxation scheme.

Advantages
•

Encourages compatible land uses within the floodplain .

•

Can reduce future flood damage potential.
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Disadvantages
•

Complexities render this alternative difficult to implement.

•

Does not reduce risk to existing floodplain development.

•

Does not constitute "stand alone" alternative.

4.4

Applications and Limitations

The measures, as outlined, have their greatest effect in limiting increases in
future flood damage potential. They facilitate appropriate and orderly development
in flood prone areas, particularly in urbanizing situations. These measures do
not reduce the risk to existing floodplain development; as we", they require
a formal and sophisticated regulatory process for development, in addition to
enabling legislation at the provincial or state level.

4.5

Examples: Canadian Case Studies

4.5.1 Jurisdictional Context
Freshwater resources management is a responsibility that is divided by the
Constitution Act (formerly the British North American Act, 1867). The governments
of a" provinces have been vested with ownership of the water resources inside
their boundaries while the federal government has a residual management
responsibility in the case of transboundary crossings between provinces.
Additionally, the federal government in Canada retains ownership of a" fresh water
north of the 60i para"el of latitude in the Yukon and Northwest Territories. A"
marine waters and transboundary waters of an international nature are also the
responsibility of the Government of Canada.
The management of risks associated with flooding in the ten provinces that
comprise the southern half of Canada falls into a further jurisdictional split
between the provincial governments and localimunicipal governments.
While management and ownership of all fresh water, including the waters flowing
in swollen and flooding rivers, may reside with a given provincial government, the
responsibility for management and zoning of privately-held lands, even in flood
plains, falls to local governments.
Therefore, a partnership between provincial and local governments is mandatory
to fully employ non-structural measures for flood damage control in Canada.
Since 1976, the hydrotechnical expertise of the government of Canada has
formed a third side to this necessary partnership.
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The case studies of floodplain management reviewed below involve two differing
approaches; one from the Province of Ontario and one from the Province of
Alberta.

4.5.2 Ontario's Conservation Authorities
The Watershed as the Management Unit
A Canadian delegation visited the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) in the
U.S., in the summer of 1944. The Canadian delegation concluded that even
though TVA was different administratively, its philosophical approach to managing
water was an excellent model for developing new strategy tuned 'river valley
development'. A key element of this new strategy was the deliberate avoidance
of the use of a centralized, provincial agency to accomplish it goals. Instead,
interjurisdictional, corporate partnerships called "Conservation Authorities" were
set up between the Province of Ontario and groups of municipalities within
watersheds for the express purpose of undertaking water and land planning
management at a watershed level. Section 20 of the Conservation Authorities
Act of Ontario specifically defines the purpose of Conservation Authorities as
follows:
"The objectives of an authority are to establish and undertake, in the area
over which it has jurisdiction, a program designed to further the conservation,
restoration, development, and management of natural resources other than
gas, oil, coal, or minerals".
The only enforceable power found in the legislation is :
1.

the power to grant or refuse a permit for construction or fill within an
area determined to be below the Regulatory floodline;

2.

the power to grant or refuse a permit for construction or fill in or on
a pond or swamp or any area regulated for the control of flooding or
pollution or the conservation of land; and

3.

the power to impose a financial levy for administration or capital
projects upon the participating municipalities for projects or programs
approved by the Ministry of Natural Resources.

All other responsibilities arise from its ownership of land, buildings, and
structures. These assets are supposed to be managed in the interests of
integrated resource management and the public interest. The members of the
Authority are the Municipalities who are represented on the Authority by
persons appointed by the Municipalities according to a formula in the legislation.
(The Province may also appoint up to three members to each Authority). The
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36 Conservation Authorities have provided a watershed based interface for
action between the municipalities and the Province of Ontario. While the
Conservation Authorities receive most of their financial and technical support
(and supervision) from the Ministry of Natural Resources, many of the Authorities,
particularly in recent years, have undertaken projects in cooperation and with
the financial support of other ministries. The financial support of the Ministry
of Natural Resources has been basic 50 percent of approved capital and
administration costs. In certain instances, the Provincial support can be as
much as 80 percent. In recent years, the total dollar allocation to Conservation
Authorities has leveled off. Many Authorities have established charitable
foundations which have generated many millions of dollars for the support of
natural resource/environment projects.

Floodplain Management in a Watershed Context
An increasingly strong emphasis on Floodplain management has occurred in
the 47 years since the establishment of the first conservation Authority. This
has been due in part to the urban development in Canada since World War
II. These pressures have been strongest in southern Ontario.
This has been accompanied by a developing sense that the watershed is the
correct context to manage mans' activities in floodplains. Flood risk mapping
and associated land use controls are a normal way of managing floodplain land
use developments in Ontario watersheds. These non-structural approaches
have replaced an earlier reliance on expensive structural measures. Planned
combinations of non-structural and structural measures are still being applied
within the context of a more modern ecosystem based "waterplan" to reduce
flood damage potential.
The key lessons from the Ontario experience for the developing world floodplain
manager lies in the following points :

1.

The Watershed as the Management Unit

Not only must the professional hydrologist interpret the risks of flooding to
floodplain lands from hydrotechnical data sets in a watershed context, the local
governments (and their politicians), in turn must arrange their legal and
jurisdictional responses to the same watershed context. The Conservation
Authorities of Ontario are a watershed-based legal and jurisdictional mechanism.

2.

Local Initiative

The Conservation Authorities have been a successful movement 'by and for
the people' of the key watersheds. The geographic size of Conservation Authorities
was based on availability to develop and sustain a "community spirit" within
66
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a watershed. This local initiative approach carried several positive implications
for floodplain development controls. This occurred because municipal govemments
were more able to clearly understand and commit themselves to non-structural
floodplain management strategies as a watershed-based than individually.

3.

Partnerships

Conservation Authorities quickly refined in the 1970's and 1980's the now
popular 1990's notion of 'partnerships' to get the floodplain management job
done. Federal and Provincial floodplain maps and hydrotechnical expertise
coupled with the land use responsibilities of the local municipalities at the
watershed level have been a uniquely strong floodplain management partnership
in Canada.

4.5.3 Alberta
A Top-Down Approach
In the Canadian jurisdictional context, the province of Alberta, like Ontario has
overall ownership and management responsibility for water resources. Also,
like Ontario, responsibility for floodplain lands rests with local governments,
federal-provincial.
With the signing of a formal flood damage reduction agreement between the
Government of Canada and the Province of Alberta in April 1989, Alberta shifted
from a structural to a non-structural approach to flood damage reduction in
urban floodplains. Prior to 1989, the province's oil and gas generated wealth
had permitted it to rely on expensive structure solutions such as dams and
dikes. The Dickson dam on the upstream reaches of the Red Deer River was
built in 1980-82, partially in response to a flood control need involving the cities
of Drumheller and Red Deer.
The new Alberta approach is a partnership of hydrotechnical and public education
skills involving federal and provincial water management agencies. Its objective
is the future reduction of flood damage potential, primarily in urban areas. The
key methods include the use of flood risk maps to outline the size of a given
community's flood problem; formal federal-provincial designation of flood risk
areas; and associated changes to key federal and provincial policies in residential
mortgage insurance and flood disaster assistance, in particular the following
three key changes to federal and provincial policies in the formal designation
area:
1.

The federal and provincial governments and crown agencies and
corporations will no longer make investments in buildings in designated
floodplains.
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2.

Mortgages and mortgage insurance will no longer be available under
the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation and associated lenders
and insurers for residential investment in designated floodplains.

3.

The federal and provincial governments will no longer offer discretionary
flood disaster assistance to the homeowners and business owners who
knowingly build in deSignated floodplains.

The policy changes are primarily designed as a set of incentives and disincentives
to discourage local municipalities from permitting development in flood vulnerable
locations. Although extensive consultation with these local governments occurs
during the hydrotechnical and topographical mapping studies prior to formal
deSignation of flood risk areas, the actual mapping and designation exercise
is a senior governments' initiative with a distinct top-down flavor to it as viewed
from a municipal government perspective.

4.5.4 City of Calgary Floodplain Regulatory Controls
In September 1985, the City of Calgary adopted special regulations in its land
use by-laws that were designed to restrict land use and development within
the City's floodway and floodplain. Some of the key highlights of these regulations
are :
•

new buildings must adhere to a minimum setback distance of 60 meters
from the edge of the major watercourse (the Bow River) and 30 meters
from the edge of lesser water courses (the Elbow, Nose Creek, and West
Nose Creek).

•

buildings shall be designed so as to prevent structural damage by
floodwaters.

•

the first floor of all buildings shall be constructed at, or above, the
deSignated flood level (1: 100 year flood).

•

all electrical and mechanical equipment within a building shall be located
at, or above, the deSignated flood level.

•

no inside or outside storage of chemicals, explosives, flammable liquids,
toxic or waste materials that cannot readily be removed in the event of
a flood shall be allowed.

These regulations have been strictly enforced since 1985. Development,
particularly within Calgary's downtown district, has conformed to these special
regulations, thereby significantly reducing potential flood damage increases
incurred by any new development within the 1: 100 floodplain.
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SECTION 5
FLOOD INSURANCE

SECTION 5
FLOOD INSURANCE*
5.1

Principles and Objectives

The principal objective of flood insurance is to spread the costs of flood
damages so that the society involved can manage those costs. This involves
spreading the costs both in terms of time and population. It also entails
establishing an equitable system with minimum external costs and with little
or no extraneous adverse effects.
Flood insurance differs from the other tools for managing flood losses: whereas
other tools reduce the cost of flood damage from each flood, insurance
distributes the losses over time and space. There is a definite connection
between insurance and disaster relief. If a country is contemplating the
establishment or enhancement of a flood insurance mechanism, then there
must be some problem of availability, affordability, or low market penetration
to be addressed. The effectiveness of an insurance approach is related to the
public's expectation for disaster relief and the political process's predilection
for providing such relief, or, alternatively, that process's ability to ignore the
losses suffered by those who could afford the insurance, but chose not to buy
it.
Although insurance does not reduce the long-term cost of flood damage, it
is often complementary to those flood-plain management strategies which do
reduce losses, such as flood mitigation works, forecasting, flood proofing, or
changes in land-use to more flood-tolerant uses. It thus has elements related
both to Part II - "Planning Measures"- and to Part III -"Response Measures"of this Manual.
Flood insurance deals with modifying the consequences of a hazardous event,
for a particular severity. Since floods are rarely life-threatening, it is appropriate
to consider attempting to modify the economic consequences of floods as well
as considering opportunities to modify the physical consequences.
Depending on the method used to fund the provision of flood insurance, the
cost of flood losses may be either :

(i)

•

borne entirely by those at risk, but with the cost spread relatively evenly
over time; or
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(ii)

partially borne by those at risk and partially borne by those who never
suffer direct flood losses.

In the latter case, those outside the flood-liable area subsidize those at risk,
so that there is a spreading, or sharing, of the risk in both space and time.
However, for reasons discussed below, it is generally not advisable to subsidize
the costs of occupying flood-liable land, as such subsidies will distort landuse decisions and encourage inappropriate investment.
Flood insurance is presently available in many (but not all) countries with welldeveloped insurance markets. There is considerable diversity in the way in
which flood insurance is provided, as well as in the methods used to determine
premiums. There is no single existing model of a flood insurance program which
would be, a priori, optimal for a particular country.
Further complications accrue where the river basin extends across international
or state borders, and where the flood control activities of the upstream country
can affect or aggravate, or be deemed to affect, the flood conditions and hence
risks in the downstream country. Such complications can also occur on border
rivers, where action on one side changes conditions on the other. Such
difficulties can only be resolved in the political arena, ideally resulting in a
formal agreement between the jurisdictions. An example is the long-standing
"Interstate Levees Agreement" on the Murray River in Australia. That agreement
limits the area of land which each riparian state may remove from the floodplain
by the construction of levees, and thus limits the cross-river and downstream
effects.
A flood insurance program with unique features could be devised to suit the
needs of a particular country if it were desirable to do so. Limited use of property
insurance does not prevent the development of a sound flood insurance program.
However, since potential customers initially may have only a vague understanding
of the way in which insurance operates, the introduction of a flood insurance
program to a country without equivalent education programs, would require
careful attention to marketing.
Flood insurance coverage for existing properties in the flood plain can be very
expensive if built without consideration of the current flood risk. This has
implications on the type of coverage which can be provided, on the incentives
needed in the system to encourage rehabilitation or mitigation efforts, and on
the likelihood of adverse selection or moral hazards in the rating process.
In a market economy, there will generally be several insurers available, and
there will generally be differences between the perils covered by each insurer
as well as in the premium quoted for a particular risk. Thus, there will be
competition between insurers, who will seek to identify the most profitable lines
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of business and risks. Although insurance is best developed in those economies
which encourage competition, insurance is used and has an essential role in
socialist, regulated or transitional economies.
Any insurance relies on reserves to meet unexpectedly heavy losses. These
reserves are invested so that funds will be readily available, if needed. Provided
the reserves are invested in a secure form, borrowing may be made against
the investments (rather than liquidating them) when funds are needed to meet
an unusual number of claims. However, building up reserves can be difficult
where there are tax considerations which prevent the private sector from doing
'
this effectively.
If insurance is available, then it is inequitable if the uninsured (and the grossly
underinsured) receive compensation as part of relief payments. In the United
Kingdom for example, it is reportedly Government policy to refuse compensation
for an insurable loss unless an agreed exemption applies, such as in the case
of those unable to afford insurance. The social and political issues have to
be appropriately addressed.

5.2

Coverage for Existing Property

A flood insurance program can be devised to provide insurance cover against
flood damage for selected categories of property or assets. Categories of
assets which would need to be considered include :
•

dwellings: building and/or contents

•

commercial and industrial enterprises

•

farm structures: buildings, equipment, fences

•

vehicles, machinery

•

crops

•

farm animals

•

land value: i.e., reduction in value due to erosion, salinization or other
consequence of flooding

•

public assets: roads, bridges, buildings, dikes, water supplies,
telecommunications, etc.

It is not usual for governments to insure public infrastructure, as it is generally
assumed that the geographic spread of these assets enables the government
to carry the risk. However there may be particular circumstances in a country
which could suggest that some public assets should be considered for inclusion
in a flood insurance program.
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Many flood insurance programs are restricted to dwellings. This is because
householders generally have only a limited capacity to finance the repair or
reconstruction of th~ir homes following a flood, and to replace the contents.
Insurance against flood damage to crops or covering the loss of farm animals
is generally expensive, but may have a place in a flood insurance program
for countries whose economy is mainly agriculture based. Obtaining a sound
balance between the coverages requires careful analyses.

5.3

Coverage for New Developments

Ideally, unprotected new developments, i.e. those which could be damaged
by floods, should not be permitted in flood-prone locations. To allow such
development can cause inequitable costs, either on unsuspecting owners or
purchasers, or on those sectors of society that have to meet flood-damage
costs.
However, risk is a variable quantity: a society may regard it as acceptable
to allow developments on a floodplain where the annual risk of flooding is less
than (say) 1%, but constrain development in areas of higher exposure. Where
such ~ societal criterion is established, it is appropriate for this also to be
accepted by the insurance system.
Where a flood insurance system exists, therefore, the risk criteria applying
to the location and protection of new developments should be in balance with
the criteria applied in the insurance system. Those who wish to go outside
such accepted criteria should carry their own risk and not pass it on to society
as a whole, or to unsuspecting individuals. Market forces (if there is adequate
availability of information) and planning controls can assist to achieve this
balance.

5.4

Funding

Many flood insurance schemes require the insured to bear part of the loss.
This may be expressed as either an amount which is deducted from the loss
to determine the amount payable or, alternatively, a fixed proportion of the loss,
such as 10%.
There are several alternatives for funding a flood insurance program.
The simplest system is for each insured to pay the same annual premium,
regardless of the anticipated frequency of losses or the amount at risk. Whilst
simple, such a scheme provides opportunities for some insureds to benefit from
the occurrence of floods. Uniform premiums also encourage unwise land-use
in flood-liable areas.
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Uniform premiums lead to low participation (in a voluntary scheme) by those
with the lowest risk. Premiums must then be increased to cover the higher
risk of those covered. This may eventually lead to the collapse of the fund.
It is therefore considered vital that premiums be assessed separately for several
broad risk categories. It may be that flood insurance could he provided for only
a few standard amounts, since many dwellings may be of similar value and
suffer similar damage, for a given depth of flooding. This would obviate the need
to assess the value of each insured property.
A relatively small number of premium rates have proved satisfactory in a number
of cases. Since the purpose of charging a premium which is proportional to
the risk is (principally) to discourage unwise development in flood-liable areas,
premium rates do not need to be determined with great precision. Indeed, given
hydrological uncertainty, precision would be illusory.
Premiums do need to be adequate to maintain adequate reserves in the
insurance fund to meet anticipated claims. Premiums may need to be increased
following a succession of years with high flood claims, and might be lowered
if few damaging floods occur for several years. To meet an unusually severe
sequence of flood losses (or those in an extreme year), the flood insurance
enterprise must either :

5.5

•

have the capacity to borrow additional funds to cover a shortfall; these
loans may need a government guarantee; or

•

obtain adequate reinsurance; there is a large and competitive international
market for reinsurance, and a geographic spread of the risk of an
extreme event is desirable.

Applications and Limitations

The advantages and disadvantages of flood insurance depend on the form of
flood insurance - voluntary or obligatory, flat-rate or risk-based, subsidized or
full-cost etc. The following comments generally relate to a voluntary flood
insurance scheme, with premiums based on relatively broad risk classes (so
that those with a small risk of flood damage pay only a modest premium).

5.5.1 Advantages
(a)

Flood insurance can provide immediate financial relief to insured victims of
flood damage. Insurance can provide rapid settlement of claims, so that
those suffering flood damage can overcome the financial consequences
quickly. Freedom from financial worries immediately after a natural disaster
minimizes the psychological trauma often experienced by disaster victims
for prolonged periods.
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Relief payments and donations typically cover only a small fraction of the
direct flood losses incurred by householders. In many small floods and for
many individuals these sources provide no relief at all. The availability offlood
insurance would provide a contract for financial compensation of a much
higher proportion of flood losses.
(b)

It encourages occupants to save for their future flood losses:
Flood insurance is largely a spreading overtime ofthe inevitable future flood
losses of those living in flood-liable areas. The sharing offlood losses across
space - i.e. with other insureds - may seem relatively less important, but is
significant in the accrual of the level of reserves needed for a flood insurance
fund, especially in the coverage of loss payments arising from large scale
events using only policy-holder premiums.

(c)

It reduces demand on relief agencies:
The availability of flood cover would enable relief agencies to target relief,
following a flood, to those who were unable to afford flood cover. This will
reduce the public subsidy of those who live in flood-liable areas. It would also
enable the agencies to provide relief to indigent persons who suffer a
significant loss in a flood which affects relatively few people. (Disaster relief
is typically available only when a "disaster" threshold is exceeded. Those
unfortunate to suffer a major loss in a flood affecting only a limited area may
receive no disaster relief, but would qualify for compensation from their
insurer.)

(d)

It reinforces other policy tools for managing flood-liable land. Properly
managed, the availability of flood insurance will assist the other policy tools
of managing flood-liable land.

The availability of flood insurance would:
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•

discourage inappropriate redevelopment of flood-liable land and promote
flood-proofing activities such as raised floor levels, and, possibly, the
use of materials which are not easily damaged by flooding;

•

encourage Local Authorities to persist with sound land - use decisions
for flood-liable land: the sanction of withdrawal of insurance availability
and public knowledge of premium levels would provide the encouragement;

•

identify areas where floodplain information, improved flood warning and
additional structural flood mitigation works would be economic;
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(e)

alert residents and potential residents to the full cost of residing in a
flood-liable area.
It encourages investment in new technology and intensification of land use
For risk-averse householders, farmers and enterprises, the availability of
flood insurance reduces the worry that the occupant of flood-liable land has
regarding the timing of the next flood loss. Thus, there is an opportunity to
obtain a return on capital invested in a more intensive use of land. Lack of
readily-available flood insurance locks small farmers, householders and
small businesses into a cycle of flood losses which sap capital which might
otherwise be used for productive activities.

5.5.2 Disadvantages
(a)

Flood insurance does not reduce flood losses. It does not reduce direct or
indirect flood damage - it merely redistributes the loss in time.

(b)

It involves transaction costs. The provision offlood insurance involves costs
for marketing, risk-classification, policy expenses and claims assessment.
Thus, insured householders would need to pay more than $10to obtain, in
the long run, a benefit of $1 O. Nevertheless, policy holders may well have a
level of risk aversion such that they are willing to pay for these transaction
costs in order to be free from worry about flood losses.

(c)

It would leave a significant proportion of people uninsured or underinsured.
A voluntary scheme would leave many households in flood-liable areas
without insurance or with inadequate insurance. Some would consider
premiums based on an assessment of the flood risk to be unaffordable or
excessive.
American experience suggests that if a scheme is voluntary, people tend to
perceive that the risk is low and therefor do not buy. Hence a voluntary
scheme may not greatly encourage savings to cover future losses. The
success of a scheme may therefor depend on an element of compulsion or
on massive and continuing education efforts.

(d)

Flood insurance (which merely redistributes the cost of flooding over the
wider community) may encou rage local authorities to promote development
in flood plains as the flood costs would be covered by insurance. Proper flood
planning is more important.

(e)

The development of risk information to calculate premiums can be very
expensive. This is related to the level of complication ofthe rating arrangements,
and also to the mechanisms used to control land use and building practices.
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To pas legal tests, the risk information relating to permissible land use may
need to be quite detailed.

5.5.3 Should a Flood Insurance Scheme be Introduced?
To determine whether a flood insurance scheme could be useful in an area
(such as a large administrative district or State that does not have such an
insurance system), a feasibility study is needed. Such study would:
•
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assess the socio/political/community attitude to the concepts involved
in insurance, for example :
•

what is the public expectation for disaster relief?

•

is the public willing to participate in insurance arrangements?

•

is there political will for the State to provide the necessary relief by
way of disaster funding from the public purse?

•

alternatively, is there political will to implement an insurance scheme
and then ignore the losses of those who could afford insurance, but
chose not to buy?

•

identify which areas and which classes of assets might be suitable for
inclusion in a flood insurance scheme

•

determine whether a voluntary or obligatory scheme was preferred

•

establish the likely level of participation in a voluntary scheme

•

examine the legal and institutional framework for the marketing of the
insurance, the collection of premiums, the certification of losses eligible
for compensation under the scheme, the payment of claims, and the
resolution of disputes between insureds and the insurer

•

report on the desirability of external participation in establishing a flood
insurance scheme, in premium rating, in reinsurance and in managing
the reserves of the flood insurance fund

•

determine whether a privately-run or public insurance scheme is preferred
- note that if there is any element of mixing the business of insurance
with government activities such as planning measures, buy-back schemes,
etc., there may be taxation considerations which prevent a private
insurer from effectively building up the reserves of the fund

•

establish a basis for determining premiums for each class of asset to
be covered by the scheme
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•

determine how best to integrate flood insurance with other strategies for
managing flood losses.

After completion of a feasibility report, it may be that a trial or pilot scheme,
with limited geographic coverage and restricted to certain classes of property,
may be the best way to refine the specific form of flood insurance that is best
suited to the needs.
Perception-of-risk studies in the U.S.A. have shown that without a mandatory
component to an insurance system, people tend to perceive a low risk of flood
and therefor do not buy coverage. A voluntary insurance scheme may not
greatly encourage savings for future losses. The degree to which an insurance
system will be used to handle the flood loss risk will depend on either
mandatory purchase requirements or massive education efforts.
The development of risk information from which to calculate premiums can be
very expensive. This is related not only to the level of complication to the rating
system, but also to the mechanism used to encourage better building practices
and better land use for future development. To pass legal tests, the risk
information affecting land use may need to be quite detailed. The insurance
system may not be allowed to ignore that detail.

Figure 7.

Flood Insurance

1. Flood Insured Property damaged by floods. 2. Owner approaches Insurance Office. 3.
Insurance Officer settling the claim. 4. Reconstruction of damaged property with the payment
received.
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5.6

Examples

5.6.1 U.S.A.
A flood insurance scheme has been in place in the United States of America
for nearly 30 years. Originally, this scheme was introduced principally to force
Local Councils to adopt planning measures to control the "future damage"
problem, in that only those communities that adopted appropriate planning and
zoning measures were eligible for flood insurance.
Attempts were made in 1951 and again in 1956 to establish insurance programs
to cover the risk of flood, but it was 11 years later before a scheme was finally
established. The "National Flood Insurance Program" (NFIP) was designed to
reduce, and if possible, halt the rate of flood plain encroachment, and to shift
some of the losses from flood onto those using the flood plain.
The Program incorporates a national land-use planning scheme with disaster
relief and flood insurance. Under the NFIP, voluntarily-participating communities
at risk receive subsidized flood-plain insurance for existing exposed construction,
are provided risk assessments and technical support, and provided disaster
relief, in return for the enactment of a flood-plain land-use program, and the
introduction and maintenance of building regulations. New construction, i.e.
constructed after the provision of risk-assessment information to the participating
community, and meeting requirements related to elevation, flood-proofing, and
others, is then also insurable, but for an unsubsidized, actuarially-rated,
premium. The Program also includes a buy-back, mandatory purchase, program
for areas with chronic flooding, imposes performance standards and encourages
integration measures under the control of Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA).
By 1993, some 80% of communities participated with over 2.7 million policies
with an exposure of around US$245 billion, but nationally still covering only
some 25% of exposed eligible flood plain properties. Originally with almost all
policies subsidized, by 1993, 41 % of the policies were subsidized, and 59%
actuarially-rated, while the Great MiSSissippi Flood of 1993 has since provided
a significant boost to the Program, and improved market penetration and hence
spread of risk.
During its operations between 1978 and 1992, the NFIP incurred an accumulated
deficit from its subsidized coverage of existing construction of some US$670
million. It had no initial capitalization and, additionally, this missing portion of
the premium is an unfunded liability. However, during the same period, it
experienced a surplus of $250 million insuring new construction. Moreover, it
is important to note that a large part of the NFIP's subsidy would otherwise
be absorbed by disaster relief and casualty tax write-ofts. Further, the results
80
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of the induced flood plain management requirements outweigh the subsidy.
FEMA estimates that the NFIP's mitigation requirements now produce a $569
million reduction in flood damage annually.
The USA scheme bears close scrutiny because of its combined use of
insurance, technical assistance and relief to encourage and, in fact, impose
standards of mitigation on local Governments. While the subsidized portion
of the NFIP can perhaps be viewed as more of a pre-funded disaster pool than
insurance, the actuarially-rated portion is definitely an insurance scheme. The
strength of the Program lies in the fact that it has been both a planning measure
and an insurance scheme, balancing social and economic concerns. As it has
matured, it has developed a viable market penetration, with steadily declining
proportion for subsidies, which remain under continual challenge to be reduced.

5.6.2 Australia
In Australia, only two States - Western Australia and the Northern Territory
-presently provide residential flood insurance, as a matter of course, that covers
both mainstream flooding and storm and tempest flooding.
In Western Australia, the Royal Automobile Club includes flood insurance in
the standard house insurance 'pack', but the insured is required to pay the
first $200 of any claim. The State Government Insurance Office (SGIO) of
Western Australia also offers flood insurance, but the premium is dependent
on the assessed risk. The SGIO may refuse insurance if the risk is too high.
In the Northern Territory, insurance against damage caused by floods and
storm surge to households is also available at modest cost. In flood-prone
areas, the premium is 0.125% of the sum insured, i.e. $25 per year for $20,000
cover. In all other areas, the premium is $20 per year.
In all other States, residential flood insurance is either not available "for
mainstream flooding or is available on the basis of assessed risk. The resultant
premiums are generally too high to be affordable by householders. Of interest
in this regard are the flooding characteristics of the various States.
With respect to Western Australia, the Northern Territory and South Australia,
none of these States have undergone the extensive flooding characteristic of
New South Wales and Queensland. In South Australia and the Northern
Territory, the number of properties affected by an actual major flood event
typically varies from 10 to 200. In New South Wales and Queensland, the
number of properties affected by a major flood event typically varies from several
hundred to several thousand. Moreover, major floods occur more regularly in
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these two States. The situation in Victoria is intermediate between the above
two extremes.
Thus, the limited nature of flood damage in Western Australia and the Territory
appears to contribute to residential insurability in these States.
An example of the distribution of payment of flood costs is shown by the
experience of the NSW town of Nyngan (April 1990 floods). Twenty percent
of the total damage bill of $50 million was borne by the people flooded, 10%
by insurance payouts and 70% by the general public through taxes, charges,
etc. Most of the cost of the insurance payout (which was primarily for motor
vehicles) was also bome by the general public. Thus, in total, some 80% of
the Nyngan costs were borne by the unaffected public and 20% were borne
by the people flooded. It is not known how representative this breakdown is
of floods costs elsewhere in Australia.

5.7
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SECTION 6
FLOOD PROOFING

SECTION 6
FLOOD PROOFING*
6.1

Principles and Objectives

6.1.1 Definitions and Discussion on Related Topics
The Glossary defines flood proofing as :
"the modification of buildings and structures and their immedi-ate surroundings
to reduce damage in flooding."
This definition is clear and unambiguous in the sense that it limits flood-proofing
to physical measures in order to avoid or minimize exposure to floods. As such
also the construction of buildings on individual earth mounds raised to the level
of ordinary high floods and use of easily dismantled materials for houses in
flood prone areas can be considered as flood-proof-ing.
A more general definition considers flood-proofing to include "all actions by
individuals or small groups within the flood-plain to reduce flood damage to
their property" (James and Lee, 1971). This broader definition would in fact
embrace the topics discussed in Sections 2, 4 and 8 of Part II and Sections
1, 2, and 3 of Part III as well as those in this Section.
It is nevertheless appropriate to emphasize the differences between the closely
related topics, flood-proofing, flood protection and flood response planning:
•

flood-proofing is the provision of long-term non-structural or minor structural
measures to mitigate the effects of floods;

•

flood protection is the provision of major long-term structural measures
that physically prevent some or all flood water from entering a designated
land area or town;

•

flood response planning is preparing the community for the event that
floods occur and then, by implementing certain organizational measures
(like evacuation), ensuring that disruption and damage caused by the
floods is kept to a minimum.

A study made in the context of the Flood Action Plan in Bangladesh (ISPAN
1993(1)) found that "flood responses, including flood-proofing, are dictated not
only by the characteristics of the flood environ-ment, but also by the preferences
*

Prepared by J. van Duivendijk
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and resources of the individuals, house-holds and communities living in a
particular environment."
Though this might be a conclusion only valid for Bangladesh one should bear
in mind the impact which institutional, psychological and sociological issues
can have on flood-proofing in a society.

6.1.2 Technical and Institutional Aspects of Flood-proofing
It is recalled 1 that the three general strategies for reducing flood losses
are :
•

modifying the flood in order to keep flood water away from developments
and populated areas by decreasing run off, by increasing channel capacity,
or by con-taining, diverting or storing flood water;

•

reducing the danger of, and susceptibility to, damage from flooding by
keeping people and developments out of the flood hazard area or by
making them more resistant; and

•

reducing the financial and social impact of flooding through measures
such as insurance and post-flood assistance.

These strategies include structural as well as non-structural measures.
In most situations all three strategies will simultaneously be imple-mented in
whole or in part. This implies that the flood hazard may reduce in time because
of structural measures. At the same time, however, the vulnerability to flood
damage will increase 1 due to :
•

growing population pressure on floodplain land

•

increasing urban populations

•

increasing sophistication of society, infrastructure and economic activities

•

increasing numbers of people living outside and downstream of proposed
water control projects who might suffer increased flooding due to river
confine-ment or accelerated drainage

•

increasing numbers of people living behind existing and proposed flood
embankments who might be exposed to possibly catastrophic flooding
if embankments are breached.

Therefore, before any flood-proofing is promoted and undertaken at any level
a reliable assessment of the flood hazard (the location and frequency of
1
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occurrence of floods of various severity - water level, depth, duration) incurred
by the individual and his property must be available.
An important difference between flood-proofing and flood protection is the area
over which the respective measures have an impact. Flood-proofing is focused
on local measures that affect one or several households, a village or specific
infra-structure facilities while flood protection provides protection for·all social
and economic activities and infrastructure within larger areas ranging from a
number of villages or towns to whole provinces.
One should bear in mind that flood-proofing is very heavily dependent on public
participation and low capital inputs from either the public or private sector or
a combination of both. Also flood protection requires public participation but
tends to draw on high capital investment from the public sector.
According to the scale of activity measures to promote flood-proofing can be
distinguished in :
•
•
•

individual and community measures
local (government) measures
regional and national measures.

The problem is to find the right balance between peoples partici-pa-tion and
government initiated public works, between flood protec-tion and flood-proofing
and, last but not least, between peoples' own initiatives and government
induced rules and regulations.

6.1.3 Planning of Flood-proofing Activities
As non-structural mitigation measures need to be complimented by structures
the integration of flood protection and flood-proofing is a must.
Obviously, one can observe two completely different approaches:
•

the top-down approach in which flood control measures are planned and
implement-ed for a certain area and the actual flood protection works
are complimented by flood-proofing measures, and

•

the bottom-up approach in which individuals and/or small com-munities
have learned to live with the floods and have taken flood-proofing measures
on a limited scale based on floods as they occurred in that par-ticular
location during the last period of, say, 50 years.

In rural societies in developing countries such a period of 50 years covers just
three generations. Any reliable data on past events (like high floods) which
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cannot be recalled from experience by the oldest people living in such a rural
society are normally missing or ignored. This in fact implies that severe floods
(having a return period of say 100 years or more) will cause much distress
and damage in such a rural society.
But this is even more the case when flood protection works have been
implemented on the basis of a design flood having a return period of 100 years.
Because in that case the people living within the area protected against floods
in the course of the years will build up a false feeling of safety and ignore floodproofing all together. If in such a situation the design flood is exceeded the
damage will be much more than in the case of the aforementioned rural society
which solely depends on flood control.
There is another reason for flood-proofing to compliment flood protection. On
some projects protection works fail during floods against which the protection
facilities are designed; the reason for failure of several of these projects is the
lack of adequate resources and institutional support for operation and maintenance. The net result is that those living inside embankments are sometimes
more at risk to flood damage than those living outside because those inside
are often less prepared for inundation and when the protection fails, water levels
within the protected area rise too rapidly, giving people insufficient time to take
effective counter-measures.
Planning of flood-proofing is therefore first of all a top-down affair: The population
itself does not know its vulnerability. to flood damage.
Basically three areas of interest for flood-proofing can be distin-guished :
•

Public utilities, infrastructure and other services

•

Private sector capital goods like buildings, commercial goods and
equipment on industrial premises, and

•

Personal possessions like houses, personal goods, heirlooms, etc.

The selected flood-proofing must be worth doing. The cost of the activity must
not exceed the benefits that would accrue. This economic approach is however
influenced also by two other considerations :
•

what can the society, the enterprise, the individual afford to protect
against, and

•

what does the individual want to spend on his personal safety and feeling
of security.

One can therefore state that "the choice of a flood-proofing activity and the
degree of protection it is to provide is the result of the complex interplay of
88
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the hydrologic, economic, social, and political situation of the government
agency or the individual with properties, facilities, or livelihoods to protect. The
answer typically differs from location to location, and from individual to individual,
or from agency to agency, and society to society." (ISPAN 1991).
As part of a top-down approach, guidelines will be required for the planning
of flood-proofing measures in a flood-prone region. Such planning of floodproofing will comprise :
•

identification of local flood characteristics

•

study of impact of floods and the possible measures to mitigate its
negative effects

•

identification of appropriate flood-proofing measures including arrangements
for financing the construction and maintenance.

The planning process should determine whether the measures identified
are :
•

compatible with the expressed needs and wishes of the local people
and take account of social and environmental imperatives

•

likely to be institutionally and administratively practicable

•

capable of being implemented without creating major social disruption
or irretrievable damage to any social group, particu-Iarly those already
disadvantaged.

6.1.4 Types of Flood-proofing
In general, people in all flood environments want the impact of flooding to be
reduced, although there is a widespread acceptance of normal monsoon
conditions and peoples' greatest concern is to reduce the effects of severe
floods. Of course, the flood-related needs and interests of local communities
depend on the characteristics of the prevailing floods and local consultation
is required to discern local support for particular flood damage mitigation
measures.
For instance in Bangladesh it was found (ISPAN 1993(2)) that inhabitants of
different flood environments have distinct flood protection requirements. People
living on sand flats in estuaries want to be free of floods, although some farmers
would be happy to reduce or delay normal floods. People flooded by main rivers
require protection from severe floods. In contrast, those in secondary river areas
were more concerned with modifying or reducing the rate of rise of floods, rather
than being fully protected from all floods. Similarly, farmers in low-lying areas
wanted protection for rapidly rising flood water rather than protection from aI/
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floods. In areas, with stagnant flood water farmers preferences are for improved
drainage to increase the growing season and submersible embankments rather
than for an appropriate level of flood protection. People in flash flood areas
wanted normal inundation delayed a month and only those whose homes were
flooded wanted full protection from floods. Households often express a willingness
to pay for flood protection facilities if their reliability can be guaranteed.
Basically, four types of flood-proofing can be distinguished:
•

protection of infrastructure like roads and railways, water and gas pipelines,
utility buildings and equip-ment (power plants, pumping stations, water
treatment plants);

•

protection of buildings: public buildings (health centers, com-munication
buildings, government offices) industrial plants, private houses;

•

measures directed at emergency situations3

•

:

•

creation of refuge areas for people and cattle with their belongings

•

measures to guarantee access (roads, bridges) to such facilities in
a flood (or near flood) situation

•

availability of water supply, sanitation and food storage facilities at
the refuge areas

flood-proofing in agriculture such as :
•

use of crops which are harvested before the flooding season starts

•

use of flood-resistant crops like long-stemmed floating rice

•

food storage facilities being well stocked prior to flood season.

These four types of flood-proofing will be discussed in Sections 6.2 - 6.5.

6.1.5 Principles Related to Implementation of Flood-proofing
When a number of flood-proofing measures are contemplated one should
consider before hand what difficulties to expect. First of all it may prove to
be difficult to quantify in monetary terms the additional security "felt" by people
having carried out flood-proofing themselves or having accepted it from the
authorities.
Also the degree of community participation and initiatives to be expected in
3
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access to the occupation of such facilities as well as their operation in flood response
planning is discussed in Part III.
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carrying out flood-proofing activities cannot easily be quantified. The same
applies to regular maintenance of such facilities by the community.
In "Disaster Mitigation" (ADS, 1991) ten guiding principles of disaster mitigation
are listed. Not all principles are, however, applicable to a flood situation or,
more in particular, to flood-proofing. Those which are relevant are quoted here
(with some adaptation) :
"5"

"active" mitigation measures (i.e. flood-proofing) that rely on incentives
are more effective than "passive" measures based on restrictive laws
and controls;

"6" mitigation (here: flood-proofing) must not be isolated from related
elements of disaster planning (here: flood protection, flood warning,
flood response, flood fighting, etc);
"7" where resources are limited, priority should be given to the protec-tion
of key social groups, critical services and vital economic sectors;
"8" (flood-proofing} .... needs to be continually monitored and evaluated so
as to respond to changing patterns of (flood) hazards, vul-nerability and
resources;
"9" (flood-proofing) .... should be sustainable so as to avoid public apathy
during the long periods between major disasters.
A few notes should be added to the guiding principles as given:
sub(5):

With "passive" measures are meant laws, codes of practice.
Experience suggests that in devel-oping countr-ies "active" measures
are more likely to succeed. these can be low interest credit,
subsidized building materials, training, etc.

sub(6}:

An isolated approach is feared here, especially where different
government ministries or other institutions are responsible for the
various elements as listed.

sub(8) :

Flood-proofing is a dynamic process in a chang-ing environment. As
hazards change (for instance more flooding because of deforestation
in the upper catchment of the river) or as conditions of vulnerability
change in the course of the years (because of industrialization,
urbanization, population growth) than focus of mitiga-tion measures
(flood protection, flood-proofing, etc) must also be revised overtime
to relate to this dynamic context.
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6.2

Infra-structural Measures

6.2.1 General Principles
As for all physical flood-proofing the focus is on measures aiming to reduce
or avoid damage to infrastructure due to floods. This serves two purposes:
•

the infrastructure stays operational (e.g. a pumping station) and/or
usable (e.g. a road) during the flood, and

•

the cost of repairing damage after the flood is avoided or at least
minimized.

There are as many different types of infrastructure as there are measures to
reduce/avoid flood damage. Nevertheless a few general principles apply :
(a)

The implementation of flood-proofing measures for infrastructure must
not be at the cost of other forms of flood-proofing (as given in Sections
6.3 to 6.5).

(b)

The flood-proofing of infrastructure should be an integral part of the
design and construction and, preferably, not added afterwards; this
also implies that design criteria must be given in design standards and
codes of practice.

(c)

Maintenance of infrastructure and more in particular of integrated floodproofing elements is a key point in the satisfactory perfor-mance of
flood proofing4.

(d)

Quality of construction of all flood-proofing 'struct-ures' is vital not only
in case of normal operation but especially if "attack" by floods is
expected.

In the following a distinction will be made between :

4
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•

embankments, roads and railways,

•

hydraulic structures: regulators, sluices, pumping stations, etc,

•

water supply, electricity supply, telecommunication, etc,

•

local drainage.

This can easily be demonstrated with an example. A road may have a bad pavement but still
be passable. a closure gate in a culvert which can not be closed during flood is a total failure
causing consequential damage.
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6.2.2 Embankments, Roads and Railways
In most areas where flooding occurs on a frequent scale roads and railways
are built on embankments. Apart from these embankments other embankments
may be present: river side levees, seawalls, or embankments left over from
earlier flood defence systems or polderization schemes.
During floods the following may happen:
•

the embankment is overtopped and subsequently collapses

•

the embankment is seriously damaged due to wave attack on slopes
and crest

•

the embankment collapses in case of one sided high water level due
to seepage and piping

•

bridge abutments and bridge piles collapse due to scour

•

culverts are undermined due to scour or piping.

What is said above basically applies to embankments but it also applies to
a greater or smaller extent to rural roads or railways which are not built on
embankments but which are overtopped by cross-currents and which incorporate
bridges and culverts.
In fact flood-proofing to avoid collapse,- damage, under-mining, etc. is not
difficult as long as a flood situation is taken into account during the design.
However, first of all the flood situation must be known, i.e. how do water levels
develop in time as a result of a flood wave traveling though the plain or rainfall?
What does this mean in terms of current velocities, water depth, cross-drainage
discharg-es, etc? If such information has become available- (in addition to
reliable topographic information) design alternatives can be formulated and
compared, for instance:
•

•

An embankment is made high enough to avoid overtop-ping: In that case
bridges, culverts must be able to pass flood discharges. This might
involve:
•

gates in culverts for regulated discharge during non-extreme flows

•

aprons to culverts to prevent scour

•

protection of approach embankments and bridge abutments against
erosion by currents.

An embankment may overtop: This is quite possible as long as is known
(i) where it will overtop, (ii) duration of overtop-ping, (iii) height of overtopping.
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It can then be decided to ensure by means of local crest-lowering at what
location it should overtop and to take appropriate measures. These measures
do not necessarily have to be expen-sive; in many cases a compacted clay
layer, good grass-ing, gentle downstream slopes and a moderate height of
overtop-ping will do the trick. The location of overtopping should be where flood
overflow does the least of damage to settlements, infrastruc-ture and crops.
Other important aspects are :
•

greater attention to de-silting of channels below bridges and culverts

•

greater attention to soil testing taking into account the diversity and
complexity of alluvial materials

•

improved culvert and bridge design to match flow conditions

•

better compaction of embankments

•

robust structural designs especially in case of brick structures

•

protection of embankment slopes against waves and/or currents

•

consideration of use of submersible culverts and bridges (so called irish
causeways) instead of sub-mersible embankments.

A good insight to the flooding phenomenon (for floods of different mag-nitude)
will give the opportunity "to. control the flooding" by a combination of infrastructural
measures: local overtopping, planned opening and closure of gates in culverts
to delay flooding, etc.

6.2.3 Hydraulic Structures
Hydraulic structures like regulators, sluices, pumping stations can easily be
designed taking into account the occurrence of floods. In most cases it are
only the hydrauliC loads which, during a short period, are higher than normal.
Depending on the specific structure and the local situation flood-proofing
measures can comprise :
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•

aprons in front of inlets and downstream of outlets to prevent scour

•

"collars" to regulators and sluices in embankments to prevent seepage
and piping along the edges of the structure

•

piling in foundation of structure to give it a better vertical and horizontal
stability and to prevent "floating" due to uplift pressures

•

use of pumps with engines placed on a higher flood-free level;

•

use of diesel driven engines instead of electric motors

•

more attention for the transfer zone between structure and environment
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•

guaranteed accessibility of structures and operational elements (gates,
pumps) also during floods.

Also here the remarks made earlier about quality of construction like compaction
of earthworks, concreting, brickwork, etc fully apply.
6.2.4 Utility Services
Depending on the location various systems may be in use for water supply,
gas supply, sewerage, electricity supply or solid wastes disposal.
In many cases floods are accompanied by disease outbreaks and other health
problems due to lack of access to reliable water supply. It is recognized that
also pollution of flood waters due to human and animal waste may occur.
However only the continued availabilitY and use of reliable drinking water is
a matter which can be pursued with a reasonable chance of success.
In rural societies hand pump water supply systems should be raised above
the expected flood level. Elevated storage tanks may also be used where
feasible. As for pump stations power-driven pumping equipment should be
placed above flood level.
As far as power supply and telecommunications are concerned, switch gear,
transformers, power and telephone lines should be installed well above flood
level (for instance so-called pole mounted transformers can be used). Major
power stations should be kept flood-free by means of surrounding embankments
or by raising the plinth level.
6.2.5 Local Drainage
Drainage of flood water can be an important flood-proofing measure in the sense
that it may prevent flooding all together or in any case lower the maximum
flood levels and decrease the duration and extent of flooding. Provided the
drainage network is well designed and can cope with floods of various magnitude
the vital and essential thing left to do is maintenance and again maintenance.
This applies not only to drainage canals and ditches but also to cross-drainage
structures like culverts, bridges, Irish causeways and submersible parts of
embankments.
6.3

Flood-proofing of Buildings

6.3.1 Types of Buildings
Obviously, the term "buildings" embraces a wide range of buildings: from simple
dwellings made of bamboo and grass in rural areas to sophisticated large
government offices in urban centers.
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Pumping station in Netherlands

Transformer house - The Netherlands
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Here only a disttnction will be made between (a) public buildings and industrial
plants and (b) private houses.
Flood-proofing measures will differ, from a low degree of protection (sub a) to
a high one (sub d) :
(a)

at time of flood, the ground floor will be flooded and occupants merely
move upstairs

(b)

level of the ground floor of the building has been raised to above the
known flood level; flooding occurs during extreme floods

(c)

building is surrounded by dwarf wall which may be heightened by
placing sand bags in time of emergency

(d)

building is placed on stilts and is always flood-free.

A special case of flood-proofing is cyclone-resistant design (see for instance
ADS 1991, pages 54 to 56) because here not only the flood (high water level,
currents) but also heavy wind and wave loads determine building design.
Finally, it should be emphasized that new developments (villages, industries,
government quarters) should preferably be sited away from areas with heavy
currents during floods or with wave action.

6.3.2 Public and Industrial Buildings
Generally speaking public buildings and various types of buildings required for
industrial use are built by using more sturdy materials while also more money
is available to guarantee stability under flood conditions than for most private
houses.
In the same way building codes taking into account flood-proofing measures
(if they do!) will be more easily followed for public and industrial buildings than
for private houses. This statement is however only valid for the former when
the requirements posed by building codes are not unnecessarily costly and
unrealistic.
Firstly, it should be ascertained that foundations are able to withstand a
flooding situation with a high ground water table. Secondly, the superstructure
of the building must be able to withstand the forces of flowing water, wave action
and high water levels. In many countries buildings have a concrete or steel
frame work and it is then easy to endure a flood situation by placing the building
on stilts. The ground floor can be used for parking of vehicles, waiting rooms,
etc and no significant damage occurs during flooding. Obviously, valuable
industrial plant must, if this is at all possible, never be placed on flood prone
floors.
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Farm on earth mound, Netherlands

Shops in Sitges - Spain
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Further an important point to be looked at is the accessibility of buildings
(especially health centers) during floods.

6.3.3 Private Houses
As discussed earlier, incentives are normally more efficient in realizing floodproofing to private property than building codes. Payment of grants by
governments can result in long-term benefits by avoiding the more expensive
cost of recurrent repair or reconstruction after a flood . Those incentives will
especially work quite well immediately after a damage-causing flood when
private house owners are in the right mood to carry out improve-ments to their
houses. For example, there was a significant change in attitude of those
exposed to the great 1993 Mississippi flood , when many chose to sell out
and move to higher ground with Government assistance . (However, quite a few
did not).
Flood-proofing is not only a matter of location of housing in relation to magnitude
of flooding , in fact it is much more a matter of standard of housing and (related)
resources.
In river side flood plains or coastal zones lands may be frequently lost to
erosion. This means that families will have to move their houses and possessions
frequently. Houses are therefore constructed from light-materials and can
easily be dismantled and moved. Temporary platforms are then constructed
inside houses so that families can continue to use the house after flood water
has inundated the floor. No doubt this type of flood-proofing is the cheap-est
. and simplest one can think of as it applies to houses which can be dismantled.
More permanent approaches to flood-proofing are :
•

build houses or whole villages on earth mounds ensuring that ground
floors of houses are a little above (say O.3m) the last known high flood

•

use concrete corner pillars or galvanized-iron pipe and wall-bracing with
steel wire to provide better resistance against rapid flood-flow and heavy
winds, use bricks or low-cost blocks for the lower one meter of housing
walls in which only minimal openings are left for doors and windows so
that they can be blocked by sealed panels or sand bags during floods

•

strengthen roofs of houses or provide platforms and raised areas to store
raw and finished goods and to provide a refuge for a family for at least
24 hours during a high flood

•

strengthen foundations of houses in case long lasting high ground water
tables are expected
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•

provide dwarf walls (in brick or concrete not exceeding 0.5 m height and!
or as earthworks not exceeding 1 m height) around houses to keep the
flood water from the premises

•

build houses on stilts (as practiced already in many places all over the
world)

•

if possible cost-wise, use flood resistant materials: concrete blocks
rather than bricks, bricks rather than bamboo, clay rather than sand.

6.4

Emergency Situations

For the purpose of the topic flood-proofing, an emergency situation is defined
as a situation during which the population has to leave their houses because
of high flood levels. In such cases, people will move onto high ground or into
specially built shelters.
Experience in a flood-prone country like Bangladesh has taught that people
prefer to stay close to their property as theft in such cases is quite common.
This means that refuge areas have to be available close to people's normal
place of residence . These refuge areas should be able to house people as
well as their few belongings including cattle.
Apart from being close, refuge areas have to be on a route that people can
reach (by land or with available boats). These refuge areas should be provisioned
with shelter, water supply (for instance tubewells), sanitary facilities and food
storage.
In principle, one can distinguish two types of refuge areas :
•

high ground on adjacent main land or as artificially created, and

•

structures placed on earth mounds or on stilts.
As available high ground tends to be occupied by homesteads people may
use such places which are normally out of bounds for occupation: flood
embankments or verges of road and railway embankments. The problem
is here that embankments enlarged for this purpose tend to become
occupied on a permanent basis by settlers having lost their land (for
instance due to river bank erosion). It should however be possible to come
to a clear understanding with a community living near such an embankment
that in case of emergency such and such an area on the (enlarged)
embankment is allocated to them for the period the floods render a return
to their normal place of residence impossible.
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If no high ground or embankments are present in the immediate neighborhood
of the village which is prone to high floods special structures (~ke the so-called
"cyclone shelters" in Bangladesh) have to be bj,Jilt or existing structures
adapted. Such community flood shelters should be designed for multiple use
to maximize the benefits of the investment to the community.
This automatically leads to the suggestion to combine existing community
building's or facilities like market places, scbools, health centers and mosques
with the function of flood shelter or to build new facilities having · such a
combi~ed function.
An advantage of such combined function is that responsi-bility for malntenance
is more widespread. The design of such shelters should take into account the
required capacity (including cattle or other livestock) , length of time the shelter
will be occupied, provision of potable water and sanitation facilities, access
to food and fuel, privacy and security of those taking ~helter, provision of
cooking facilities, storage of valuables (ISPAN 1993(2)).
A completely different approach to an emergency situation is to stay where
you are and to keep houses and belongings flood-free by emergency heightening
of existing embankments or by constructing flood preventing bunds. Whether
such a solution- is feasible is obviously a matter of magnitude of work required
in a certain time span on the one hand (for instance heighten an existing
embankment by O.Sm over a distance of one km within 24 hours) and the
availability of resources (equipment, manpower, materials like sand bags) on
the other.
Finally, it should be emphasized that a network of flood-free escape routes
of sufficient capacity from flood prone areas to refuge areas is essential in case
the latter are located at some distance from the flood prone areas. The
responsible authorities can base their planning of such a network on (a) the
expected rise in time of flood level and corresponding increase of current
velocities, (b) the advance warning time envisaged, (c) the speed and size of
evacuation masses (including transport of private belongings and cattle) and
(d) the distance to be travelled.
6.5

Flood-proofing in Agriculture

It is obvious that farmers in rural societies all around the world do not need
advice on flood-proofing their farming systems. They have generations of
expe~ience behind them in adapting their crops, crop varieties, cropping patterns
and cultivation practices to flood characteristics in their local area. That
experience has made them master at vulnerability analysis and risk assessment:
these are an integral part of their rural culture.
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A typical example of such adaptation to floods is the application of so-called
floating rice in South-East Asia. This is a deep water variety, of relatively low
yield, which is sown pre-monsoon . During the monsoon, its stem will grow
in line with the increasing water level. It is harvested after the monsoon season .
However, this crop will be damaged if flood water levels rise more rapidly,
higher, or later than "normal".
More recently, new agricultural technologies (such as high-yielding rice varieties
and small-scale irrigation) have enabled farmers to switch their main production
period from the flood-prone monsoon season to the safer dry season. In some
areas, floods now represent a much less serious hazard to the farmer in the
widespread floodplain areas than in the past. In other areas, in Bangladesh
for example, enormous areas remain vulnerable to flood damage every year,
in spite of decades of flood control activity.
Nevertheless farmers will need assistance in reducing their exposure to floods .
Such assistance will obviously differ from country to country and from culture
to culture. This assistance may, for instance, concern :
•

introduction of rice varieties suitable for late transplanting and with longer
seedlings, so as to reduce exposure to damage by late floods; also
improved varieties of the floating rice mentioned earlier are being developed

•

advice on a versatile approach to cropping patterns for the situation that
newly introduced flood protection does not provide the complete security
the farmers tended to believe it will

•

water management aiming at late flooding of a command area by means
of protection by submersible embankments and/or gate opening in order
to have the harvest completed prior to flooding

•

introduction of flood-free , animal-resistant food storage and conservation
containers made by using new technologies or materials which are not
locally available

•

assistance in de-salinization of areas flooded by salt water by making
available materials (e.g. gypsum) and extension services.

6.6

Liabilities and Control

6.6.1 Control
In Section 11-4, zoning i.e. "the division of a floodplain into zones, with different
land uses permitted in each " (see Glossary) was discussed . Flood-plain zoning
regulations are used to prevent people from living on land which is highly
102
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Roof stable - Netherlands

Hay stack - Thailand
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susceptible to floods which might endanger lives or property and where rescue
and relief operations might be difficult.
Such zoning , as for instance practiced in Europe and the USA, is not always
feasible in poor, densely populated areas in Asia. Moreover, the floodplain of
a river as well as the mud-flats in an estuary are usually fertile, there is ample
space for settlements and ownership is not always fixed or clear. This makes
it impractical to prevent people from occupying and farming such land. Now
flood protection is not possible inside floodplains , these areas being especially
reserved for storage and discharge of flood water, and, consequently, only nonstructural measures like flood-proofing are left.
This does not mean , however, that anything that is permitted in terms of
development in flood-free areas is also permitted in such floodplains. Authorities
should take care that the floodplain function is not hindered by flood-proofing
measures , or even flood protection, initiated by the occupants of the floodplain.
Here standards on floodplain management (including flood-proofing , flood
response planning, etc.) are definitely required. These standards should restrict
and guide private investment in those flood prone areas.
The general principle here is the choice of land uses that are reasonable for
the degree of hazard in a certain area. In this case general rules cannot be
given because what is permitted in one place could be totally unacceptable
somewhere else. The parameters here are: flood magnitude, frequency of flood
phenomenon, extent of flood-proofing possible, degree of flood response planning
locally achievable, response of the local population, and, last but not least,
alternative settlement areas available. Examples of restrictions which may have
to be imposed to maintain the flood discharge function of the floodplain are
the following :
•

restriction of tall, closely spaced monsoon season crops such as
sugarcane and jute which retard water flow and induce sedim-ent deposition

•

no placing of low barriers across old floodplain drainage channels during
and after the monsoon for fishing purposes as in this way not only flood
discharge is impeded but also sediment is deposited, thus reducing the
drainage capacity.

6.6.2 Liabilities

A few recommendations can be given as regard to the liabilities of authorities
and population in respect of flood-proofing measures:
•

beneficiaries should contribute to the cost of flood protec-tion and
government induced flood-proofing to enhance local commitment to
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operation and mainte-nance of facilities
•

local formal and informal groups should be encouraged to prepare for
and respond to floods

•

local authorities should be strengthened and sup-ported by the central
government through technical and logistic support in order to deal
efficiently with floods ; they should be empowered to raise revenue for
undertaking flood-proofing measures

•

greater collaboration and cooperation between non-government
organizations and local voluntary groups on one hand and local bodies
and central government agencies on the other should be promoted.

Obviously, these recommendations should match with those in flood response
measures discussed in Part III.
6.7

Applications and Limitations

When the application of flood-proofi ng measures is considered together with
its limitations one should bear in mind the following aspects :
(a)

Are the conventional criteria used for assessing the economic viability
of flood protection and flood-proofing valid in a poor densely populated
rural area? What alternative is there to providing flood-proofing on the
crowded floodplain where the majority of the population gains its
livelihood? Would any alternative development strategy be less costly
in capital and operational terms or more effective in providing physical
and economic security to the floodplain population?

(b)

Flood-proofing measures are minor structural interventions (but could
be large in number as part of a comprehensive plan) and the small
scale of flood-proofing measures usually means that they have a
mental impact on the physical environment and a positive impact on
the social environment.

(c)

Flood-proofing measures should be designed with active partici-pation
of individuals and local communities so that both the individuals as
well as the communities can contribute to construction cost and take
responsibility for operation and mainte-nance of completed flood-proofing
measures. The incentives from the side of the government as discussed
in Section 6.1.5 are also needed.

(d)

Any proposed flood-proofing measures should be considered in the
context of goals of individuals, communities and the country as a
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whole. The solutions possible and desirable from a technical point of
view may well be unaccep-table in the local socio-economic
circumstances. Also the local population in one place may be much
more receptive to a certain flood measure than in another place. In
seemingly similar conditions (magnitude of flood , topograp-hy, socioeconomic conditions) the solution in one place may be flood response
planning, in another one flood-proofing and , finally, in a third location
a mixture of both .

•

6.8

(e)

To a certain degree one has to admit that flood-proofing is a "poor
man's solution" as it accepts a situation (i.e. the flooding) a richer
community would not accept. Economic calculations along conventional
lines easily demonstrate that flood protection is worthwhile in urban
or industrial areas. It does not pay in rural areas unless heavy investments
have been made in irrigation systems and/or the nature of the project
is multipurpose.

(f)

If flood protection is provided but floods of return periods of 40-50 years
are still possible one has to be careful not to erase the feeling of
alertness to floods in the local population5. It is better in that case
to have "one flood per generation" (i.e. return period 20-25 years) so
as to keep this alertness alive and to spend the money saved on these
cheaper flood protection works, on flood response planning and floodproofing instead of going for the "one in 50 years" flood protection .

Examples of Flood-proofing

6.8.1 Nijmegen, Netherlands
In Nijmegen, an old city on the river Waal (main distributory of the river Rhine)
the low laying river side streets are protected from flooding (occurring once
every 5 years) by an entrance gate which in times of high water levels is closed
by means of a double set of stop-logs with horse-dung in between for sealing.

6.8.2 Jamuna River, Bangladesh 6
An example of effective action is shown in local effort assisted by the Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) to raise neighborhood refuge areas using spoil taken
from culture-fishery improvements. A school, mosque, or other public property
is selected, and the ground raised to an agreed level to provide temporary
shelter to village residents within , perhaps, one to two kilometers distance.
In addition to providing a safe haven during floods, the raised areas serve as
5
6

See also section 6.1 .3
After ISPAN, 1991
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Flood water barriers (Example from Nijmegen, Netherlands)
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Flood water barriers (Example from Nijmegen, Netherlands)

.

community meeting and recreational grounds in daily use. Each raised area
is provided with a tubewell and sanitation facilities .
The Bhuapur Project of Service Civil International (SCI), partially funded by
MCC, implements shelter programs in char areas on the Jamuna River. The
soil and land are provided by the char villagers, and a raised area is constructed
to the level of the (extreme) 1988 flood . The embankment of the raised area
is protected by Catkin grass and other indigenous species to provide some
scour protection. Water-seal latrines, tubewell, livestock shelter, storage locker,
and a thatched-roof meeting house are provided on the raised mound. Plans
are to use the meeting house as a school house for village children in the
near future.
In the pond re-excavation program , a nearby existing tank is selected, leased
from the landowner, and deepened to allow improved fish production and provide
soil for the raising . The embankments have crest widths of 16 to 18 feet (4.9
- 5.5m), and are raised to the 1988 flood level. In 1991, the local people are
required to pay 10% of the costs of construction . Next year, their share will
be increased to 15%. The slopes of the raised embank-ment are available for
vegetable cultivation by the members of the community.
Credit for housing reconstruction is also provided under this community flood
vulnerability reduction program. Of the 10,000 Tk required for a new house,
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Market area during wet season (Song-Phi-Nong) Thailand

Market stalls in dry season , Thailand
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Hay stack and houses on stilts Song-Phi-Nong, Thailand

Stop-log placing for doors-Netherlands
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50% is made available as a grant, and the members of the community pay
the balance back over a number of years. The house is a flood-resistant,
elevated model using reinforced concrete corner posts.
Another project seeks to reduce the vulnerability of char residents to loss of
cultivable land by planting the chars with catkin grass, a traditional grass variety
that binds the soil and traps alluvium. Char areas thus covered with Catkin
grass stand a better chance of resisting flood-induced erosion.
6.8.3 Song Phi Nong, Thailand
In Song Phi Nong, Thailand, the town and its surroundings are flooded each
year. The market stalls have been flood-proofed by having a first floor at which
business continues to be carried out when the ground floor is flooded customers arrive by boat. Outside of the town, houses and haystacks have
been flood-proofed by using stilts.
6.8.4 Zierikzee, Netherlands
During spring-tide and wind set-up in the past water levels could reach the
sill of houses along the old inner harbor in the city centre. Then wooden boards
were placed in front of doors to keep the water out of the houses in case it
would continue to rise. (Photograph on page 44)
6.9
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SECTION 7
CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT

SECTION 7
CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT*
7.1

Principles and Objectives

Using catchment management in a river basin to control or alleviate the
generation of floods consists of stepping in at the sources of floods and trying
to modify the way or rate in which rainfall is transformed into stream flows.
While, depending on basin characteristics, there is a limit to the effectiveness
of good catchment management practices on flood generation, their application,
maintenance or enhancement should always be carefully assessed; as noted
below, they also correlate with erosion-control practices, and thus generate
additional benefits.
The elements of the hydrologic cycle relevant to a drainage basin are :

*

•

precipitation, which is the principal cause of runoff

•

interception by foliage, which slows down the fall of rain onto the soil
and which also retains some rain subsequently transformed into
evaporation

•

evaporation and evapotranspiration (from ponds, lakes and other free
water surfaces, from the soil surface, and from the basin's vegetative
growth), which will be insignificant during precipitation periods, but which
can become significant later

•

surface infiltration into the upper soil strata, which can store a significant
amount of the precipitation and subsequently release it slowly in the
form of evapotranspiration or through modified surface discharge

•

deep infiltration into ground water basins, whence some water can
emerge into the watercourse but after a much longer delay and often
at a very distant point

•

direct overland flows which, discharging along successive draws and
streams can rapidly swell the flows of the main stream

•

delayed overland flows which include some of the intercepted precipitation
and some of the surface and deep infiltrations.

Prepared by J. Astier
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Catchment management thus consists of modifying the basin conditions to
cause a change in the distribution or influences of these elements, particularly
by increasing the amount of interception and of surface infiltration in order to
reduce the amounts and rates of direct overland flow.
Incidentally, such actions correlate with an alleviation of an associated significant
river basin issue- soil erosion. On steeply sloping soils, the initial overland
discharges can, before reaching the stream beds, flow with a velocity sufficient
to dislodge, then carry away the soil constituent materials. Besides possibly
being significant arable soils from the originating land, these materials become
the major part of the river's sediment discharge, either as suspended particles
or as bed load, and contribute to the downstream sedimentation problems
whether in reservoirs or in channels.
Thus, direct overland flow and soil erosion are essentially the two factors that
catchment management is aimed at treating. We will see further that this
treatment, with the same objectives and similar effects, also concerns the
watercourse itself and its banks.

7.2

Setting

Even before human occupation of the flood plains of watercourses, and particularly
of alluvial plains, reached today's levels, thereby generating the great sensitivity
and vulnerability to flooding, catchment management techniques and conditions
already existed, naturally or to answer to other social requirements. Where
there is now an aggravated problem in catchment flooding characteristics, it
is often because of the destruction or massive degradation of the natural forest
or other vegetative cover. This may have occurred because of the demands
of industrialization or the demands of the populace for fuel (wood cutting for
charcoal, cooking, heating, construction materials, housing, shipbuilding, etc.).
Additional catchment behavior modification has been caused by the progressive
sealing of large areas of the surface through roads and paving, residential and
industrial roofing, etc., as well as by agricultural practices which adversely
redirect or concentrate surface runoff.
Forests initially existed almost everywhere in the world, and remained basically
intact as long as they served as a source of natural wealth or of income for
a basically dispersed rural population. Rural communities, particularly in
mountainous areas, were the first to undertake deforestation to create land
suitable for cultivation or for grazing. However, such actions were limited and
in some areas compensated for by construction of contour terracing, permitting
cultivation on even steeply-sloping land.
Massive deforestation generally has followed industrialization or explosive rural
population growth. Additional pressures have come from the establishment of
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large-scale farming, the establishment of large communities, the creation of
rights of way for transportation and for power or communication lines. Additionally,
the exodus of rural populations from mountainous areas to cities had the
consequential effect of stopping forest maintenance, soil cultivation, and
maintenance and repair of the terrace walls, all aggravating runoff and erosion
conditions.
A large part of the catchment management practices is in fact aimed at
restoring the original conditions.

7.2.1 Watershed Management
Management practices on the watershed are applied from the very initiation
of surface flow, to reduce its rate as well as capacity to erode the soils, whereas
actions on the watercourse, examined later, are intended to slow down flood
passage, to reduce peak flow and the resulting destructive effects on the
watercourse bed and banks.

7.2.1.1 Reforestation
The role of forests in influencing the quantity or intenSity of rainfall itself is
controversial, and has not yet been subject to in depth probing. Even if it is
generally accepted that on a small area, the amount of precipitation is not
appreciably modified by the presence of a forest, it is possible that over a major
basin with significant forest cover, this influence can be significant. While no
specific or generalizing data are available, several studies have indicated that
large forested regions tend to have proportionally more abundant rainfall more
evenly distributed. This relationship is however difficult to consider applicable
to the rainfall events which cause major floods.
On the same basis, for equivalent precipitation, forests have an significant
influence on average annual runoff, depending on the basin's size, its climatic
and pedologic conditions, and on the nature of the forest cover. Here also,
various experiments carried out in different parts of the world lead to controversial
results. On the other hand, the researchers are almost unanimous on the role
of forests on runoff during flooding.
Forests certainly play a major role in interception, which is one of the key
hydrologic cycle factors referred to earlier. The interception effect, significant
during light precipitation, diminishes rapidly under heavy intensities. In such
cases, however, even if interception merely delays the fall of rain to the ground,
it will reduce the energy of the falling rain drops, lessening soil compaction
on impact, and thus especially for clayey soils, decreasing the creation of an
impermeable layer on the surface. Additionally contributing to the advantageous
effect of forest cover, the forest floor cover of leaves, plants, and vegetation
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debris can absorb a certain amount of the precipitation, assisting infiltration
and delaying surface runoff of what does not infiltrate.
Finally, forests can engender the processes of soils transformation and
enrichment, with deposit of plant organic substances and development of
micro-organisms. Deep soils transformed in this way obtain a strong capacity
for infiltration and retention. These qualities favor significant infiltration and thus
result in runoff being delayed until after the flood. Correspondingly, the reduced
surface flows and with the soil surface protection provided by the plant cover,
forests contribute significantly to lowered erosion.
In addition to the negative action on the land itself, surface erosion aggravates
the sediment content in stream flow, with several potential consequences on
flood development:
•

sedimentation of reservoirs (behind diversion dams, storage dams, flood
mitigation dams)

•

formation of slope-wash cones which, building up in successive storms,
obstruct the normal river bed and lead to overflows during later floods

•

filling the flood plains of the downstream valley. Reducing the channel
capacity, this filling aggravates spill into the alluvial plain and thus
additional deposit of alluviums on it, generates a progressive raising of
the flood plain and, at the same time, of the stream bed

•

augmentation of the tractive forces and of the hydrauliC roughness in
the channel, provoking an increased water level for a given flow

•

inducing massive landslides which can create temporary dams on the
natural river course, and whose subsequent overtopping and collapse
can provoke a flood wave endangering downstream dams.

Forests, by limiting the erosion phenomena and contributing to delayed passage
of surface flows, contribute immensely to reducing the potential for such
damages and risks. Their maintenance, reinstatement, or creation in catchments
can thus be a significant flood management tool. One should, however, at the
same time bear in mind that quantification of the effects of reforestation ( as
part of a comprehensive flood plain management plan) is difficullt if not impossible.

7.2.1.2 Cultivation Effects
Putting soils under cultivation, setting up natural grasslands or pastures, and,
generally speaking, the establishment of herbaceous vegetation on lands, can
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have effects on runoff and erosion similar to those of a forest. However, the
effectiveness of this depends on the permanency of the cultivation vegetation,
and on the farming practices involved.
These effects may in fact be negative if the cultivation is displacing forest cover
to start with. Additional problems occur if the introduced drainage systems
create concentrations of runoff fJow that aggravate soil erosion, orif the creation
or rearrangement of the fields has eliminated natural runoff constraints such
as contour hedging. Additionally, ploughing downslope, often practiced on
large-scale farms, and cultivation under plastic, can strongly aggravate overland
flow.

7.2.1.3 Land and Soil Conservation Practices
The aim of such practices is again to facilitate water infiltration and to reduce
the overland surface flows and the flow rates in the watersheds - the principal
causes of soil erosion.
The land and soil conservation can be achieved in several ways :
•
•
•

reforestation
creation of a perennial, robust, vegetation cover
creation of benches and terraces.

Reforestation, or reinstallation of perennial natural vegetation can be effectively
introduced even on steep slopes. For cultivation, however, slopes must be kept
moderate. When the natural slopes are steep, gentler slopes must be artificially
created by the construction of benches or terraces to permit contour farming,
and thus also control of erosion. Where the significant manpower required is
available economically, such benches can be created by hand, using dry stone
contour walls, for example. Otherwise, mechanized methods are available, with
the slopes remodelled by embankment machines.
By means of lateral materials transfer, the mechanized techniques create
larrow strips of almost horizontal benches, separated by compacted steps.
)epending on the characteristics of the soils, and of the intended crops or
~ultivation, the surface of the bench should be shaped to provide proper
jrainage and drainage control.
r.2.2 Watercourse Management

t is not within the scope of this Manual to cover major flood control works,
lUch as flood control dams or embankments, which are structural measures
19ainst floods. The following material covers only localized works aimed at
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protecting the watercourse itself, or its banks, against flood damage, or at local
facilitation of runoff while attenuating its rate of development or reduction in
sediment transport. While these works do in fact involve construction activity,
they generally are relatively minor, and can be accomplished with manual labor,
or without major equipment. For this reason, they are considered a valid topic
in this text.
Improvements to watercourses, particularly of mountain streams, will primarily
consist in modifying the slope of the watercourse towards a "profile of equilibrium".
Ideally, under such a profile, materials eroded in the watersheds and decanting
into the stream would be transported onwards by the streamflow, without any
deposition of sediment or scouring of the stream bed . This is achieved by
creating a series of grOins, sills or low dams along the stream bed, locally
reducing the stream bed slope between each, to reduce the flow velocities,
and limiting the longitudinal scour. These measures may also be used for
environmental enhancement, e.g. fish habitat.
Conversely, the stream channel bed or banks should be cleared of shrubs and
bushes which could obstruct runoff, or be washed away during floods to jam
the flow path at downstream structures (e.g. at bridges) . Either circumstance
could otherwise lead to overbank flooding . The stream channel should also be
cleared of large rocks , for the same reason ; the rock can be used as riprap
or in gabions creating the groins, sills along the channel bed or protecting the
banks against erosion.

7.3

Advantages and Limits of Catchment Management

Catchment management tries to treat the flood problem "at the origin"; that
is to say from the moment preCipitation saturates the ground and the flood
starts to form . This action is most effective in mountainous areas because it
is there that preCipitation is generally the most intense, while their steep slopes
develop the highest specific discharge. By acting strongly in these areas,
applying the means described, flood flows are constrained from their very
beginning; the speed of travel of the flood is diminished (providing longer time
of warning for the downstream flood-prone areas) ; and erosion and solids
transport phenomena are limited. One should be aware, however, that in some
basins, delayed passage of a tributary flood could in fact aggravate the
combining flood peak in the main stem. This point must be analyzed before
intervening in only one sub-basin.

It should be noted that an excessive reduction of the sediment transport can
lead to a dynamic deficit of sediments in the downstream flow . On erodible
stream beds, this imbalance will tend to cause channel degradation, by added
erosion as the flow tries to re-establish the balance.
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Treatment of drainage basins will differ greatly depending on whether the areas
are mountainous, where both reforestation and land and soils conservation
practices might be applied, or rural or even urban, with high cultivation or
occupation of lands. In these cases, protective actions will have to go through
a certain backtracking in comparison with the recent practices. Thus, in flatter
rural areas, these practices will include some or all of the following :
•

breaking up parcels intended for cultivation by separating them with earth
borders and hedges perpendicular to the runoff direction

•

practicing contour ploughing and plantations

•

limiting deep drainage channels or rectilinear drains which aggravate the
rate and concentration of runoff

•

limiting cUltivation under plastic, or assuring that they are provided with
proper drainage and flow-directing bunds.

In urban areas, sealed ground surface as parking areas, industrial or commercial
areas, should be analyzed for the need for associated compensatory flood
retention basins. Also, small "natural" detention areas that can be combined
with compatible land uses, such as parks and small wild life protection areas,
might be of interest although effects will be limited. Porous roadways can also
be developed, to absorb some precipitation.
Catchment management techniques can be very effective in more mountainous
areas or on smaller basins. However, they are more difficult to bring into
operation on very large drainage basins. Here, to be effective, a coherent policy
and action plan on the scale of the entire basin must be established. This
can require the implementation of actions whose significant effects may be
felt on vulnerable areas often far from the area treated.
While always very useful in the fight against erosion, and for smaller floods,
Catchment management techniques can lose some of their effectiveness
during major floods, particularly in regions where precipitation can reach 200
to 300 mm in several hours. The contribution of action on watersheds may
result in an improvement of some tens of millimeters in the soil infiltration
capacity, significant during small or medium floods, but obviously losing
significance under heavy precipitation events. This fact, while it should be
recognized, should not, however, be used as a rationale for ignoring the very
substantial advantages accruing to properly-developed catchment management
techniques.
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SECTION 8
DECISION MAKING

SECTION 8
DECISION MAKING*
8.1

Principles and Objectives

The objective of this section is to review the range of decision-making techniques
currently available in order to develop a comprehensive and applicable set of
procedures to meet the objectives of flood management. Since not all decision
situations are the same, some techniques are more suitable under certain
conditions than others. It is also important to know whether the decision-maker
is a single individual or a group.
This section has a twofold purpose :
•

to present a comprehensive summary of the decision-making methods
available for the selection of the best measures of flood management
applicable to a particular situation, and

•

to provide references to papers, reports, textbooks, reference books, and
other literature which are likely to be of value to the engineer or other
professional who desires further information to use a particular method.

8.1.1 The Decision-Making Process
The decision-making process can be broadly defined as the process by which
one can arrive at objectives, policies, and/or strategies dealing with different
circumstances. Depending on how much is known about these circumstances,
the decision process can be very complex and include probabilistic factors
related to risk and uncertainty of the outcome, and subjective and qualitative
values related to unquantified factors.
It is the responsibility of the decision-maker to identify both the decision
problem and specify the objectives of that problem. It is also the decision-maker
who directly or indirectly furnishes the final value judgment that may be used
to rank available alternatives, so that a solution can be determined.
The analyst is responsible for defining the decision model, conducting the multicriterion decision process and presenting the results to the decision-maker.
This requires a wide range of activities carried out by the analyst in the form
of appropriate problem formulation, quantitative and qualitative analyses of that
problem.
*

Prepared by Prof. I. Ijjas
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The interaction between the analyst and the decision-maker is an inherent
characteristic of the decision process and its level is usually influenced by
the decision-maker's level of knowledge and willingness to participate in the
process, by the type of solution technique selected, and by the nature of the
problem under consideration. Here, clear communication is the key as, often,
deciion-makers are not technically oriented. The choice of the best alternative
can be made by the analyst, the decision-maker, or both.
Some decision-makers may want the analyst to select the best alternative.
The present trend, however, is for the analyst to present several alternatives
to the decision-maker, who then makes the selection. Each alternative should
be displayed in such a manner that the decision-maker can clearly see how
close each one comes to achieving the original objective(s). In particular the
smaller risk of loss of life and of other residual risks should be highlighted.
To aid the decision-makers in recognizing patterns and trading off disparate
impacts, one can apply two useful information display techniques :
•
•

Matrix Display Techniques
Scorecard Display Techniques.

The display should allow the decision-maker(s) to rationally measure each
alternative against the objectives, in order to choose the best one. Since "8est"
has different meanings to different groups, planners should aim at reaching
a societal consensus through a formal public involvement plan and clear
communication of analytical results to affected parties.

8.1.2 The Decision Objectives in Flood Management
The flood management measures are the works that are built and the actions
that are taken. Many management measures are available for solving existing
flood management problems and preventing the development of new problems.
The challenge in flood management is to find the best combination of structural
and nonstructural management measures and integrate them into an effective
whole.
The decision objectives of flood management includes the following
situations :
•

identification of potentially acceptable or feasible alternatives

•

identification of primary (non-dominated) alternatives

•

complete or partial rank ordering of all alternatives

•

identification of one preferred alternative
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•

identification of a preferred combination of several project component's
alternatives.

Within the last 20 years decision-making in flood management has taken a
new direction from the traditional cost-benefit approach by injecting social and
environmental goals in the process. Social and environmental goals and objectives
are continually changing, and difficult to quantify. Yet these social goals and
objectives are the keystones of decision-making actions. Plans and proposals
prepared in ignorance of them have little chance of being accepted and
implemented. These new issues direct the decision-making process toward
a more integrated approach.
There is no simple way of selecting an appropriate solution for any given flood
alleviation problem. The choice may be governed by topography, the availability
of land, cost and planning considerations. The preferred solution, in any case,
might make use of several of the flood alleviation methods.
The value of non-structural flood damage reduction measures probably remains
under-estimated. Flood alleviation schemes which combine structural and nonstructural measures are likely to be particularly effective, and where structural
measures are technically problematic or where non-structural measures offer
better value for money they should be carefully considered.
Solving conflicts of the environment versus socioeconomic development
generated by flood management projects and related activities requires a new
comprehensive approach which reconciles the different interests and integrates
them into a sustainable development. The complex real life problem cannot
be solved by a single discipline. An interdisciplinary approach is always
needed.

8.1.3 The Steps in Multipurpose Flood Management Projects
The process of a multipurpose flood management project can be divided into
nine steps:
•

preliminary screening of project ideas

•

selection of methodology for analysis

•

preliminary identification, design, evaluation and screening of project
alternatives (pre-feasibility analyses)

•

progressive elimination of project alternatives through intermediate level
studies (feasibility analyses)

•

selection of final set of alternatives for presentation to the decisionmakers
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•

final design and evaluation

•

programming the execution of the project and actual implementation and
construction

•

operation, promotion and evaluation of the project

•

ex-post analyses and feedback.

The actions to be taken are economic, financial, environmental, and social.
The comprehensive project should provide a high degree of predictability. That
is structures should perform as designed and non-structural measures should
be implemented and enforced.

8.1.4 Decision-Making Situations
Decision-making situations can involve :
•

Only one objective and one altemative (besides the "do nothing" altemative).
Here the decision-maker determines whether the alternative should be
implemented.

•

Several alternatives and one objective. Here the decision-maker chooses
the best alternative. The voting paradox may complicate this choice
when the decision-maker is a group.

•

Several objectives that cannot be measured by money (e.g. qualitative,
or incommensurable objectives) and several alternatives. This situation
requires multi-objective evaluation.

8.2

Formulation of Alternatives

The alternatives in flood control planning fall into two categories: structural and
non-structural measures. A flood control plan may combine two or more of
these measures. Where more than one solution is possible, preliminary design
and cost studies should be carried out to arrive at the best compromise
solution. Once the average annual flood loss (sometimes called expected
annual flood damage) has been calculated, the planner must formulate altematives
that decrease this flood damage, in order that the best alternatives or combination
of alternatives may be chosen.

8.2.1 Screening Alternatives
If too many alternatives are made available in the process, then some sort
of filtering or screening mechanisms can be used to eliminate the secondary
(dominated) alternatives. Since the total number of alternatives will normally
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be large, the analyst should select the most promising group of alternatives
for detailed analysis. Such a screening provides an ideal opportunity to involve
the decision-makers in the analysis process.
It should be emphasized very strongly at this point that the screening of
alternatives should involve a detailed discussion between the analyst and the
decision-makers. If the alternatives are not properly formulated and screened,
the analyst will be required to undertake a great deal of unnecessary evaluation
work.
8.2.2 Case study
In the reports for the Little Dry Creek master plan (Grigg, 1985) because of
the special conditions in the basin, combinations of the following classes of
alternatives were considered :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improvement of existing dams or construction of new dams
natural channels with necessary improvements
improvements of existing conduits
construction of new conduits
construction of new lined channels
levees
zoning
removal of structures from flOodplain
warning systems
floodproofing.

The objectives of the development plan were the following :
•
•
•
•
8.3

damage reduction
optimized use of public funds
improvement of visual impact
enhancement of recreation.
Impact Assessment and Evaluation of Alternatives

8.3.1 Impact Assessment
In many countries, the selection of a particular engineering option is determined
principally by economic, social and political constraints but increasingly with
regard to environmental impacts.
(i)

Methods for Identifying Environmental Effects and Impacts

There are four principal categories of methods for identifying environmental
effects and impacts :
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•

Checklists of a wide range of effects and impacts to stimulate the analyst
to think broadly about the possible consequences of contemplated
actions.

•

Matrices typically list human actions in addition to a list of impact
indicators. By relating the two in a matrix cause and effect relationships
can be identified.

•

Flow diagrams can be used to visualize the relationships between an
action, the environmental effects and the impacts.

•

As part of a comprehensive plan, opportunities for environmental
enhancement, e.g. wetland creation, reforestation, etc, should be identified
and implemented as appropriate.

(ii) Relative Significance of Environmental Impacts
The relative significance of individual environmental impacts can be described
by various characteristics :
•

Strategic impacts are significant changes in the existing environmental
character of an area

•

local impacts refer to localized changes

•

Adverse and beneficial impacts are self explanatory

•

Long term and short term impacts do not have specific timescales
attached, since the duration varies from one type of impact to another

•

Reversible impacts are those which can be overcome, either by modifying
the nature of the engineering works or through the processes of natural
adjustment which follow initial development

• ·Irreversible impacts cannot be overcome
•

Furthermore the impacts can be either direct or indirect and can be of
an intermittent or continuous nature.

(iii) Action Plan for Management of Impacts
We not only need impact studies, but also an action plan for management
which will take account of both short-term and long-term impacts.

8.3.2 Evaluation
Once the selection process for the set of alternatives to be considered is
complete, a one to one relationship between the alternatives and the criteria
of the problem under consideration is developed using some measurement
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scales. The compiled information, consisting of criteria, alternatives and
measurement scales, is then used to construct an evaluation matrix of criteria
versus alternatives, upon which multi-criterion solution techniques are applied
in order to select the best alternative possible plan or plans .
. Evaluation is the searching out of comparative advantages and disadvantages
of alternatives, in attempt to find the best "fit". The "criterion of fit" is sometimes
called "measure of effectiveness". Quantifying this criterion is often difficult,
if not impossible. Further, during the planning process, the original goals and
objectives are frequently modified and refined. The measure of effectiveness
must then also be altered.
How a planner evaluates also depends on the stage of the planning process.
As a planner approaches the design stage, evaluation becomes more precise.

(i)

General Principles of Evaluation

It may be useful to view evaluation as a two-step process in which the planner
defines the feasible region by considering all of the constraints, and finds the
best alternative within that feasible region. The feasible region is the one that
satisfies all constraints. Feasibility can not always be determined a priori.
Keep in mind four fundamental but often overlooked principles in evaluation:
•

Compare the future impacts with the alternative to the future impacts
without the alternative (the "with and without" principle).

•

Consider all the significant externalities - that is, all the ramifications
of the alternatives outside the project. The effects of project implementation
on the outside areas are called externalities.

•

Evaluate the alternatives for future flexibility. This is one of the best ways
in which a planner can deal with risk and uncertainty.

•

Conduct a sensitivity analyses.

(ii)

Economic Evaluation

The generally accepted goal of most projects is to maximize social well-being.
This goal is not only difficult to quantify but also difficult to define. We can
often approximate it by maximizing the net benefit.
Economic evaluation methods for different situations are based on :
•

Net present worth: benefits and costs are compared in present monetary
units.
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•

Annual cost comparison: benefits and costs are compared in annual
monetary units.

•

Rate of return: the interest at which the present benefits equal present
costs.

•

Benefit-cost ratio: benefits are divided by costs.

Economic evaluation methods are :
•

Economic evaluation with fixed benefits.

•

Economic evaluation with fixed costs.

•

Economic evaluation with variable benefits and costs.

•

Economic evaluation with limited budget.

The risk and uncertainty must be considered, where risk relates to a future
with known probabilities, and uncertainty relates to a future with unknown
probabilities.
(iii) Environmental Evaluation
Never before have people taken as much interest in the environment as they
do today. In many countries, environmental problems rank as the highest
priority issue of the future. The growing complexity of the environmental
problems makes it more difficult to get an overview of a specific problem in
all its dimensions -ecological, technical, economic, sociological and political.
Preventive measures must be given far more priority than trying to repair
environmental damage after it has occurred.
Environmental valuation grew out of cost-benefit analysis, complicated since
environmental effects are not a conventional type of economic commodity.
Additionally, beneficial as well as adverse effects must be considered: not all
changes made in the environment are bad.
Some effects of a project have not been customarily evaluated in the monetary
terms used in the market system. Different environmental valuation techniques
were required:
•
•
•

CVM - Contingent Valuation Method,
TCM - Travel Cost Method,
HPM - Hedonic Price Method.

The most popular of these approaches is the Contingent Valuation Method
(CVM): Asking individuals in surveys (or experimental settings) to reveal their
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personal evaluation of a hypothetical environmental change (one would have
to interview people and ask them directly for their monetary evaluation).
(iv) Policy Evaluation (Technology Assessment)
Policy evaluation is more subjective, because of its general and future orientation.
The further into the future we project, the more uncertain our outlook. Two wellknown methods for estimating future impacts are:
•
•

the Delphi method
the MITRE CST method.

Effects which are considered impossible or undesirable to express in monetary
terms:
•
•
(v)

the loss of a scenic or historic site,
strengthening of national security and the national economy.
When does the planner evaluate?

Formal evaluation cannot begin until all alternatives have been formulated,
informal evaluation takes place through out the planning process.
(vi) How does the planner evaluate ?
Evaluation determines the relative worth of each alternative.
8.4

Decision-Making by Economic Efficiency (Minimization of the
Expected Value of Flood Losses and Cost of Risk-Taking)

Two general approaches to making decisions in flood management are :
•

single objective, usually that of economic efficiency which consists of
translating the other objectives into the economic measures, so that the
overall economic efficiency can be evaluated, and

•

multi-objectives which help to make decisions when various decisionmaking objectives cannot be measured or expressed in compatible
units.

Most projects for flood management have been evaluated by using the single
objective criterion of economic efficiency. BaSically, they have been realized
when found economically feasible. A simple condition for such an approach
was that there has not been a significant opposition by various interests,
assumed not to have been measurable in economic terms.
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The objective of economic efficiency, as measured by the benefit/cost or
benefit-minus-cost criterion, has persisted as the major objective for a long
time.

8.4.1 Basic Principles
(i)

Flood Losses

The basic aim perceived by most floodplain communities is to minimize flood
losses. The flood losses may be classified into three categories. They are :
•

direct income losses involving damage to property on the flood plain

•

indirect income losses such as business interruptions, price rises,
depletion of inventories, and unemployment of resources, and

•

intangible losses as the costs of dislocations in family life and rehabilitation.

At anyone time, these losses cannot be predicted with certainty. Hence flood
losses are often assumed to be a random variable with a given distribution.
The mean of this distribution, namely the expected value of flood losses, is
assumed to be the losses due to flooding during a given time period. Thus
the adoption of flood mitigation creates benefits by reducing the expected value
of flood losses. We could call the land not flooded a benefit, although we could
just as easily call the flooded land a negative benefit.

(ii)

Cost of Risk Taking

Floodplain residents take the risk of incurring losses other than those defined
by the mean of the distribution. The risk taking is an explicit cost, and that
cost is hereinafter referred to as the cost of risk taking. If the adoption of flood
mitigation alters the distribution of flood losses to reduce the expected value
of such losses, then the cost of risk taking is reduced as well.
Structural measures alter the distribution function associated with flood losses
to reduce both the expected value of flood losses and the cost of risk taking.
However, structural measures do not provide complete protection against
flooding. They only reduce the expected value of flood losses and cost of risk
taking. Structural measures can often create a false sense of security. The
belief that the probability of flooding has been reduced could lead to an intensive
development of the floodplain. Consequently, the expected value of flood losses
may tend to increase.
Floodplain land use planning reduces the expected value of flood losses and
the cost of risk taking. Flood insurance does not create benefits by reducing
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expected value of flood losses. Flood insurance will create a benefit only if
the amount by which the premium exceeds the expected value of flood losses
is less than the cost of risk taking. Flood proofing reduces to some extent
the expected value of flood losses and the cost of risk taking.
The adoption of all flood mitigation measures, except flood insurance, creates
economic benefits by reducing both the expected value of flood losses and
the cost of risk taking. The adoption of flood insurance creates economic
benefits by reducing the cost of risk taking. The maximization of these
economic benefits is the central objective underlying the strategies involving
the adoption of flood mitigation measures. Such strategies are derived through
various decision framework.

(iii) Flood Mitigation Policy
The formulation of a flood mitigation policy will involve the determination of
optimal quantities of the various flood mitigation measures, namely :
•
•
•
•
•

optimal
optimal
optimal
optimal
optimal

capacities of reservoirs and channels
measures of levee systems
measures of land use
magnitude of flood insurance premiums
investments in flood warning systems and flood proofing.

(iv) Decision Frameworks
Literature from diverse sources as economics, management SCience, geography,
agriculture, and engineering reveals a wide range of decision frameworks for
deriving flood mitigation strategies, based on economic benefits associated
with the flood mitigation measures considered in those frameworks. These
different types of decision frameworks, based on the minimization of the
expected value of flood losses and/or cost of risk taking, are reviewed by
Thampapillai and Musgrave (1985). The decision frameworks, types of problems
solved, types of solutions given, the problems associated with the frameworks,
a comprehensive comparative evaluation of them, along with their relative
adequacies and inadequacies are discussed in the paper.

8.5

Public Involvement

8.5.1 General Principles
During the 1980's the water managers experienced much criticism from
environmentalists and others who felt they would be affected by proposed water
resources projects. These critics often felt that the water managers had not
provided them with an opportunity to influence the outcome of planning studies,
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nor had given adequate consideration to the environmental and social impacts
of proposed water resources projects. Citizens have given up their passive role
and are now claiming participation in decision-making. Consequently, the
professional manager has to learn to adapt to and reconcile divergent interests
and opinions.
During the late 1980's, citizens and environmental groups participated in the
planning process through public hearings. However, these hearings usually had
little influence on the direction of the planning, and additionally, were often held
at a late stage in the planning process when criticism was not taken seriously.
In recent years, the public's expectation for direct participation of the public
has increased in importance, particularly in regard to water resources planning.
Public demands for increased involvement has become so strong that many
projects and programs have been slowed down, halted, or subjected to intense
adverse publicity.
Planners have recognized that projects need the support of many groups to
be acceptable. Planning and decision-making is no longer feasible in water
resources development without adequate public participation. In fact, bureaucratic
organizations may be able to preserve their integrity only by encouraging full
public participation in their activities.
Effective public participation is the way to gain public acceptance of worthwhile
projects, or, alternatively, to recognize early which projects are not likely to
be acceptable. One approach to reducing conflict is to involve the public from
the initial stage of the planning process. Public involvement methods selected
should match the goals of the program.

8.5.2 Objectives of Public Participation
The objectives could be general or specific. Three general objectives could be
suggested:
•

Public relations (legitimizing the Agency's role, developing confidence
and trust)

•

Information (diagnosis of problems and needs,
development
alternative solutions, evaluation of consequences of alternatives)

•

Conflict resolution (consensus seeking, depolarizing interests).

of

Basically, there are three questions to be answered in arranging a public
participation program. These are :
•
•
•
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Who is the public ?
How should they be reached ?
How should their wishes be determined?
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In establishing a program for public participation, the first step is to identify
all of the affected and interested public. Not every person necessarily wants
to be involved in a given water resources planning venture, even if they are
affected by the plans. The purpose of identifying the various publics is then
twofold:
•

to ensure that no group of persons is excluded from participating

•

to ensure the selection of the effective public involvement techniques
(some techniques are more effective with certain groups than others) .

8.5.3 Identifying the Public
Theoretical and practical considerations of identifying the types of the public
in water resources planning include the following :
•

The general public cannot be considered as one body

•

The public is diffuse, but at the same time highly segmented into interest
groups, geographic communities, and individuals

•

There are sets of groups of the public that have common goals, ideals,
and values. Each group operates by some set of rules, formal and
informal

•

Anyone person may belong to several different sets of these publics
since they may be professionally, socially, or politically oriented

•

Components for identifying public segments include location, interests,
and social and demographic characteristics.

Communication needs to be established with every element and communication
among the elements should also be encouraged. However, establishment of
communication does not mean that the pur>lic will participate; this is especially
true of the average citizen.
The approaches of identification may be grouped into self-identification (with and
without staff intervention) , staff identification, and third-party identification.
Generally one would seek to use a mix of all three approaches in a given public
participation program. Self-identification simply means that individuals orgroups
step forward and indicate an interest in participating in the decision - making
process, by legal action, protest and publicity, or correspondence, for example
. Staff identification may be based on intuitive/experimental information, geographic
analysis, historical analysis, consultation with other agencies.

8.5.4 Communications Process Models
Some techniques are better than others for communicating with different publics.
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There are four communications process models identified which seem appropriate
in meeting the basic objectives of public participation:
•
•
•
•

diffusion process
collection process
interaction process
diffusion-collection process.

8.5.5 Planning for Public Participation
Planning for public participation should address the following elements:
•

Delineation of objectives of public participation during the different stages

•

Identification of publics antic:ipated to be involved in the different stages

•

Selection of public participation techniques which are most appropriate
for meeting the objectives and communicating with the publics. It may
be necessary to delineate techniques for conflict management and
resolution.

•

Development of a practical plan for implementing the public participation
program

The information needed on the case study projects when the public should be
involved will include such things as :
•

the general characteristics of the community

•

local values and concerns relevant to the project, including attitudes
about the resource under consideration and the agency or firm doing
the planning

•

the history of similar projects

•

community experience with citizen participation and community
cohesiveness

•

the political deciSion-making framework in the community

•

local groups or individuals who are interested in or affected by the project

•

nature of contact with the public during the planning and decision-making
process

•

matters discussed

•

public's views, significant comments and suggestions

•

how public input was used or, if not used, why not

•

how and by whom the public interest should be defined and determined
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•

what factors comprise the public interest in any given decision making
situation

•

how and by whom should such factors be defined

•

how should the factors be weighted relative to one another

•

whose weights are relevant

•

how should weights be determined and utilized in ranking alternatives/
alternative pOlicies

•

public process portion of impacts analysis.

8.5.6 Advantages and Disadvantages of Public Participation
Avantages:
•

affected persons are provided an opportunity to present their views

•

members of the public may provide useful information to decision makers,
especially when some values or factors cannot be easily quantified

•

the public involvement process helps to enhance public confidence in
the agency and the decision making becau.se .citizens can dearly.see
that all issues have been fully and carefully considered,

•

the agency, by constructing a record of decision making provides for
both judicial and public examination of the factors and considerations
in the decision-making process.

Disadvantages:
•

the potential for confusion of the issues since many new perspectives
may be introduced

•

it is possible to receive erroneous information that results from the lack
of knowledge on the part of the participants

•

uncertainty of the results of the process of public participation, as well
as potential project delay and increased project costs.

The greatest challenge in public involvement is in communicating technical/
engineering information to a non-technical public!
8.6
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SECTION 1
FLOOD EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING*
1.1

Introduction

The overall objective for non-structural approaches to flood management is to
reduce the potential for loss of life and property damage. Flood emergency
response planning shares this same objective with all of the planning measures
noted in Part II of this Manual. Its concepts, principles, strategies and plans are
merely an operational extension of the strategic thinking that went into the
planning measures.
However closely-related the objectives of the Planning Emergency Response
measures are, the latter group of measures are, from a national government
perspective, best performed within the overall context of a national, integrated
emergency management system designed to cope with multiple hazards.
Simply expressed, floods are only one of a range of hazards for which a modern
nation must prepare an emergency response. Flood emergency preparedness
and response systems, when integrated in a comprehensive, multiple emergency
response system, can take advantage of existing institutional mechanisms and
structures. Obvious institutional economies of scale and cost savings can be
achieved through the pooling of resources and expertise for a range of hazard
conditions, such as hurricanes, earthquakes, flooding, etc.
This Section describes some of the key elements and processes necessary for
an integrated emergency management system (IEMS), and demonstrates how
flood emergency response work can proceed from within an integrated system.
It is emphasised, however, that flood response planning is a highly professional
task which needs the competence and know-how of experienced water resources
and flood hydrology specialists, both in the planning and also in the application.

1.1.1 Some Basic Concepts and Principles
A number of the key international writers in the hazards and emergency
response areas have in the last five years developed a strong set of conceptual
arguments forthe integrated emergency management approach. John Handmer
•

Prepared by Dr. R.B. MacLock
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from Australia represents this group of commentators well, and offers the
following four concepts as being vital to an integrated emergency management
system:
(i)

An all-hazards approach. Under this approach, governments are
advised to establish a single set of administrative arrangements to
cope with all hazards potentially threatening their nations - floods, fire,
earthquake, typhoon, etc.

(ii)

A comprehensive approach. This approach can be summarized as
having four commonly-recognized components that are managed or
coordinated together and include (a) prevention/mitigation; (b)
preparedness; (c) response; and (d) recovery. This four-component
approach will be described in greater detail below.

(iii) An all-agencies or integrated approach. Here, administrative
arrangements should involve an active partnership amongst all relevant
levels of government, relevant agencies, non-governmental
organizations and most important, local communities.
(iv) The prepared community. In the U.K., U.S., Canadian and Australian
models, hazard emergency response planning and management tends
to rest first with local or municipal governments. National emergency
response manuals in all four countries strongly advise that a locally
involved community is a prepared community. As Handmer and some
U.S. writers note, the fastest emergency response is the initial local
community response. In all four cases, it is assumed that outside,
senior government assistance is available.

1.1.2 Some Principles

In conjunction with the above four concepts, Handmer suggests that the
following four principles should be followed:
(i)

An appropriate organization.

(ii)

Roles and responsibilities clearly defined (including authority for
resource allocation).

(iii) Information management at all stages of emergency planning and
response, including media management.
(iv) A formal record of inter-agency arrangements and agreements
including regularly tested and revised preparedness plans.
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Fromexperience recorded in nations having multiple levels of governance, the
establishment of roles and responsibility is generally regarded as the task
having the greatest potential for difficulty, and requiring the greatest effort to
establish and maintain satisfactorily.

1.1.3 Strategies
Most writers in the field agree that an integrated emergency management
system needs a suitable set of strategies to implement the concepts and
principles noted above. An Australian conference that examined a list of U.S.
strategies on emergency response concluded that the only strategies Australia
should adopt were those designed to build real cooperation and relationships
between groups and organizations, and those basic to an effective planning
process. These included:
•

committees

•

building and maintaining good media support

•

coalition-building to ensure broad-based support

•

constituency support to build relationships with groups with useful
experience.

•

maximum involvement of communities, and

•

reliance on volunteers.

Some of the key advantages of this latter group of strategies included large cost
savings (especially in the case of volunteers), a resultant "bottom up" as
opposed to "top-down" sense of initiative and accountability, and an increase in
community level interest in preparedness. Another benefit was the maximization
of improvisation during emergencies primarily because communities generally
are already good at improvisation. They are also experts on their own region
where nationally-employed personnel often are not.
A UK contribution to this list of strategies is the case for giving the local or
municipal governments a statutory duty for preparing emergency response
plans, which here would include a flood emergency response plan. Although the
debate on this local statutory duty was unresolved as of late 1992, other
countries have adopted it. For example, the 340 local governments in the
Province of Alberta, Canada, have been delegated such a statutory duty
through the Province's Public Safety Services Act of 1980. The U.K. has
delegated the responsibility for flood emergency response planning and
management to the National Rivers Board and its River Authorities. However,
some of the more recent U.K. writers are concerned that this model is still too
costly, inefficient, over-bureaucratized and unresponsive.
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1.2

Flood Response Planning in an Integrated Emergency
Management System

The above introductory section has reviewed some of the major considerations
for establishing an integrated emergency management system (I EM system).
It is clear that a reasonably large number of nationally-organized IEM systems
are in existence today. Many of these IEM systems have prioritized the
emergencies that most commonly affect them through some form of hazards
analysis that included floods.
The following paragraphs review a number of levels of government roles inside
an IEMS with a view to illustrating the advantages of establishing flood
emergency response initiatives inside the framework of a broader IEM system,
emphasizing local or community level involvement.

1.2.1 What is an IEM System?
Annex 1, prepared by the U.S. Federal Emergency ManagementAdministration,
provides an excellent review of an IEM system. The goal of an IEM system is
to develop and maintain a credible emergency management capability nationwide
by integrating activities along functional lines at all levels of government and, to
the extent possible, across all hazards.

1.2.2 The Local Community Flood Emergency Response Model
As was noted above, emergency response is widely regarded as the initial
responsibility of the local authority. Only when the capacity to deal with the
emergency at hand is exceeded, will it be necessary to procure assistance from
more senior levels of government.
Overland floods from a river can usually involve the whole or part of a river basin
and its sub-basins, and consequently can involve an affected land surface area
far greater in areal extent than one local municipality. It therefore makes sense,
in the case of flooding, for a local government to establish organizational
linkages to either more senior levels of government and/or to neighboring
municipalities further upstream and downstream.
In this manner, an effective flood emergency program can be established at the
local level but designed to operate at perhaps a river catchment or basin level.

1.2.3 The National Government Role in the "Local" Model
In contrast to the municipal role of "preparedness and response", a fundamentally
important role for national governments is the function of "preparedness and
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recovery?". The superior financial resources of national governments are
usually necessary to assist the local government level in the recovery tasks
following an emergency using this mode/. It is assumed for the purposes of
describing the "local" model that the national government has established a
multiple hazards emergency response planning function, that, in turn, has lead
to adoption of a national preparedness plan for the key emergencies and
disasters that can occur. It is further presumed that, through legislation, the
national government has organized the resources in its mandate; has planned
the necessary coordination between its various agencies and departments; and
is generally prepared to assist the local levels during the response period.
Another key role for national governments is international or trans-boundary
coordination and cooperation. Typically, rivers know no boundaries imposed by
man. Floods occurring in rnany of the world's major rivers often are generated
in headwater regions located in another country. Therefore, national govemments
logically must work together, often through formal, signed, international
agreement to establish and operate flood detection and warning mechanisms.
This international cooperation is vital to the public safety interests of each
country along an international river. A surprisingly large number of international
river basins in the world lack formal river basin management agreements
between the nations along them that, amongst other tasks, establish flood
detection and mechanisms - a case example is the Ganges River as it flows
from India to Bangladesh. In the absence of such international mechanisms,
downstream countries can be left unnecessarily blind to the timing and magnitude
of an on-coming flood, and are left with relatively poor tools for fully assuming
the necessary national-preparedness role. ·Clearly, a key role of national
governments is securing the necessary international river basin management
agreements.

1.2.4 Role of State and Regional Governments in the "Local" Model
Drabek and Hoettner outline in the footnoted reference a pivotal, coordinating
role for state governments in the United States that has many lessons for
countries possessing this intermediate jurisdictionalleve/. The reader is referred
again to their discussion on the roles of governments for an elaboration of the
role of state and regional governments in emergency response planning and the
operations phase.

1.3

Flood Emergency Response Actions

A widely accepted generic understanding of emergency response is Coleman's
and Granito's four phases of "comprehensive emergency management" as
7

For a discussion on the question of the role of governments in emergencies, see for example
Chapter 5, "Perspectives and role of State and Federal Governments in Emergency
Management: Principles and Practices for Local Government"; edited by T.e. Drabek and
G.J. Hoetmer. Published by International City Management Associates, 1991.
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noted in Drabek and Hoetmer (Annex 2). A review of the "Preparedness" and
the "Response" phases quickly illustrates, in the event of flooding, the likely
scope of each of these two closely-related phases.
It is emphasized that each country's unique legal, constitution/jurisdictional
circumstances will influence that country's mix of local/regional/national
government involvement in an integrated emergency management system.
Additionally, in turn, each country will require its own unique IEM system to cope
with the unique range of multiple hazards facing it.
With the above notes in mind, the emergency responses required of a national
IEM system during a flood situation must clearly be established in advance. The
generic" Preparedness" phase checklist of Coleman and Granito (Annex 2) can
be adapted to floods as follows :
1.

Continuity of government (particularly local government)

2.

Emergency broadcast system (presumed to be an integral part of a
national broadcast system)

3.

Emergency communications, organized :
(a) laterally at each level of government
(b) between levels of governments, and
(c)

with a backup civil defense system run possibly by armed forces
and/or civil defense equivalent.

4.

Flood emergency operations centers, probably one of the most
important on the whole list, preferably designed by a coalition of effort
from all levels of government (national, regional and local), preferably
located at a central location in the river basin in question, and, in turn,
closely connected to the nations or regional multi-hazards emergency
operations center or equivalent.

5.

Flood emergency operations plans. Obviously, considerable success
or failure at the emergency response phase rises and falls on the
practicability and simplicity of operations plans developed for this
stage. For example, the following potential actions in response to
impending floods should be examined and pre-planned as part of the
Preparedness Plan :
(i)
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deliberate upstream dike or level breaching in less vulnerable
flood plain areas
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(ii)

pre-planned on-stream reservoir spilling

(iii) planned (and maintained) flood by-pass activation.
(iv) preparations for flood fighting, e.g. raising of levees.
Additional tasks to be organized in this step may include local and community
level population and livestock evacuation plans, including identification of safe
evacuation routes, and designation of emergency collection and reception
centers forthe emergency refuge, and of staging areas. The more care the local
authorities spend in planning this kind of preparedness step, the greater will be
the likelihood of operational success.
The balance of Coleman'S and Granito's list is best adapted for each empirically
unique set of circumstance by each country.
The "Response" actions checklist in Annex 2 is also of key interest to the
objectives of this Manual. These are the actions taken immediately before,
during, or directly after an emergency to save lives, minimize damage to
property, and enhance the effectiveness of recovery.
A modified checklist covering flood emergency response situations could read
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Public official alerting
Flood emergency response plan activation
Staffing the emergency response operations center
Emergency broadcast and warning systems activation
Emergency instructions to the public
Emergency medical assistance
Reception and care system activated
Shelter and evacuation plans activated
Search and rescue
Resource mobilization

Step 2 on the above list is the key step in flood emergency response work, where
efforts to actually manage the flood watE3rs are undertaken, for example,
through deliberate dike breaching at the pre-planned locations, through
appropriate upstream and/or downstream reservoir spilling, through emergency
sandbag diking, and through contingency flood proofing, etc.

1.4

Summary and Conclusions

This Section has attempted to describe an approach to flood emergency flood
response planning and management where such work is integrated into a
nationally-lead but community-centered integrated emergency management
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(I.E.M.) system. The advantages of an IEM system were reviewed, but
fundamentally the chief gains are reduction of duplication and associated cost
savings, and technical institutional and administrative economies of scale.
Few governments today can add to their number of agencies and departments.
Resources for governance are becoming scarce enough, so that it is necessary
to look for ways to reduce costs and find efficiencies. The IEM system approach
is compatible with these types of objectives.
This Section has used the Coleman and Granito general view of the phases or
components of emergency response as a basis to steer the reader's thinking to
the more specific area offlood emergency response. The individual jurisdictional,
legal and administrative circumstances of each country will influence the
detailed character of both the institutional approach and planning processes
used to undertake flood response planning, and must be carefully integrated
into that planning. The intent of this section has been to introduce the concept
of response measures and present a list of general considerations for use as
a basis to buifd on.

1.5

References

Refer to other Section references herein, in particular to sections 1\-6 and 1\-8.
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ANNEX 1
THE INTEGRATED EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The
integrated
emergency
management system
The goal of the integrated emergency
management system (IEMS) is to
develop and maintain a credible
emergency management capability
nationwide by integrating activities
along functional lines at all levels of
government and to the fullest extent
possible, across all hazards.
State and local governments can
achieve this goal by (1) determining
the hazards and magnitude of risk in a
logical, consistent manner; (2)
assessing the existing and required
capability with respect to those
hazards; and (3) establishing realistic
local and state-tailored plans that lay
out necessary actions for closing the
gap between eXisting and required
levels of capability. These efforts are
related and must be undertaken
sequentiality. The identification of
hazards forms the basis for assessing
capability and determining the
capability shortfall. The shortfall, in
turn, leads to preparation of a multiyear
development plan. These initial steps
are the starting point for integrating
emergency management activities on
a mutihazard, functional basis.
Although IEMS underscores capability
development, the process recognizes
that current operations must be
conducted according to existing plans
and with existing resource and that
these operations can contribute to the
developmental effort. The process,
therefore, includes two paths: one
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focusing on current capabilities and
activities (steps 1-7), and the other
emphasizing capability improvement
(steps 8-13).
STEP 1 : Hazard analysiS. Knowing
what could happen, the likelihood of it
happening, and having some idea of
the magnitude of the problems that
could arise, are essential ingredients
for emerging planning. The first step,
then, is for the jurisdiction to identify
the potential hazards and to determine
the probable impact each of those
hazards could have on people and
property. This task need not be
complicated or highly sophisticated to
provide useful results. What is
important is that all hazards that pose
a potential threat to the jurisdiction are
identified and addressed in the
jurisdiction's emergency response
planning and mitigation efforts.
STEP 2 : Capability assessment. The
next step forthe jurisdiction is to assess
its current capability for dealing with
the hazards that have been identified
in step 1. Current capability is
determined against standards and
criteria FEMA has established as
necessary to perform basic emergency
management functions, e.g. alerting
and warning, evacuation, and
emergency communications. The
resulting information provides a
summary of the capabilities that exist
and upon which current plans should
be prepared (step 3), and leads to the
identification of the jurisdiction's
weaknesses (step 8).
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STEP 3: Emergency operations plans.
A plan should be developed with
functional annexes common to the
hazards identified in step 1. Those
activities unique to specific hazards
should be described separately,
perhaps in appendixes to the
appropriate functional annexes. This
approach is a departure from previous
guidance, which stressed development
of hazard-specific plans. Existing plans
should be reviewed and modified as
necessary to ensure their applicability
to all hazards that pose a potential
threat to the jurisdiction. The exact
format of the plan is less important
than the assurance that the planning
process considers each function from
a multihazard perspective.
STEP 4 : Capability maintenance.
Once developed, the ability to take
appropriate and effective action against
any hazard must be continually
maintained or it will diminish
significantly over time. Plans must be
updated, equipment must be serviced
and tested; personnel must be trained;
procedures and systems must be
exercised. This is particularly important
for jurisdictions that do not experience
frequent, large-scale emergencies.
STEP 5 : Mitigation efforts. Mitigating
the potential effects of hazards should
be given high priority Resources utilized
to limit the effects of a hazard or reduce
or eliminate the hazard can minimize
loss and suffering in the future. For
example,
proper
land-use
management and stringent building
and safety codes can lessen the effects
of future disasters. Significant
mitigation efforts can also reduce the
level of capability needed to conduct
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recovery operations, thereby reducing
the capability shortfall that may exist.
The results of these efforts will be
reflected in future hazard analyses
(step 1) and capability assessments
(step 2).
STEP 6 : Emergency operations. The
need to conduct emergency operations
may arise at any time and must be
carried out under current plans and
with current resources despite the
existence of plans for making
improvements in the future. The
operations, however, can provide an
opportunity to test existing capabilities
under real conditions.
STEP 7 : Evaluation. The outcome of
the emergency operations (step 6)
should be analyzed and assessed in
terms of actual vs. required capabilities
and considered in subsequent updates
of steps 2 and 8 identifying the need
for future mitigation efforts should be
an important part of each evaluation.
Tests and exercises should be
undertaken for the purpose of
evaluation, especially where disasters
occur infrequently.
STEP 8 : Capability shortfall. The
difference between current capability
(step 2) and the optimum capability
reflected in the standards and criteria
established by FEMA represents the
capability shortfall. The areas not
currently meeting the assessment
criteria should receive primary
consideration when preparing the
jurisdiction's multiyear development
plan (step 9).
STEP 9: Multiyear development plan.
Based on the capability shortfall
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identified in step 8, the jurisdiction
should prepare a multiyear
development plan tailored to meet its
unique situation and requirements. The
plan should outline what needs to be
done to reach the desired level of
capability. Ideally, this plan should
cover a five-year period so that longterm development projects can be
properly scheduled and adequately
funded. The plan should include all
emergency management projects and
activities to be undertaken by the
jurisdiction regardless of the funding
source.
When used in conjunction with the
hazards analysis and capability
assessment results, these plans
should be helpful in convincing local
chief executives of the need for
improvements and in presenting a
logical, realistic schedule of the
projects and activities that should be
given priority over the next five years.
At the state level, this information
should be used to develop a statewide
multiyear plan for supporting local
development efforts and in determining
priority state requirements for federal
financial and technical support through
Comprehensive
Cooperative
Agreements.
STEP 10 : Annual development
increment. With the multiyear
development plan serving as a
framework for improving capability over
time, the next step is to determine in
detail what is going to be done next
year. Situations change each year,
and perhaps more or less was
accomplished the year before than
had been planned. These factors
should be reflected in modifications to
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the multiyear development plan and in
determining next year's annual
increment. Through this process,
emergency managers can provide their
local officials and state counterparts
with detailed descriptions of what they
plan to accomplish in the coming year
and their requirements for financial
and technical assistance in support of
these efforts. During the initial
implementation of IEMS, no major
change is contemplated to reporting
procedures now in effect. FEMA is
exploring opportunities, however, for
simplifying reporting and tracking
through automation.
STEP 11 : State/local resources. State
and local governments are expected
to contribute financially and in-kind to
capability
development
and
maintenance efforts, as they have done
in the past. Some activities identified
in the annual increment may be
accomplished solely with local
resources, while others may require
state and/or federal support. Whatever
the source of funding and other
support, each project and activity
should represent a necessary building
block in the jurisdiction's overall
capability development program.
STEP 12 : Federal sources. The
federal government will continue to
provide policy and procedural
guidance, financial aid, technical
support, and staff resources to assist
state and local governments in
developing and maintaining capability.
FEMA's Comprehensive Cooperative
Agreements with states will remain
the vehicle forfunding FEMA-approved
projects and activities on an annual
basis.
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STEP 13 : Annual work increment. As
capability development projects and
activities are completed, the
jurisdiction's capability shortfall will be
reduced. These improvements will be
reflected in the capability assessment
and capability shortfall (steps 2 and 8)
as the results of the process are
reviewed each year. Emergency
operations plans should then be
revised to incorporate these
improvements. Multiyeardevelopment
plans also should be modified in view
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of these changes and the experience
gained during exercises and the
conduct of actual emergency
operations. Each state should provide
a method for recording and
consolidating local annual work
increments.

Source: Excerpted from FEMA, The
Integrated Emergency Management
System: Process Overview, CPG 1100 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1983).
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ANNEX 2
THE FOUR PHASES OF COMPREHENSIVE EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
Phases

General Measures

Mitigation: Actions taken to eliminate
or reduce the degree of long-term risk
to human life and property from natural
and technological hazards. (Mitigation
assumes that society is exposed to
risks whether or not an emergency
occurs).

Building codes
Disaster insurance
Hazard information systems
Land use management
Hazard analYSis
Land acquisition
Monitoring inspection
Public education
Research
Relocation
Risk mapping
Safety codes
Statutes/ordinances
Tax incentives/disincentives

Preparedness: Actions taken in
advance of an emergency to develop
operational capabilities and facilitate
an effective response in the event an
emergency occurs.

Continuity of government
Emergency broadcast system
Emergency communications
Emergency operations centers
Emergency operations plans
Emergency public information
materials
Exercise of plans/systems
Mutual aid agreements
Resource management
Training response personnel
Warning systems

Response: Actions taken immediately
before, during, or directly after an
emergency occurs, to save lives,
minimize damage to property, and
enhance the effectiveness of recovery.

Emergency plan activation
Emergency broadcast system
activation
Emergency instructions to the public
Emergency medical assistance
Staffing the emergency operations
center
Public official alerting
Reception and care
Shelter/evacuation
Search and rescue
Resource mobilization
Warning systems activation
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Recovery: Activity to return vital life
support systems to minimum operating
standards and long-term activity
designed to return life to normal or
improved levels.

Crisis counselling
Damage assessment
Debris clearance
Decontamination
Disaster assistance centers
Disaster insurance payments
Disaster loans and grants
Disaster unemployment assistance
Public information
Reassessment of emergency plans
Reconstruction
Temporary housing

From: Emergency Management Principles and Practice for Local Government.
Editors: Thomas E. Drabekand Gerald J. Hoetmer, Published by the International
City Management Association, 1991
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SECTION 2
FLOOD FIGHTING

SECTION 2
FLOOD FIGHTING*
2.1

Basic Concepts

Actions undertaken during floods to prevent damage to and failure of flood
control structures, as well as to divert floods from sensitive areas, are generally
known as flood fighting. Along with evacuation, flood proofing, etc, flood fighting
is an emergency measure which has the objective of mitigating flood impacts
on society and environment, particularly when flood protection and control
structures and measures have proved ineffective or failed.
The measures and means of flood fighting are manifold, always requiring
adaptation to local conditions. Some typical activities are:
•

emergency operation of flood control and protection systems before and
during floods (in effect, following the operational procedures of the
structural flood control management facilities)

•

active defense, reinforcement and repair of flood control and protection
structures during floods

•

building of emergency structures ( according to pre-conceived plans or
improvised during floods).

•

emergency measures for flood abatement by providing detention storage
on non-protected or protected land

•

removal of obstacles hindering free flow of water, such as debris, floating
objects, etc.

•

facilitation of debris or ice drift, and of their evacuation over weirs and
dams

•

diverting floods from sensitive areas, even at the cost of flooding areas
of lesser importance.

Flood fighting is an important element of non-structural measures for reducing
flood hazards and must be considered as integral part of flood protection plans
and projects. It needs careful planning and professional know-how, with full
support of the potentially endangered society, including the highest administrative
and legal instances.
The most important features of flood fighting measures are preparedness of all

Prepared by Dr. S. BRlk
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potentially involved persons; availability of technical means and resources;
support of respective authorities; and cooperation of the public.
The diversity of flood fighting situations implies that each case must be
investigated on its own merits. The present Manual reflects only certain general
principles, which are valid for the great majority of cases, leaving it to the
respective professional institutions to work out actual instructions relevant to
the particular case.

2.2

Diversity of Flood Fighting Tasks and Methods

The tasks and methods of flood fighting depend upon the character of floods;
nature of protected land, settlements and property; types of flood protection
structures; and many other natural and man-made factors. The following
paragraphs summarize some of the principal characteristics.

2.2.1 Flood Characteristics
Flood fighting measures depend on the nature of the incipient floods,
characterized by one or more of the following circumstances:
•

Excessive peak stages, which threaten to spill over flood control dikes or
levees, or to inundate unprotected land

•

excessive peak discharges which exceed the transport capacity of river
channels and floodways

•

long duration of high stages, which may weaken and eventually cause the
collapse of earth embankments

•

excessive flood volumes which fill up storage reservoirs and retentions

•

scour of river banks and undermining of protection structures due to
increased sediment transport capacity

•

debris or ice drift, causing stalls and damage by physical impact or
excessive loading on bridges and flood control structures

•

deposition of gravel, sand or silt on flooded areas

•

water and sediment pollution, with health hazards, etc.

2.2.2 Protected Area
Flood fighting methods depend also on the type of the protected area, such
as:
•
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towns and settlements, with potential damage to houses, industry, public
facilities, etc.
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•

agricultural land, with potential damage to farms and inventory, crops,
livestock, forestry, fishery, etc.

•

infrastructure, with damage to railways, roads, bridges, pipe crossings,
phone lines, etc.

•

large industrial plants, thermal and nuclear power stations, refineries,
mines, etc.

•

water management structures, such as dams, reservoirs, intakes, water
supply systems, irrigation systems., canals, conduits, including also the
flood protection and control systems themselves, which often represent
important investments.

2.2.3 Modes of Failure
Flood fighting methods are adapted to the expected mode of failure of the
protection structures, such as :
•

failure of linear systems, such as dikes, flood walls, embankments; the
immediate causes can be overtopping, piping, undermining, scour,
breaching, bank erosion, impact of floating debris

•

reduced capacity of river channels, floodways, bypass channels, etc, by
obstruction of the flow by debris and ice, particularly at channel
constrictions, bridges, weirs etc.

•

failure of dams, weirs, barrages, with consequent devastating flood
waves

•

failure of land drainage systems causing the flooding of agricultural land

•

failure of urban drainage systems, causing flooding within protected
urban area, etc.

2.3

General Principles of Flood Fighting

In spite of the diversity of flood fighting methods and practices, some general
rules apply to all. These are summarized below:
•

Extreme floods are by definition rare events, occurring once in several
decades or hundreds of years. Generations could have lived without
large floods, when an extreme flood hits the region. Preparedness for
flood fighting is therefore a major principle. This includes the availability
of specific flood fighting plans, know-how, readiness of technical means
(for instance stockpiling of materials like sand bags and availibility of
pumps), manpower, flood fighting specialists, responsible leadership
and financial means.
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•

To be effective a flood fighting plan must include accurate forecasting of
the flood and predictability of the flood reduction system performance.

•

Flood fighting should avoid improvisations and should be based on wellprepared emergency plans, developed on the ground of the assessment
and study of possible causes of flood damages.

•

Flood fighting plans should be part of a well designed flood management
strategy, in which priority zones are clearly indicated and possible
sacrifices of areas of lesser importance envisaged. Hence, flood fighting
plans are closely linked to the other emergency measures, such as
evacuation of people and property to safe zones, emergency flood
proofing of structures, etc.

•

Flood fighting has its institutional and administrative aspects, including
legislation at various levels: regional, national and international.

•

Financial means for flood fighting are essential: therefore, an important
component of the plans are costs and budgeting, as well as clear
instruction of how the necessary financial means will be made available.

•

Social solidarity is an important aspect of flood fighting, and it is
expressed at variolis levels, depending on the magnitude of the flood
hazard: at local , regional, national and international level.

•

Flood fighting plans cannot remain unchanged during longer periods,
because all elements of flood risk, endangered property and available
means are in permanent change. Research is therefore an essential
aspect of flood fighting, by which plans can be kept abreast of
developments.

•

International cooperation is essential in the case of trans-boundary
watercourses, and should be regulated by agreements and joint floodfighting plans of the parties concerned.

2.4

Flood Fighting

The success of flood fighting depends to a great extent on how well the
respective society was prepared to face the danger and react appropriately.

2.4.1 Technical Aspects
The great variety of possible flood fighting situations requires well prepared and
technically feasible and sound measures to be ready to apply when the need
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arises. In emergency situations, improvised actions may often be inadequate,
inefficient or directly harmful, as many examples from the past show.
Flood fighting measures should be based on clear and unambiguous plans
comprising scenarios of flood hazards which may occur. The main elements of
these plans are :
•

Assessment of flood risk

•

Zoning of protected or unprotected area according to flood risk

•

Inventory of flood control or protection systems in the area

•

Analysis of possible modes of failure of protection structures, or
progression of flooding on flood prone unprotected land

•

Analysis of technical means to counteract failure of flood protection
structures during floods

•

Study of situations which may develop when parts of flood protection
systems fail

•

Planning of second, third and subsequent defense lines for the case of
progressive failure of linear protection systems (levees, dikes).

•

Planning of measures for protection against flooding urban areas by
closing gaps in flood walls, reinforcing banks, clOSing sewer openings,
etc.

•

Study of operation of reservoirs which may retain peak flood volumes,
retention basins for regular or exceptional use, etc.

•

Planning of successive measures of retreat, sacraficing less important
and defending more important zones.

•

Specification of necessary technical means and manpower to execute
the various phases of flood fighting

•

Estimate of costs of flood fighting in different situations

Field inspection is a highly important aspect of the preparatory stage. It should
include all flood protection structures, e.g. levees, bank protection structures,
flood walls, dikes, dams, weirs, by-pass channels, emergency floodway, etc,
and those which may get a certain importance during floods, e.g. sewer outlets,
drainage conduits, potential floodway, etc. Field inspection must be supported
by a well-kept and periodically- updated inventory of the structures, with full
description and all necessary details, which should then be checked and
recorded at all subsequent inspection. Some elements must be controlled
permanently, by continuous recording, and others may be inspected from time
to time, at more or less frequent planned intervals.
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Inspection must be carried out according to plans with clear instructions, by
qualified professionals and using up-to-date technical means. The results of
inspection must be reported to competent authorities, recorded adequately and
reacted as need might be, by executing improvements, repairing damages,
filling in gaps, clearing obstacles to potential floodway, etc.
Flood fighting plans should be subjected to public scrutiny, discussed by
competent professional bodies, accepted by public instances and included in
legislation at adequate level.

2.4.2 Legal, Administrative and Institutional Aspects
Flood fighting puts a severe strain on the affected society and thus should be
included in legislation at the necessary levels - local, municipal, regional, state,
national and international, as the respective flood hazard may require.
Legislation should ascertain the responsibilities in all stages: preparatory, acute
and follow-up stages. Depending on the legal structure and political system, the
responsible authorities must be nominated, entrusted with necessary powers
and provided with financial means. Responsible institutions should be designated
for all stages and if necessary, individuals nominated for the case of emergency.
The inventory of available means in the possession of public or private
enterprises or individuals must be kept up-to-date, and obligations made clear
about their mobilization and use by the responsible authorities.
The same should be applied with regard to manpower needed for flood
protection, including professional organizations, mobilized population, army,
etc.
An important aspect of legislation consists in specifying the sources of necessary
financial means to cover the expenses of flood fighting, including the
compensation for the use of materials, technical means and manpower. The
way of how to make use of these sources, and how to justify the expenses
incurred is very important, in order to avoid reluctance, escapism on one side,
and unjustified appropriation of financial means on the other side.

2.4.3 Public Participation
The affected population must be kept well informed about the possible risks and
the measures by which these will have to be counteracted. The usual means of
public information can be applied, as need be and according to the respective
social situation.
Since flood eve'nts, especially on protected land are very rare, the danger of
floods seems to be remote. The public is therefore inclined to underestimate or
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even neglect such risks, which makes more difficult the tasks of responsible
administration and professional services in maintaining public awareness at the
needed level.
Depending on the concrete situation, all available means should be made use
of, particularly those of mass media: television, radio, the press, etc. Highly
visible announcements explaining the flood hazards and the foreseen flood
fighting measures should be placed at all important localities - in public
transport, libraries, administrative buildings, schools, etc. From time to time,
public attention should be attracted by spectacular training measures, involving
professional bodies and the general public; these should be publicized, reflected
in the media and widely discussed on public hearings and meetings.

2.4.4 Training and Preparedness of Personnel
Generations may pass by without major floods occurring in a certain region. It
is therefore not to be expected that immediate experience can be passed from
one generation to the next on how to behave and act when an exceptional flood
occurs. Preparedness must hence be maintained by means of regular training,
very much so as in the army or other organisms which have to face rare events.
Accumulated experience should be carefully preserved, in written documents,
but also in photographs, films, etc. A good approach is then to preserve that
experience in the form of a suitably-developed expert system.
In the preparatory stage, which may last years and decades, regular training
must be foreseen including flood fight emergency exercises, using professionally
elaborated scenarios of possible flood events and distributing the tasks of
reacting to the responsible public and professional bodies and individuals.
User-friendly computer software can be developed for that purpose, making the
training within the reach of all participants in flood fighting, and attracting public
attention on these exercises.
In the field, a carefully-planned inventory of all flood control structures should
be established and kept up-to-date, with a permanent monitoring of all relevant
factors which may influence the 'performance ofthe protection system. Similarly,
inventory and monitoring should include any natural or man-made objects which
could influence the evolution of potential floods and cause damage to property
on both protected and unprotected land. All structures must be observed and
inspected regularly - e.g. the condition of dikes and of the ground on which they
are built, the flow capacity of river channels, by-pass canals and flood ways, etc.
The efforts of professional organizations in charge of flood protection should be
supported by necessary legal instruments - laws, bills, regulations, etc., and
these should also be kept in view and amended as need be.
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Most important of all is to have a clear idea about the development of the
potential flood, the weak pOints of the defense systems, techniques and
available technical means for repairs during the floods, emergency measures
to be taken by authorities, etc. It has to be born in mind that sometimes, in the
general confusion caused by floods, some measures can be neglected and
even wrong, harmful actions initiated. For instance, in cities, sewers opening on
the river must be closed in order to prevent the river water from penetrating into
the city through the sewer system; or, if the town is already flooded, sediment
carried by the water should not be permitted to enter the sewer system. Such
marginal issues may in fact cause immense damage, but are often neglected
if professional services are not kept aware of them by periodic training and
exercise.
It must not be forgotten that all elements of flood risk change in time - hydrology
of the water system, economic value of the protected (or unprotected) land,
social valuation of flood, impacts, technical means of flood control, legal and
administrative arrangements, etc. No flood fighting plan can therefore be
considered as final - it must be renewed periodically on the ground of
professionally-conducted studies and research.

2.5

Active Flood Fighting

The acute stage of flood fighting sets in when a certain water level is reached
in the rising flood, or when some parts of the flood protection system display
signs of weakness indicating possible collapse or failure.

2.5.1 Early Warning
Early warning is a critical aspect of non-structural measures for reduction of
flood damages. With respect to flood fighting, early warning of the approaching
flood should alert the professional organizations and bodies in charge of the
action, the authorities responsible for making the necessary decisions, and the
general public to be aware of the pending danger. Early warning thus triggers
the sequence of actions foreseen by the flood fighting plan - or else, if such a
plan does not exist, to take appropriate actions following decisions of respective
authorities, based on sound professional advice.

2.5.2 Mobilization of Resources
Mobilization of the flood fighting resources is the first step which follows the flood
warning to the involved professional organizations, to the responsible civil (and
military) authorities and to the population of the affected area. The resources to
be readied include :
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•

technical resources in the possession of public or private enterprises or
individuals (transport equipment, earth moving equipment) will be
mobilized or located for later use, as need be;

•

materials needed for flood fighting (such as sand bags, timber, plastic
sheets, metal elements, etc) must be located, their availability confirmed
and as need be, concentrated to critical points.

•

an important point consists in securing financial means to carry out the
flood fighting actions

2.5.3 Flood Fighting ·Activities
The flood fighting actions in the acute stage are varied, depending upon the
development of the flood, the area endangered, the protection structures and
available means.
Typical measures are:
•

closing of gaps in flood walls or dikes by sand bags or other available
means

•

protection of river banks by sand bags, rock, or other available means

•

counteracting piping (washing out sand particles below earth structures
subjected to hydrostatic pressure difference) which is the main cause of
collapse of dikes founded on alluvium

•

protection of bridge piers, weirs, barrages, dams against erosion by rock
fill, sand bags and other means

•

construction of temporary dikes to prevent the propagation of flood on
non-protected land

•

expedient heightening of dikes, earth dams, etc.

•

construction of second and further "lines of protection", according to plan
or improvised during the flood.

•

cutting dikes in order to allow flooding of less important areas, and thus
to save other more important parts of the system

•

removing obstacles from active or potential flood ways, relief and by-pass
channels, etc.

•

protection of dikes exposed to strong wind waves, ice drift, etc.

Experience has shown that in an emergency, extraordinary efforts can be
deployed and remarkable results achieved. It should be kept in mind, however,
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that in such cases decisions are made under great stress and if not well
prepared in advance, mistakes are easily made. It is also important to bear in
mind that in emergency situations, all kinds of additional difficulties may arise
simultaneously, such as breakdown of transport and communication systems,
power failures, non-availability of competent professional personnel, general
panic, terrible weather, etc.
In critical situations, the most difficult decision is to sacrifice a certain area in
order to relieve the pressure from other areas, or to abandon flood fighting and
order the evacuation of equipment and personnel. While the detail of such
situations cannot always be foreseen in the flood fighting plans, this contingency
must be anticipated. The responsible authorities must therefore have very good
forecast informartion to consider and be able to access the necessary legal and
moral support for carrying out such action effectively and in time. Technical
solutions should be modeled under various possible scenarios to provide the
criteria and parameters for proper technical decisions during the pressure of an
actual event.
An important and often neglected aspect of flood fighting is observation,
recording and reporting of all events which are of interest. This task cannot be
executed by the same personnel who are in charge of the actual flood fighting:
naturally, their attention will be focused on the main task of protecting lives and
property. Qualified professional services must therefor be engaged to observe
and record all relevant phenomena and events during the floods. Possibilities
are hydrological and meteorological services, water-related research institutes,
technical universities, etc. It is important that they are not taking an active part
in the actual flood fighting efforts, or else they will not be able to execute their
tasks adequately.

2.6

Post-flood Stage

The flood being over, flood fighting enters into the follow-up stage. It is important
to underline, that even with the immediate danger alleviated, flood fighting
systems must not be demobilized until the valuable experience gained during
the flood has been recorded for later analysis and application to improving flood
response procedures, techniques and approaches for the next flood event.
The principal tasks consist in the following:
•

Study of the causes and development of the flood

•

Analysis of the behavior of the flood protection system, identifying and
recording all weaknesses, failures, and endangered points experienced
during the flood, and also the successes
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•

Analysis of the flood fighting measures applied, difficulties encountered,
positive and negative experiences

•

Analysis of the financial side of flood fighting, costs of flood fighting
measures and their justification

•

Analysis of the legal and administrative aspects, including the efficiency
of regional and international cooperation, if applicable.

•

Analysis of the public response to flood fighting activities, cooperation of
professional bodies, private firms, individuals, etc.

These studies and analyses should lead to proposals for improving the flood
protection system, both with respect to structural and non-structural measures.
In particular, the flood fighting plans should be amended and updated, including
its legislative aspects.
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SECTION 3
FLOOD WARNING

SECTION 3
FLOOD WARNING*
3.1

Principles and Objectives

Throughout history, civilizations settled in flood plain areas have had flood
warning systems (in the Nile Valley in ancient Egypt, for example). Through
lack of necessary development to achieve high levels of flood protection, flood
warnings to endangered populations were devised as a way to limit the
detrimental effects of future or imminent floods. Warned of the threat of
floods, even if there might be no evidence of rain in the populated areas,
people can take a number of temporary precautions to protect their property
and possessions, and, ultimately, to protect their lives by moving safely out
of the identified danger zone.
Warning of an on-coming flood is usually the responsibility of authorities who
also can implement associated collective measures, analyzed and planned
in advance, to reduce potential flood damages by, for
example:
•

Planned dike breaching, to better protect higher value areas downstream
(again, this requires accurate forecasts and system performance
predictability)

•

Releasing water through low level outlets of dams in order to increase
reservoir flood storage

•

Sandbagging of properties or goods

•

Planned evacuation of most vulnerable areas

•

Rescue operations.

The key input to flood warnings lies in the timeliness and accuracy of the
forecasts of impending flooding provided by the flood forecasting process
(see Section 11-2). Other key elements to flood warning effectiveness lie
in :

*

•

a well-thought-through emergency action plan incorporating a flood
warning system with very clear instructions (see Section 111-2)

•

the education and training of the at-risk populations and of the on-site
responsible authorities in flood warning response

•

the proper handling of warnings to avoid false alerts.

Prepared by J. Astier
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•

3.2

evacuation plans.

The Basis of Flood Warning

Flood warning systems are based on detailed analyses of at least :
•

The flooded areas with a rating of the risk involved in each of them (list
of people and goods and their different levels of exposure - a means of
communication for different flood magnitudes), the varying degrees of
risk according to their location, and a means of communicating this risk

•

Structures for flood protection (dams, dikes, floodways, etc.)

•

Hydrology of the catchment area.

Flood forecasting systems must be thought through fully beforehand and the
flood warning and measures to be taken based on very precise quantitative
data. Several elements, must be assembled and combined to form the data
base, including :
•

The flood forecasting system, which needs an efficient means of data
acquisition, a reliable system of data transmission, an experienced
forecaster, and a flood forecasting communication center with competent
and responsible persons who can be put on alert at any time

•

The area's existing logistics and their applicable strengths and weaknesses
must be inventorized, covering: traffic and transportation (roads, railroads,
airports, amphibious vehicles, boats, aircraft, helicopters); energy supplies
(particularly electric power); water supplies for domestic and essential
industrial needs

•

Flood management structures and their attributes must be inventorized
(storage reservoirs, emergency spillways, floodways , fuse plugs, or
dikes with flood gates). This inventory must include the operating
procedures of these structures, and the organizations and staff responsible
for their operation and maintenance

•

A list of the authorities in charge of the flood or emergency warnings, and
of those in charge of rescue operation

•

An inventory of the safety and protection measures of the infrastructures
vital to the continuation of major economic activities.

3.3

Organizational Systems

In most countries, flood warning is the responsibility of a government or semiprivate agency such as the Ministry of Hydraulics, Equipment, Public Works,
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Water Resources, Environment or any similar ministry responsible for safety
management.
Flood forecasting itself may be centralized, or can consist of several regional
centers in each province or drainage basin. For large international rivers, (e.g.
the Danube, which flows through eight (8) countries), flood forecasting may
be managed by an international agency.
Flood warning agencies with competent staff and' technicians also forecast
floods and manage water resources projects. Generally, independent of the
authorities in charge, these agencies can send warnings, evacuation orders
and organize rescue. Bound by stringent constraints related to the seasons
and sensitivities of the areas being monitored, the agencies may be required
to operate at any time of the day, night or holidays. Generally, there are
several levels of monitoring which allow a gradual mobilization of staff according
to weather conditions.
The responsibility of these flood warning agencies is to interpret the information
received from flood forecasting centers and communicate it to various
organizations in charge of operational decisions. These organizations in turn
will make decisions and inform the public and enforce the instructions, according
to their assigned responsibilities. Such operational organizations will
include:
•

Organizations responsible for the operation of hydraulic structures

•

Organizations in charge of the maintenance of different water or power
conveyance systems

•

Organizations in charge of law and order

•

Organizations in charge of emergency or rescue operations.

If the communication of the information between flood forecasting centers and
operational organizations is not rapidly carried out (by radio, telephone or fax),
the line of communications to the populations concerned for the same
information and instructions can be somewhat difficult. Communication can
require different forms, depending how rapidly the flood evolves, the extent
of the flooded zone and the socio-economic development of the population.
Emergency warning procedures must be carefully defined and tested, in order
to make sure that all systems of communication to the public are reliable,
and the aSSignment of responsibilities is clear and comprehensive.
Communication and public warning can be achieved as follows :
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•

By the written word (if time permits)

•

By radio or television

•

By messengers

•

By vehicle- or aircraft-mounted loud-speakers

•

By coded visual or sound signals well known to the population.

It is important to conduct warning drills to test the functioning of the
communication and rescue organizations, and the reaction of the population.

Figure 8. Flood warning
3.4

Applications

The main enforcement of flood forecasting and flood warning applies to
regions or towns frequently subject to natural floods with high risks of economic
or human losses. Some examples follow.

3.4.1 Structure Monitoring
Some kinds of flood protection can be dangerous when the design flood level
is exceeded (earth dikes could fail, for example). The flood fighting process
of monitoring such vulnerable elements must include procedures for issuance
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of localized flood warnings when weak spots are identified, or purposeful
breaching of structures becomes necessary to divert some flows to achieve
better protection of populations located downstream.

3.4.2 Sea Floods (see also Section 11-3)
Flood warning can also be applicable to coastlines subject to high tides (in
The Netherlands, for example). In this case, the weather station broadcasts
the warning; however, sometimes more complex situations arise from flooding
caused simultaneously by the rivers and the oceans, as occurs in Bangladesh,
for example. Coordination is vital to ensure that signals do not become
contradictory or confusing, when separate authorities are involved in the
warning process, e.g. marine and river authorities.

3.4.3 Hydraulic Structure Operations
Flood forecasting and warnings are applied to basins or streams with important
hydraulic development for storage, stream flow regulation, hydropower,
industrial, agricultural or domestic water supply and for navigable channels.
For these cases, the object of flood forecasting is to optimize the operation
of the structures and their functions, as well as to protect them and the people
located downstream.

3.4.4 Dam Break Warnings
Dams, even if designed for extreme flood events such as for return periods
between 103 and 106 years (depending on the safety guidelines adopted and
the national or state regulations), could still fail because of poor deSign, bad
construction or bad operation and maintenance of the works. The number
of large structures throughout the world which have failed, with catastrophic
losses of human lives, is substantial. In most countries, the regulations
require that existing large dams or dams under construction have an emergency
preparedness plan in place, based on inundation studies and flood mapping
resulting from the failure of the structure.
These studies are generally developed with specific hydraulic models
(mathematical models) taking into account several conditions or hypothetical
failures. The resulting dam break analysis analyzes the effects throughout the
valley, the arrival time of the flood wave, the maximum flood, the maximum
levels and speeds of the floods and the areas to be flooded.
From these analyses or studies, an emergency plan is put in place which will
consist of organizational measures as well as effective warning measures (for
example, sirens located near the dam or in high risk areas).
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SECTION 4
EVACUATION

SECTION 4
EVACUATlON*
4.1

Introduction

Evacuation is the ultimate measure of flood defense, aiming to save human
and animal lives and to reduce losses in goods and property. Evacuation can
take place before, during and after the flood, depending upon the
ci rcumstances.
Evacuation is always tightly linked with other measures of flood defense. The
main pOints to consider in this respect are thus very similar to those discussed
in other parts of the Manual. In principle, evacuation is executed as part of
the flood defense plan, which should contain all the main points related to
evacuation of people, animals and mobile property. These will be briefly
summarized below.

4.2

Responsibility

It is most important to set-up a firm system of institutions and individuals
responsible for the conduct of evacuation. In principle, it will be part of the
flood defense authority, which is in charge of all aspects of response measures,
such as flood fighting, emergency assistance, etc. It should be kept in mind,
however, that evacuation is a very painful exercise to the affected population.
It is reluctantly accepted at best, and is often in fact directly opposed by the
affected population until the last moment, when it may be too late to proceed
in a planned and orderly manner. It should therefore be entrusted to agencies,
institutions or individuals of uncontested authority, who at the same time
benefit from competent professional advice. These might be the highest local
or regional government offices or military authorities, depending on the structure
of the country and the stipulations of the flood defense plan.
The responsibility for evacuation should be decided well in advance, including
the designation of responsible authorities, institutions and individuals. It is
especially important to keep this information up-to-date: generally damaging
floods are rare events, and situations where evacuation is unavoidable are
exceptional and extremely infrequent. In the normally long periods between
floods hitting a given area, many changes may occur in its administrative
structure, and economic and social situations. Additionally, officials
knowledgable of the circumstances of the earlier event may no longer be
active during the subsequent one. (There are, of course, some unfortunate
areas notoriously prone to flooding, such as occur in Bangladesh. Here
*

Prepared by Dr. S. Bruk
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people are used to living with floods and tend to react almost spontaneously
to the tmown fisk, especially where outside resources for assistance are
limited).

4.3

Plannjng of Evacuation

All re\avant aspects of evacuation shoUld be planned in advance, reducing
"ast minute decisions" to a minimum unavoidable level. The following paints
nead careful consideration:

4.3.1 Criteria and Timing
Probably the most difficult decision in flood defense is to decide when the
population of a certain area has to be evacuated: premature evacuation may
lead to unnecessary hardship and damages, and late decisions could cause
avoidable loss of life and excessive damage to property. Therefore, the
decision on when and where evacuation should be ordered must be based
on clear and unambiguous criteria about the imminent danger, taking into
account the predicted development of the flood and the capabilities of flood
control structures and measures. These criteria are highly professional and
should be developed by competent professional institutions. However, in
order to become effective, they must be accepted by the population on one
hand, and by the responsible authorities on the other.

4.3.2 Affected Area and Population
The delineation of affected areas should be prepared in advance, based on
the possible expansion of flooded area in function of the magnitude and
intensity of the flood, and on the effectiveness of protection offered by flood
defense systems and measures. A clear inventory of population and property
should be kept up-to-date in those areas, bearing in mind the mobility of
population, economic and social developments and their consequences.

4.3.3 Direction of Evacuation
It is most important to plan well in advance in what direction and to what areas
the evacuated population and its belongings should be moved. In most cases,
these are parts of the settlement unaffected by the floods , neighboring villages
or towns, etc. Besides identifying the technical considerations related to safe
elevations, availability of infrastructure, etc, it is most important that the plans
of evacuation are supported by in-depth social studi~s , assuring that the
evacuated population will be well received by their temporary hosts.
In some cases, special arrangements and even infrastructure should be
prepared for accommodation of evacuated population, to provide shelters,
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sanctuaries for people and animals. For instance, in the case of floods in the
Bengal Delta (Bangladesh), one of the most effICient solutions consists in the
construction of platforms at safe elevation, to which the population from the
vicinity could be evacuated. Between floods, these platforms have social and
economic functions (stores, schools, medical institutions, etc). In that particular
case, as noted in Section 11-6, it was important that the shelters be close to
the evacuated farms, as otherwise the farmers would be extremely reluctant
to abandon their land.
4.3.4 Technical Means
Important technical means are needed to secure the evacuation of population
and goods from the affected area. when the danger is already imminent,
improvisations in finding these means may lead to wrong decisions, disorder,
wastage and real catastrophes. Therefore, the necessary technical means
should be defined in advance, identified and located.
4.3.5 Transparency and Acceptance
Since evacuation affects deeply the lives of people, it is most important that
the plans are transparent, accepted by-and-Iarge by atl who are concerned.
This could be achieved by public hearings and other ways of public consultation.
4.4

Preparedness for Evacuation

The best plans will remain ineffective without good preparedness of all who
are concerned either as active or passive participants in the execution of the
plan. In view of the extreme rarity of the event in question, it is hard to maintain
public awareness of the possible danger, and even more difficult to keep
people ready to leave their homes and property if necessary. It can be hard
for a layman to conceive that a high embankment might breach, that a
normally peaceful creek or river might turn into a wild stream once in ten,
fifty or hundred years, and even more so, to understand that this may happen
in any year. While the mass media - television, radio and the press - are
extremely valuable in educating the public about flood dangers, showing that
floods hit some region of the world almost every day, it can still be very difficult
to make people in potentially flood-prone areas understand that the same can
happen to them.
A permanent public relations activity, professionally prepared and conducted,
and supported by the authorities, is needed to maintain the awareness of
potential dangers at the necessary level. The best ways of communication
can be found at the local level, depending on the traditions, and social and
cultural levels of the population. The information must be specific, addressed
both to those who might be evacuated and to those who might host them,
emphasizing the potential dangers, the criteria when evacuation becomes
imminent, the consequences of accepting or refusing to obey to instructions
received, etc.
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4.5

Warning and Evacuation Order

Particular care should be given to find the best approach how to issue and
communicate warnings about the imminent prospect of evacuation, and , when
the time comes, how to convey the actual order of evacuation with the necessary
authority and instructions. This concerns not only finding the best means of
communication, such as mass media, special messenger services, etc., but
also how best the warn ings and instructions should be formulated. It is essential
that they should convey the necessary factual information, but at the same time,
they must not be formulated in technical or administrative terms which the
population might not understand and merelY ignore.

Figure 9. Flood fighting - Evacuation of people from flooded zone
Cases have been noted when the warning was issued in time, but the majority
of involved population simply did not react because of the difficult administrative
language which was used. In addition, it may well happen that normal lines of
communication break down during times of extreme danger due to power
failure, damage to telephone lines, etc., and the message might not reach the
affected area in the regular way. Therefore, precautions are needed to keep
alternative ways of communication ready for such cases of emergency, just as
it is in the case of national defense or disaster prevention.
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4.6

Financial Aspects

Evacuation of population and goods requires significant financial support. The
sources of this support must be identified and made clear beforehand, to avoid
confusion, excessive burden to some, and unjustified advantages to others.
Besides clear instructions in the flood defense plans, decisions on financial
matters must be made at the necessary administrative levels, including the
highest ones. In given circumstances, international assistance should also be
solicited, on bilateral, regional or global levels.

4.7

Recording and Documentation

All important events affecting a completed evacuation should be recorded and
documented, for the benefit of future users. Nothing is more instructive in such
matters then past experience, nor more convincing than the lessons learned the why's and wherefore's of successful actions, of errors made and of failures
suffered. Recording could best be done by personnel specially designated to
that purpose, using adequate technical means, photography filming, video
recording. In principle, this should be the main task of such personnel, although
this is sometimes difficult to achieve because of the general emergency. It is
also important that the records are later analyzed by professional institutions
and communicated in reports, supported by the collected documentary material.

4.8

Adjustment and Periodical Renewal of Plans

The flood defense plans, and within these, the plans of evacuation, must
periodically be adjusted, and especially after each major flood event. In such
sensitive matters as evacuation of population and goods, circumstances
change rapidly with economic and social development, with changes in
demography, technology, urban or rural developments, etc. The validity of such
plans should therefore be limited to comparatively short periods of time, usually
not longer than five to ten years. Periodic renewal of the plans should be
imposed by legislation.
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SECTION 5
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE AND RELIEF

SECTION 5
EMERGENCY ASSISTAf.JCE AND RELfEF*
5.1

Principles and Objectives

The preventive measures against damages to the life ~ndyalues as well as the
engineering functions of actual emergency operations should be implemented
according to the provisions of reguiations associated with an emergency action
plan.
The performance of the activities in flood control emergency situations on the
main flood control structures <levees and on the high banks adjoining thereto)
should be the responsibility of the district emergency authority competent in the
area concerned.
The functions of floOd-emergency control include:
•
•
•

5.2

preparation for emergency control
performance of emergency control
measures following the termination of the emergency situation.

Preparations for Emergency Control

The tasks in the preparation for flood-emergency control include:
•

the maintenance of protective structures, equipment and appurtenances

•

the preparation, completion and maintenance of flood control plans and
files

•

the regular supervision and inspection of control structures, equipment
and materials

•

organization of control manoeuvres

•

providing technical data for performing certain council administrative
functions of emergency control

•

information of liaison officers.

5.2.1 Maintenance of Control Structures
The control structures, equipment and the appurtenances thereof shall be
maintained continuously in good order meeting the requirements of flood- and
inundation safety.
*

Prepared by Prof. I. Ijjas
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5.2.2 Emergency Flood Control Plans
The plans for emergency flood control should include:
•

emergency flood control files

•

confinement plans

•

organizational assignments in emergency control (the mobilization plan)

•

co-operation plans prepared on the basis of bilateral agreements with the
neighbouring states.

Emergency flood control files should contain all the plans and data needed for
successful emergency control operations. This material should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

technical descriptions
general layouts
detailed layouts
longitudinal profiles
typical cross sections
levee condition profiles
list of structures
drawings of the structures
operating instructions of the structures
maps of the road and water networks
any other technical documents needed.

Emergency flood control files should be prepared for the whole area of the
district emergency authority, as well as for the individual flood fighting sections.
The confinement plans should contain:
•

drawings of structures aimed at delaying or preventing the spreading of
waters entering the flood plain through a breach

•

technical data for the storage and return possibilities of such waters

•

materials, mechanical equipment and labourforce needed for performing
confinement

•

roads available for access and transportation.

The confinement plan documents should include:
•
•
•
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technical description
general layout
detailed layout
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•
•
•

profile and cross section of the confinement structures
maps of settlement areas
organization diagrams.

The organizational assignments in emergency control (mobilization plan)
should indicate the data and posts of personnel that can be summoned in
accordance with the relevant provisions for emergency control. The mobilization
plan should be prepared for the whole area of the district flood emergency
authority, as well as for the individual flood fighting sections.
The co-operation plans for the watercourses forming, or crossed by the national
boundary should be prepared by each district flood emergency authority
affected in accordance with the provisions of the water agreements signed with
the corresponding neighbouring country. The hydrological, hydrometeorologycal
and flood control data listed in the joint emergency regulations should be
furnished by the district flood emergency authorities directly to the flood
emergency agencies of the neighbouring countries. The emergency control
plans should be prepared by observing the prescriptions of departments of the
national flood emergency authorities competent in that particular field.

5.3

Organizations and Resources

5.3.1 Coordination
In performing their functions in flood control emergency situations, the central
national or regional flood control emergency organizations and the local
emergency organizations should co-operate according to the relevant legal
provisions.

5.3.2 Inspection of Control Structures, Equipment and Materials
•

The structures, equipment and materials serving the purposes of
emergency flood control, the borrow areas reserved and the organization
of emergency operations should be inspected at least once each year by
a commission composed of the leaders responsible for emergency
control. The findings of the commission should be 1aid down in a protocol.

•

A plan of action should be prepared for repairing and eliminating the
defects and faults determined in the course of inspection, and also for
completing stocks of materials in need of replenishment. The plan should
indicate the dates by which the levees and control structures must be
repaired, and any other measures which need to be implemented and
emergency stores filled up, together with the persons responsible for
achieving these, and for signing off on their satisfactory completion.
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•

A report shall be submitted to the competent national flood emergency
authority on the measures implemented on the grounds of the inspection
findings.

•

Whenever the forecasts are such that flood or drainage emergency
conditions are likely to be declared, the execution of the plan of action
prepared on the basis of the inspection of control facilities should be
checked without delay and any shortcomings identified rectified
immediately.

•

With the consent of the competent national flood emergency authority,
the leader of a particular district water authority may order the performance
of the works necessary, and charge the costs against the funds allocated
for emergency operations.

•

In order to prepare and train the staff elected for assignments in flood
emergency control operations, training manoeuvres must be held each
year. Such manoeuvres can be omitted in years in which an emergency
situation was declared at a particular district emergency authority. The
costs of such manoeuvres must be charged against the funds allocated
for this purpose.

•

For preparing the plans for public labour mobilization, and·for evacuation,
rescue and repatriation, the competent district emergency authority
should provide the necessary technical data to the executive committees
of the districts affected through the corresponding professional
administrative agency of the latter.

•

For preparing the plans of public labour mobilization, the number of public
labour force required for manual work, and for operating equipment and
pumps should be specified for each control section.

•

The plans of evacuation, rescue and repatriation should provide a
technical description and a general map indicating the areas exposed to
flooding, the roads and railways available for executing evacuation, as
well as the technical possibilities of rescue operations.

5.4

Response Timing and Levels

5.4.1 Emergency Situation and the Declaration Thereof
The engineering functions of flood emergency control are performed by the
district water authority, depending on the stage of emergency which, in turn,
depends on the severity of the situation.
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The following stages of emergency may be defined :
•
•
•
•

Emergency stage I (observation duty)
Emergency stage II (control measures)
Emergency stage III (intensive control measures)
Exceptional emergency.

5.4.2 Flood Emergency Situation
The identified stage of emergency must be declared, and the measures
corresponding thereto implemented, as soon as the rising water in the river has
attained the level critical for that particular stage and a further rise is expected.
The gauge readings critical for emergency stages I to ilion the individual rivers
(river sections) should be listed in the emergency regulations. Similar
requirements apply to sea flooding (see Section 11-3).
In the case of an impending ice jam flood, or of floods predicted on rivers having
a flashy regime, or for individual sections thereof, or else if warranted by the
condition of the levees, the necessary stage of emergency may be declared and
the corresponding measures implemented even without regard to the critical
gauge reading. Correspondingly, the announced stages of emergency must be
withdrawn when falling river levels drop below the gauge reading corresponding
to the particular stage of emergency and no additional rise is anticipated, or if
the cause prompting the declaration of emergency has ceased to exist.
However, the emergency situation cannot be withdrawn as long as a breach or
any artificial cut in the levees has not been repai red, or any other damage critical
for the stability thereof remains unrepaired.
The costs arising in connection with the demolition of any temporary protective
structure, the reclamation and storage of materials can be charged against the
funds allocated for emergency control even after the emergency situation has
been withdrawn.
The following paragraphs summarize actions required within the context of
emergency stages :

Emergency Stage I
As soon as the Emergency Stage I is declared, the leader of the emergency
control section :
•

acknowledges receipt of the plan and files of emergency measures of the
section

•

inspects the section
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•

examines the levees, sluices and other structures for their condition.

For the duration of the Stage I Emergency situation a daytime observatkln duty
must be maintained (it is called "limited dike watch" in the Netherlands). Gauges
along the section must be read as considered necessary, but at least twice each
day.
Emergency Stage II

When a further rise is expected, a Stage II Emergency is declared, and the
leader of the district emergency authority will mobilize as planned the district's
emergency team or some units thereof. For the duration of the Stage II
Emergency, the observation duty along the levee must be maintained day and
night (it is called "extensive dike watch" in the Netherlands). The gauges along
the section must be read - in the absence of other instructions - at least four
times each day.
Emergency Stage III

With a continued rise, or threat of further rise in flood levels, a Stage III
Emergency exists and guards must be assigned for day and night duty for
detecting any seepage, leakage and saturation along the levee, for observing
underseepage water rising to the surface, for preventing the formation of boils,
and generally to keep a constant watch on endangered structures. Gauge
readings must be taken every second (even) hour. Provisions must be taken for
the marking and measuring the peak flood levels.
The location of any phenomenon observed by the guards and of potential
danger to stability of the levee must be marked and carefully monitored and
mitigated. After examination of the phenomena by the designated inspection
teams, locations of points needing increased observation or needing immediate
action must be properly identified and repairs or other requirements carried out.
Exceptional Emergency

A state of Exceptional Emergency in the areas endangered is declared
whenever the rising water level on the river, or river sections, exceeds the gauge
reading critical for Emergency Stage III and a further rise is expected. The
occurrence of the gauge reading critical for exceptional emergency must be
reported by the leader of the district emergency authority, suggesting the
declaration of exceptional emergency conditions. The state of Exceptional
Emergency is withdrawn when the falling water level drops to the gauge reading
level corresponding to Emergency Stage III, or, for the case of a levee breach,
when the inundating water has been successfully confined or returned into the
river channel.
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5.4.3 Confinement
Whenever levee breaches are impending at one, or several points along the
line, the measures for preventing the waters from spreading and for returning
them to the channel must be implemented without delay, on the basis of the
confinement plans. These include in particular:
•

preventing the breach from widening in breadth and depth alike

•

stabilization of the ends of the breach

•

closure of the breach

•

construction of the confinement structures

•

undisturbed continuation of the emergency control operation

•

maintaining the reliability of communication

•

minimizing the damages by the waters entering through the breach and
drainage of the inundated areas.

5.5

Flood Relief Measures

Flood relief measures are aimed at relieving the distress of the flood victims by
the announcement of financial and other aids. At the international level, the
United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator has a fund from which money can
be drawn to assist victims of disastrous floods. Aid for flood victims generally
is provided on an ad-hoc basis either by Government or by various voluntary
organisations such as Red Cross, etc.

5.5.1 Immediate Relief Measures
The immediate relief measures shall include:
•

evacuation of flood victims

•

air dropping of food supplies

•

close liaison with defence services

•

daily review of flood relief measures

•

release of emergency funds to local bodies and hence to the flood victims

•

supply of food rations

•

supply of fodder

•

first aid and health operations

•

supply of essential commodities like kerosene, oil, petrol, etc.
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•

voluntary efforts by Red-Cross, Home Guards, and local people, etc.

•

plugging of breaches.

5.5.2 Measures after Cessation of Floods
Measures to be taken immediately after cessation of floods will include:
•

restoration of road/rail links

•

restoration of tubewells and other agricultural machinery

•

pumping out of water from ponds and low-lying areas in cities, villages,
including cellars and basements

•

removal of overlying sand deposits on certain flooded areas

•

demarcation of land lines covered by sand layers

•

free seeds to farmers for sowing

•

restoration of poultries/fisheries and piggeries, etc.

•

restoration of industries/factory equipments, etc.

•

restoration of merchandise and shopping areas

•

restoration of public assets such as roads, bridges, irrigation systems
and structures, power plants, public buildings, sewerage and water
supply schemes, etc.

5.6
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APPENDIX A
COUNTRY PAPERS SUMMARY

APPENDIX A
COUNTRY PAPERS SUMMARY*
1.

INTRODUCTION

According to the "Objectives and Work Program" of the Working Group (WG)
on non-structural aspects of flood management, one of the short term objectives
is to "compile reviews of non-structural measures used in members' countries".
Accordingly, members have been requested by the WG to prepare papers in
which the aforementioned aspects for a particular country are discussed
(hereinafter called Country Papers). Up to June 1997 fifteen papers were
received.
As the contents of the country papers could provide a valuable input to the
Manual it was decided to carry out a review of the country papers at an early date
and not to wait for any outstanding papers. Because of the complete absence
of papers regarding certain flood prone regions it was decided to collect and
scrutinize some additional material as well.
In Section 2 of this Appendix an overview of country papers received and other
relevant material is given as well as an abstract of each paper.
In Section 3 the country papers and other relevant material collected are
analyzed in a table on the basis of the various non-structural aspects discussed
in Parts /I and /II of the Manual.
Finally, Section 4 lists the exact title and author(s) (if given) of the various
country papers as well as other sources used.

2.

OVERVIEW OF PAPERS RECEIVED

2.0

General

Papers were received regarding non-structural aspects of flood management
from the following countries: Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, France, Germany,
India, Italy, Japan, Morocco, Netherlands, Pakistan, Portugal, Spain, United
Kingdom (i.e. England and Wales only) and the USA.
Even after having received fifteen papers information will still only be available
from about 19% of the 81 ICID member countries (end of 1995).

•

Prepared by J. van Duivendijk

To compensate for this lack of information it was decided to also obtain and
study some additional material on the subject:
•

Flood Control Series UN-ESCAP;

•

Studies about flood management on the rivers Parana and Paraguay
(Argentina and Paraguay).

Moreover, it was suggested by Central Office to review the comprehensive
publication by ICID of "Flood Control in the World" [19], published in 1976, as
well as the "Manual of Flood Control Methods and Practices" (ICI D, 1983) [20].
Both were scrutinized for information on non-structural aspects.
As it turned out non-structural measures were not separately identified in the
1976 publication though measures like zoning, flood forecasting and warning
are frequently mentioned.
In the 1983 publication out of 360 pages only 4 pages are contributed to nonstructural measures. These measures are zoning, flood proofing, evacuation,
and flood insurance.
From this brief summing up one can conclude that the idea of non-structural
measures has taken on rather quickly: It is now, in the nineties a well accepted
strategy to arrive at a good mixture of both structural and non-structural
measures to alleviate floods.
Below, abstracts are presented of the various country papers and of the
additional material collected.

2.1

Argentina

No country paper was received. However the extensive studies made about
floods and flood control for the rivers Parana and Paraguay during the past two
decades [1], [2], enable the WG to draw some conclusions: apart from flood
forecasting and warning, non-structural aspects of flood management sofar
have not received much attention though some recommendations have been
formulated [2].

2.2

Australia

In the country paper prepared by D.R. Stringer [3] a comprehensive review is
given of non-structural measures in all Australian States. The review only
concerns flooding from river systems rather than from urban drainage, dam
failures or storm surges in coastal areas. TopiCS covered include legislation,
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funding, zoning, flood plain mapping, information/education, forecasts/warning,
emergency services, insurance and flood proofing.
It is stated that Australian policies by and large emphasise non-structural
approaches. A Bibliography listing 11 references is presented as well.

2.3

Bangladesh

Flood is a recurrent phenomenon in Bangladesh. In the country paper [4] it is
stated that about 60% of the country is flood prone while about 30% of the land
area is inundated during monsoon, even in a normal year. Following major
flooding in 1987 and 1988 extensive flood control studies were undertaken by
UNDP and various Donor countries. The various studies and plans were
summarized and ranked in May 1989 in a Flood Policy Study Report [5].
From the Executive Summary of [5] the following is quoted: ".... , non-structural
measures can help people live with floods especially in the short-term until
embankments are built, the most important of these measures include flood
forecasting, early warning and flood preparedness".
In the subsequently published country paper [4] the institutional set-up and
organization of these non-structural measures is described in some detail.
Partly, these measures are already in operation (like flood forecasting and
warning) while others, like flood plain zoning, are still in the planning stage. One
should however also appreciate that flooding, because it is an annually returning
event, has led the rural population "to live with the floods" by means of, inter alia,
flood proofing. Flooding caused by bankoverspill and rainfall is therefore not
such a threat to human life as flooding originating from storm surges (cyclones).
It is for the latter type of flood that flood proof structures for evacuation purposes
and relief activities are especially important.

2.4

Canada

The country paper prepared by WG member B. Maclock [6] after elaborating in
a general sense about the non-structural flood control alternatives available,
presents the Canadian experience.
It is recalled that application of non-structural flood control methods in Canada
has lagged behind and has been quite variable across the country. Traditionally,
solutions have been structural and therefore expensive. However, recently,
initiatives have begun to focus on non-structural methods as viable solutions to
flooding problems.
The difference in activities concerning the application of non-structural methods
of central and provincial governments is emphasized.
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The central government has to limit itself to financial support to the provinces
within the context of a disaster assistance program. A flood damage reduction
(FOR) program was initiated in 1975. This resulted in FOR agreements between
central and individual provincial governments which include agreements for
non-structural measures. These measures in the Canadian scene mainly focus
on zoning and flood forecasting.
The Canadian Mortgauge and Housing Corporation has developed requirements
for flood proofing of structures.
The paper continues by reviewing the situation in the various provinces.
Some provinces have made substantial progress in the use of non-structural
flood control measures. There are however various constraints. Mentioned in
this respect are :
•
•
•

necessity to prepare flood risk maps for large areas;
political unwillingness to accept zoning;
lack of relevant legislation.

The paper concludes with some remarks about the economics of flood plain
management alternatives. Not surprisingly it is stated that the economic
feasibility of non-structural measures is depending on the degree of development
in the flood plain. Also combination of non-structural and structural measures
may turn out to be the most economic solution in the circumstances.

2.5

France

In the country paper of France two types of floods are distinguished:
•

low land floods characterized by a slow development of the flooding
pattern

•

flash floods caused by heavy local rain, which' floods are very damaging.

It is recalled that very large floods heve occurred in Fance in the past and these
floods were especially damaging for urban settlements. For this reason it was
forbidden for many centuries to make embankments along the rivers, i.e. the
flood plains were maintained.
It is estimated that at present one of every four settlements in France has a risk
of flooding. Also here, a greater density of polulation, material wealth and
occupation of flood prone areas together tend to increase the risk of deaths and
damages. In this respect it is not surprising to learn that during the last decade
damages due to floods have been large.
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The Paper continues by explaining why flooding and consequential damage has
increased in France: apart from urbanisation, human interventions in the
catchments and lack of maintenance (due to de-population of rural areas) play
an important role in this process. Mentioned in this respect are the prevention
of flooding in areas which were formally either flood plain or swamp.
After the floods of 1994 it was decided to initiate a long-term programm aiming
at a prevention of natural risks like flooding.
The responsibility for the measures to be taken in the past always remained with
the communities, the government was merely encouraging the implementation
of such measures. As this was not always successful new legislation was
introduced in 1995. Zoning has now been introduced at a much larger scale than
before on the basis of inundation maps. Also expropriation of lands and
compensation of occupants in flood prone areas, which could only have been
defended against flooding for a prohibitive high cost, was introduced.
Considerable amounts of money have been invested in a modernisation of a
system of flood forcasting and warning on certain rivers. On purpose the system
was not introduced on rivers where it was not considered technically feasible.
Local flood protection measures are carried out together with 'rehabilitation' and
maintenance of rivers and other water courses.
The government still has no legal obligations in all these matters but provides
financial incentives by way of subsidies. This in turn leads to increased local
awareness of risks, to environmental friendly solutions and to better operation
and maintenance of water courses and hydraulic structures.
It is expected that in the long term the perception of risk will again be present
in the urban as well as in the rural setting.
It is, however, realised that catchment management still will require quite some
attention in the future.

2.6

Germany

The severe flood events on the River Rhine in the years 1993 and 1995 have
prompted the Uinderarbeitsgemeinschaft Wasser (LAWA) to publish "Guidelines
for Forward-Looking Flood Protection" [21] in 1995. The LAWA has been
established as a working group of the German federal states and has the
responsibility for water management in Germany.
The Guidelines describe the situation of flood protection in Germany in 1995
and the flood generating process in general, followed by strategies and
measures to reduce future risks of flood damages. The Guidelines convey the
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message that flood protection is a complex problem, which cannot simply be
solved by studying one single solution. Only a range of measures, which are
oriented at technical, economic and social targets can help to minimize the
danger of flood damages in future.
The 10 primary demands laid down in the Guidelines are:
(1) to hold back water
(2) to ward off flooding
(3) to maintain protection facilities
(4) to recognize limits
(5) to reduce damage potentials
(6) to make people aware of flood risks
(7) to warn against floods
(8) to enhance individual preventive measures
(9) to promote solidarity
(10) to act in an integral fashion.
Eight of these demands for flood protection have to be satisfied by carrying out
non-structural measures. Any structural measure which does not incorporate
the people's awareness of a continued risk of flooding will imply flood damages
to property rather than prevention. Therefor the consistent application of nonstructural measures is necessary to render structural works effective.
There are no means available, however, to prevent floods entirely. It will be more
effective to control the anthropogenic use of flood prone areas by mankind than
to attempt to control extreme floods. The management of flood plain settlements
will accomplish a greater success than trying to influence the flood itself.
The Guidelines are mainly directed at the general public and at the decisionmakers, but also at scientists, in order to compensate deficits in knowledge.

2.7

India

In India floods constitute one of the major national calamities faced almost every
year. Also in this country paper [8] it is "... now realized that absolute and
permanent protection to all flood prone areas and for all magnitudes of floods
by structural measures alone is impossible and also not economically viable.
The emphasis has therefore been rightly shifted to non-structural measures ... ".
Nowadays the basic philosophy of "living with floods" is encouraged.
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Since adopting its National Policy on Flood Control in 1954, India has spent
considerable funds on construction of structural measures. Nevertheless flood
damage continues to show an increasing trend because of population pressure
and resultant development activities in flood plains.
On an average each year 80,000 sq km2 is flooded while 1500 human lives are
lost. Nowadays a flood management strategy aims at a suitable blend of
structural and non-structur~ measures with emphasis on the latter.
The non-structural measures which are being implemented and/or recommended
are: zoning, flood proofing, flood forecasting and warning, flood fighting,
emergency assistance and relief, and finally, insurance.
From these different measures flood forecasting and warning is well advanced
and covers most of flood prone inter-state river basins in the country.
The other non-structural measures mentioned are in various stages of preparation
or implementation. For instance flood risk maps have been prepared for 50%
of the 100,000 sq.km identified as flood-prone, a flood proofing programme is
proposed for the Ganga basin States and the preparation of plans for disaster
preparedness and response planning is encouraged. However, not much
progress has been achieved on Flood Plain Zoning while also flood insurance
is still not widely adopted in India.
This country paper contains a comprehensive inventory of all possible nonstructural measures as regard their status and implementation in various states
of India.
A model bill for Flood Plain Zoning as well as a model Action Plan of disaster
preparedness for floods are attached to the Paper.

2.8

Italy

In this country paper [9] it is explained how the present legislation enables river
authorities to take steps to arrive at a better control and rational management
of water resources. River authorities are encouraged to draw up a so-called
River Plan which is meant to become a dynamic tool of management including
study of methods and criteria for the examination of the non-structural aspects
of flood management.
This country paper describes the systematic manner in which the various tools
required for policy analysis of water resources management are being developed.
This will, inter alia, comprise inventory of flood prone areas, damage to be
expected from floods, possible coverage of flood risk by insurance, emergency
plans and priority ranking for implementation of flood control measures.
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It would appear that in 1992 (the year this country paper was submitted) all
actions as described had only just started.

2.9

Japan

According to this country paper [10] the non-structural measures in Japan
comprise:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

catchment management
flood forecasting and -warning
water management (flood control reservoirs) and flood drainage
flood fighting
evacuation
emergency assistance and relief
rehabilitation and reconstruction.

It is admitted that rapid urbanization since the seventies has increased the risk
and extent of damage by floods conSiderably. The Japanese approach is, on the
one hand, to prevent disasters by taking measures sub (a) to (f) and, on the
other, to pay for the damage to infrastructure sub (g).
The legislation (Flood Fighting Act 1949) appears to be well organized, with nonstructural measures sub (d), (e), (f) being dealt with at the local level by "flood
fighting associations".
Prevention of disasters is being administered, promoted and executed at
various levels from the Ministry of Agriculture down via Prefectural Offices and
land improvement districts.
The paper describes in some detail flood forecasting, flood warning in relation
to the necessary observation and communication systems.
2.10 Morocco
The Country Paper [11] describes in some detail the flood problems in the
Sebou basin which represents approx. 50% of the water resources of the
country. In this (mainly rural) area floods have a frequent occurrence and
bank overspill can be considerable.
A detailed description is presented of the set-up of the organization which
in case of emergencies (like flooding) will be responsible for flood warning,
evacuation, health, transport, temporary accommodation.
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2.11

Netherlands

The Country Paper [12] starts by pointing out that the Netherlands is a lowlying country in which flood control is a part of every-day life. The interest
in non-structural measures is limited to zoning, flood forecasting and
warning which is contrary to the situation in many other countries. These are
all three established and completed non-structural measures. Some
publications are mentioned in the text. Legislation and water management
are matched to these measures.
An interesting aspect of flood control in the Netherlands is that the structural
and non-structural measures are determined by security considerations
rather than economics. This has led to very low frequencies of design floods
(river) and design water levels at sea in the coastal belt. Accordingly, the
need for non-structural measures like flood proofing and insurance up till
recently was not felt to be very important.
However, during the years 1993, 1994 and 1995 extreme floods occurred in
the rivers Rhine and Meuse.
Though the high water levels in the river Rhine did not lead to bankoverspills
or dike breaches along that river the valley of the river Meuse was flooded
in both years.
Apart from structural measures like (low) flood embankments and stream
bed adaptations the need for a non-structural measure as flood proofing in
the flood prone areas along the river Meuse was now clearly identified. Also
evacuation and relief plans, which were made after the floods of 1993-1994,
turned out to be useful as they had to be put to practice in 1995 in the
polders bordering the river Rhine.
2.12 Pakistan

In the brief report submitted [13] it is pointed out first of all that "like other
countries floods are the curse but through proper flood management it could
be the blessing".
As much of the flood producing upper catchments of major rivers are in
other countries flood management is difficult if not impossible.
In Pakistan flood control and protection is a federal responsibility. In the
National Flood Protection Plan both structural and non-structural measures
are recommen-ded for each flood protection scheme.
Non-structural measures have a high priority because structural measures
in most cases are too expensive to implement.
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Non-structural measures implemented are :
•

flood forecasting and warning (Indus River Basin)

•

watershed management (on small streams only to alleviate minor floods)

•

flood management by storage in reservoirs according to risk curves.

2.13 Portugal

This country paper [14] presents a thorough inventory of all possible nonstructural measures and their limited application sofar in Portugal. Focus in
this paper is on what would have to be done first about data collection,
legislation, and organisation before any non-structural measures can be
considered and implemented. A list of publications (all in Portuguese) is
attached to the paper.
2.14 South-East Asia

Country papers from South-East Asia are completely missing. This is very
much regretted as the countries in this area: a) all have a flooding problem
b) have applied non-structural measures for many centuries and c) have to
depend partly on non-structural measures because structural measures
(until recently) were too expensive to implement.
The information below is based on recent oral communications and on the
publications in the Water Resources Series of UN-ESCAP [15]. Some of
these publications date from about 40 years ago but are still applicable to
many flood prone areas.
The information derived from UN-ESCAP publications has been abstracted
form the Reports 1, 2 and 3 [15]. Development of flood control measures in
this region goes as far back as 20 centuries. During this long period, during
which some countries in the region for a part of the time were under colonial
rule, various non-structural measures on flood management have been
developed. These are summarized below:
Flood forecasting has generally been applied.
Supervision and protection of embankments during floods was and still is
normal practice in the Delta of the Red River in the northern part of Vietnam.
Zoning was introduced as early as the first century in China while it was also
common practice in Bengal (now the territory of Bangladesh and the State
of West Bengal in India) .
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Flood proofing has been common for many centuries in the Central Plain of
Thailand and the lower plain of the Mekong river basin.
This flood proofing was, as elsewhere, a direct consequence of economic
development. In this respect it is stated: ""it is not so much the lack of
technical skill ... but the absence of financial and economic justification that
prevents the undertaking of more advanced and usually more expensive
methods. In areas where cultivation is intense, where communication systems
are well developed and where industrial undertakings are established it pays
to use permanent and durable methods of flood control ... ", (Report no. 2,
[15].
Flood proofing was and is practised in agriculture, construction of buildings
and a specific kind of river training as can be demonstrated from the
following quotations 10 :
"The method adopted in Thailand, except in the North-East on the tributaries
of Mekong, is to adapt a crop to fit the flood condition. A typical example of
this practice is the planting of rice in the vast Central Plain, of the Chao Phya
River, the "rice Bowl" of Thailand.
The total area of the Central Plain is 3 million hectares. It is criss-crossed
by numerous effluents of the Chao Phya, Mekong and Bang Pakong Rivers.
The whole Central Plain is subject to annual flooding for a period of four
months, from August to November every year. The depth of flooding varies
from a few centimetres to four or even more meters.
Ordinary garden rice is planted in the shallow flooded areas, while a kind of
a long-stem rice -floating rice- is grown in the depressions where the depth
of flooding reaches three to four meters".
"Inhabitants of these areas have also adapted themselves to the flood
conditions. They live in houses built on high piles, or on floating rafts.
Floating markets have sprung up along the waterways, and transportation
during the flood season is done entirely by boats".
During the last two or three decades the situation has gradually changed
since the implementation of two large dams in the upper portions of the
basin of the river. The storage reservoirs make it possible to reduce the
major floods and to augment the dry season flow. The traditional system of
supplementary irrigation during the growing season by the flood water is
gradually replaced by a system of controlled irrigation, and second cropping
during the dry season is being applied on a large scale.
10 Recent developments are noted as well.
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"The above is true also of the lower Mekong plain. Vast areas here from
30,000 to 40,000 sq . km ., are inundated annually, in both Cambodia and
South Vietnam.
In Cambodia the flood water rushes through the numerous cuttings of the
higher ridge along the banks to the large areas behind, and spreads over the
land. Since time immemorial the people of this area have adapted themselves
to this natural phenomenon . Agricultural practices in the flooded region have
also been adapted to the flood condition. In areas subject to slight flooding
either early strains of rice are planted during March-April and harvested
before the high water period or are sown after the drop of high water in
November-December and harvested in April of the following year. The
depressions behind are used for fish rearing. In South Vietnam, floating rice
is cultivated near the Cambodia border where the annual flooding from the
Mekong attains a depth of 3 to 4 m. (10 to 13ft). On the very flat plain near
the coast where the intrusion of salt water might damage the crops during
some months of the year before harvesting, a strain of quick growing rice
is cultivated".
In recent years two new rice varieties have been introduced each with a
growing period of only 3.5 months : the winterspring and the summerautumn variety. These varieties make it possible to grow two crops a year
outside the months of September and October with maximum depths of
F
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Figure 10. Recently established cropping calender in Mekong Delta
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flooding and outside the months of April and May with minimum flow. No
major embankments are required, only low submersible embankments to
prevent flooding of the summer-autumn drop by early floods in August. (See
sketch below).
"On the Pyuntaza Plain of the Sitlang River in Burma, the method of 'River
Training Without Embankment' has been successfully developed. The method
consists of the use of bamboo stake side fences parallel to the flow of the
water with cross fenCing whenever required. The object of parallel side
fences is to direct training, and control overflow or bank spill in the later
stage.
A vast area of marshland in the Pyuntaza Plain has been converted into
intensely cultivated land by this method of training on the small rivers".
"The farming practice adopted in the Province of Kendal in Cambodia is a
typical example. Houses are built on the strip of higher land along the river
banks, amidst orchards. Further behind on the land side is another strip, one
kilometre in width, which being situated on the slope of the ridge, is not
subject to normal flooding and is an area of dry cultivation. Still further back
is a considerable area of paddy fields which is cultivated after the floods."
2.15 Spain
In this comprehensive country paper [16], it is first of all explained why
flooding occurs in Spain and why it is a serious economic and social
problem.
As structural measures in some cases are either too costly or inadequate to
cope with the more extreme floods, non-structural measures are taken as
well and they acquired greater importance during recent years.
The authorities responsible for water management in Spain are the agencies
responsible for the various river basins. The following non-structural measures
have
either
been
taken
or
are
currently
in
hand:
(a) The preparation of risk maps on the basis of historically significant
floods.
(b) Studies of the flood phenomenon, type and extent of damage, potential
risks, suitable structural and non-structural protection measures. For
planning purposes on a national scale a ranking has been established
listing various kinds of damage. This, finally, results in the
aforementioned risk maps.
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(c)

Zoning was already included in a law of 1879 but has most recently
been enhanced in new legislation (1986). Flood areas are considered
by law to be determined by the once in a 500 year flood water levels.
The effectiveness of zoning regulations is shortly discussed.

(d) Alarm and flood prediction systems are being developed since 1983.
The purpose of the so-called SAIH Plan is not only flood forecasting
but also management of water resources and operation of reservoirs
in order to mitigate floods and improvement of hydrological information.
In the paper the system of information gathering, processing and
monitoring is described in detail. The overall cost of the SAIH Plan
will be in the order of US $ 600 million. It is now nearly complete.
(e)

(f)

Plans are being developed for the measures to be taken by the civil
authorities in case of a flood. Such measures will include :
•

flood warning

•

flood proofing

•

restriction of traffic, removal of construction equipment etc.

•

evacuation of inhabitants of flood prone areas on the basis of
evacuation plans

•

emptying of reservoirs in order to store flood peaks.

Insurance against damage by floods is common in Spain for industries
on the banks of risky rivers. It is uncommon among farm owners. If
a flooding event has been declared a disaster the insurance companies
get financial compensa-tion from the government.

2.16 United Kingdom (England and Wales)
The contribution from the side of the United Kingdom is limited to an
overview of non-structural measures in flood management in England and
Wales [17].
The generally gently topography of England and to a lesser extent Wales
means that flow velocities are rarely sufficient to cause damage, while
erosion is not an important problem during floods.
The difference between the 10 and 100 year flood level is called the Flood
hazard Factor.
After a description of the institutional framework (agencies involved in flood
hazard management) and the trends in exposure to flooding the paper
describes non-structural management activities.
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Maps of flood-prone areas do exist but there is a great variety in map style
and standard. This applies specifically to the frequency to be attached to the
recorded maximum flood level while also max. values attained by other flood
parameters like flow routes, velocities, durations are not always known.
The application of zoning does sometimes meets serious difficulties. A
distinction is made in many cases between a "flow-plain" (w~ere development
means an obstruction for passing discharges) and washland areas used for
storage. Development in washland areas may be allowed, provided flood
proofing is executed.
It is important to note that different risk areas defined on some flood plains
are used only for development control and are not used in landuse planning.
In flood-proofing temporary and permanent techniques are applied. There
are however no national guide lines for methods or standards.
Other non-structural measures applied are flood forecasting, flood warning
and emergency planning. The extent of these measures locally depends
very much on the size of the disaster or damage which can be expected in
case of flooding.
Flood cover is included in household policies but not all households have
contents cover or, in many cases, are underinsured. There are no explicit
government programmes for the assistance of disaster victims.
It is, finally, emphasized that on the British scene there is no explicit national
policy on flood management in general and that the action taken by regional
and local authorities are locally determined. A Bibliography of 5 pages is
attached to the paper.

2.17 U.S.A.
No specific country paper was received but it was decided by the Working
Group to consider the Report made by an Interagency Review Committee
[18] after te heavy 1993 floodings as a guide line.
This report of some 250 pages presents a broad review of the floodings of
1993 and r~sultant damage in the upper Mississippi River Basin . The aim
of the Report is to draw conclusions and learn lessons from this disaster and
to place these in a wider context for the benefit of flood plain management
all over the USA.
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Focus in this Report is on better floodplain management. In order to achieve
this a Flood Plain Action Plan is formulated with emphasis on institutional
(legislative and administrative actions, planning, coordination) measures. It
is recommended to increase the state role in all floodplain management
activities including, but not limited to, flood fighting, recovery, hazard mitigation,
buyout, flood plain regulation, levee permitting, zoning, enforcement and
planning.
A link is laid between floodplain planning on the one hand and national flood
insurance on the other. Federal flood insurance in the USA is available in
communities that adopt and enforce flood plain management regulations.
The federal government subsidizes the premium for this insurance. The idea
behind it is that insurance in combination with good flood plain management
in the long run will reduce disaster payments to flood affected individuals.
Other non-structural aspects covered by this report are: pre-disaster planning,
preparation of flood risk maps, education and information on flood plain
characteristics, flood fighting and flood proofing. Flood proofing aims at
minimizing the vulnerability of existing development and, apart from structural
measures, this will imply the expansion of non-structural measures.
This is the only "country paper" in which research needs are discussed in
some detail, mentioned in this respect are:
•

a common database,

•

a national inventory of flood prone structures,

•

hydrologic, hydraulic and hydrometeorologic analysis,

•

flood risk assessment,

•

federal standards for determining flood risks,

•

flood forecasting,

•

mapping,

•

scientific research in order to identify state-of-the-art techniques or
applications for estimating and assessing environmental and social
impacts,

•

investigation into relationships between high energy erosion zones, other
zones in flood prone areas and levee failure,

•

evaluation of the effect of natural upland storage and flood plain storage
in wetlands and forested wetlands on main stem flooding.
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3.

Listing of Subjects Discussed in Country Papers

Table 3.1 presented below lists the subjects discussed in the various
country papers. These country papers were already summarized in Section
2. The subjects listed are those discussed in Parts II and III of the Manual.
The Table is meant for quick reference only.

Table 3.1
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GLOSSARY
The terms were collected/defined/edited by Prof.l.ljjas and Mr.J.van Ouivendijk,
members of the Working Group on Non-Structural Aspects of Flood
Management, ICIO.

1.

GENERAL TERMS

Catchment management: Management of catchments to improve the quality
of runoff water. Management of the catchment upstream of a risk area to reduce
flood generation. Afforestation, for example, is sometimes used to reduce flood
generation, and small check ponds are often installed. The measures include
safety against fire and damage, prevention of erosion, and maintenance of
ground cover.
Cross drainage: The incorporation of cross drainage facilities (culverts,
syphons, stuices, regulators) in road or railway embankments to facilitate
drainage across the embankments in order to dispose of excess rainwater,
groundwater or flooding originating from bankoverspill from rivers or from storm
surges at sea. In certain countries cross drainage is also required to avoid
disturbance of the natural drainage pattern.
Flood: (1) A relatively high flow or stage in a river, markedly higher than the
usual; also the inundation of low land which may result therefrom. A body of
water, rising, swelling and overflowing land not usually thus covered. (2) A flood
wave travelling down a river system as well as a storm surge (i.e. a tidal wave
combined with wind set up and heavy wave attack).
According to the sources of the excess waters, floods can be classified into at
least five categories: (a) Floods caused by snow melting in mountainous
regions resulting in excess water in the lower valley areas. (b) Floods caused
by the onrush of surges due to cyclonic storms in the oceans together with sea
waves. (c) Floods caused by heavy rainfalls in exc~ss of the conveyance
capacities of rivers and other natural and man-made drainage channels. (d)
Floods caused by ice jams and ice breakings in the upper reaches of rivers
generally known as spring floods. (e) Floods caused by failure of man-made
structures like dams, barrages, levees, and control structures.

Flood alleviation: Measures to relieve or mitigate the ill-effects of a flood.
Flood control: The use of techniques to change the physical characteristics
of floods. These techniques include purpose-built river control structures.
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Management of inflow of floodwater into a region as well as its outflow in such
manner that flooding, if any, is either kept to a minimum (return period, extent)
or occurs at a planned moment and during a planned period.
Flood control project, Flood mitigation project, Flood protection scheme:
A project meant either solely or primarily for flood control purposes, although in
the latter case it may incidentally serve other purposes. It may utilize one or
several of the flood control methods.
Flood control works, Flood protection works: Engineering structures built
to protect lands and property from damage by floods. Levees, banks or other
works along a stream, designed to confine it to a particular channel or direct it
along planned floodways, a flood control reservoir.
Flood hazard zone: (1) Area prone to damage/loss of property and/or life due
to floods. (2) An area that will be flooded with a defined probability.
Flooding, Inundation: (1) Overflowing by water of the normal confines of a
river, stream, lake, sea or other body of water, or accumulation of water by lack
of drainage over areas which are not normally submerged. Inundation normally
means only a few decimeters of water and this does not have to originate from
a flood. (2) Controlled spreading of water for irrigation, etc. Flood management:
The organisation of responses to flood problems.
Flood mitigation project: See Flood control project.
Floodplain, Flood Land: (1) The portion ofthe landscape inundated by a flood.
The extent of the floodplain is often defined by a particular frequency flood: the
1~O-year floodplain is the area inundated by a flood with an average return
period between events of 100 years, or an annual probability of occurrence of
0.01. (2) The flood-prone areas adjacent to a river channel, over which flood
waters habitually and temporarily spill when river flows exceed the bank-full
capacity of the river channel. In flatter areas, the floodplain serves as a
substantial reservoir, storing excess run-off and attenuating the flood peak.
Additionally, floodplains can also provide substantial discharge capacity,
depending on ground slopes and shapes, and upon the depth of inundation. The
formal designation of the floodplain can be a difficult task, involving the definition
of appropriate flood volumes, levels, and return period. Generally a 1~O-year
return period flood level is accepted as defining the limit of a flood plain. See also
Flow Plain, Flood Fringe and FloodWay.
.
Floodplain encroachment: The unplanned development of structures such
as buildings, road and rail road embankments, bridge approaches, or other
impediments within a floodplain, with the result that its flood discharge capacity
is reduced, and flooding aggravated.
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Floodplain fringe, Floodway fringe : The area between floodplain and
floodway boundaries. Lands immediately adjacent to floodways which are still
subject to flooding but which are not needed for high velocity flood discharge
and are flooded less frequently and for shorter durations than floodways. Within
the floodplain fringe, almost any use is permitted provided that it is flood
protected and otherwise meets the proviSions of zoning districts, such as
residential, commercial, and conservancy.
Flood prone area: Area which will be flooded periodically and for which no flood
protection measures have been taken.
Flood protection : Protection against the damaging effects of floods. This
includes controlling the floods themselves and also protecting properties, so is
broader than flood control.
Flood risk: A measure of the seriousness of the flood hazard. (1) The chance
of experiencing a flood. Risk is usually expressed in terms of the return period
of peak discharges, but velocities, sediment loads and depths are sometimes
also used in identifying risk zones. An assessment of risk may also be based
on the life and property exposed. (2) The probability of an event multiplied by its
consequences (such as event damages). This is equal to the expected value
of damage, and is a concept used in risk analysis.
Flood zones: (1) Subdivisions of a flood plain, all the lands which are subject
to floods of approximately the same frequency. (2) The land bordering a
reservoir or stream impoundment subject to inundation above the normal
operating level.
Land use: (1) The cultural practices in relation to the land surface which have
a determining effect on the broad social and economic conditions of a region
and which determine the amount and character of the runoff and erosion. Three
general classes are recognized: crop, pasture or ragge, and forest. (2) Existing
or zoned economic use of land, such as residential, industrial, farm, commercial.
(3) The use to which a parcel of land is put (either a residential property, a
factory, a road or an agricultural crop or livestock enterprise).
Land use planning: The development of plans for the uses of land that will,
over a long period, best serve the general welfare, together with the formulation
of ways and means of achieving such uses.
Protection scheme: See Flood control project.
Vulnerability analysis: A method for determining the degree to which land
uses/activities are prone to flooding disruption.
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Washland : An embanked, low-lying land bordering a river or estuary, usually
part of the natural flood plain, over which floodwaters are allowed to flow
periodically in order to control high water level in the river.
Wash land storage: The construction of sites on a flood plain for the storage
of flood water, in order to reduce flooding downstream. Schemes may be
passive (they flood when flow exceeds a certain level without intervention) or
active (water may enter the storage araa after, for example, sluices are
opened).

2.

HYOROLOGY OF FLOODS

Bankful, Bankful stage: The stage (water level) at which the floodwater in a
certain reach of the river starts to flow over the natural levees or man-made
embankments and the overspill of water into a flood plain or polder starts.
Bank overspill : Volume of water which has spilled from a river into adjacent
flood plains or polders
Basic-stage flood, Floods above a base: An arbitrary selected rate of flow
of a stream used as the lower limit or base for selecting floods for analysis,
sometimes taken as the minimum annual flood.
Channel capacity: The maximum flow at bankful stage, which a given channel
is capable of carrying without overtopping its banks.
Design flood: (1) The maximum flood that any structure can safely pass. (2)
The flood adopted to control the design of a structure. (3) The flood against
which a given area is to be protected. Depending on the nature of the structure
a flow (discharge), flood volume, or other flood parameter can signify the
magnitude of the design flood.
Design flood hydrograph : The flood hydrograph adopted to represent limiting
volumes and concentration of runoff for use in determining design capacities of
spillways for dams, etc., or other hydraulic structures.
Earthquake flood, Tsunami: Flood in coastal areas or in low lying lands,
caused by sea waves after a submarine earthquake or a volcanic eruption.
Exceedance probability: The probability of a flood of a given magnitude or
greater occurring in anyone year. See also Return period.
Flooded area: (1) Area covered by water when streamflow exceeds the
carrying capacity of a channel or as a consequence of damming a river
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downstream. (2) Area flooded due to (a) storm surges and/or subsequent dike
breaches, (b) impeded drainage of rain water.

Flood magnitude, Flood size: The total volume of water discharged or the
maximum rate of flow of a flood event.
Flood map, Flood risk map, Floodplain map : (1) A map that depicts the
extent of former floods or the anticipated extent of any particular magnitude of
flood. (2) The identification and representation of flood risk areas on a map. (3)
Topographic maps of river flood plain areas which identify the estimated water
levels associated with a series of floods typically of 10-20-50- and 100-year
return period.
Flood mark, High watermark, Rack mark: (1) The mark or line left by silt
debris or other means at the highest water level reached during a flood or tide.
(2) Natural marks left on a structure or objects indicating the maximum stage
of floods.
Flood parameter: Parameter which characterizes a flood such as duration,
size (cum) of a flood, highest water level, bankoverspill (cum) or river discharge
(cum/s) due to a flood.
Floodplain mapping : The process involves estimating the extent of floods
with defined return periods, although some maps are based on the extent of the
largest recorded flood. Maps frequently show zones exposed to different
frequencies of flooding, and many indicate flood depths and flol('l paths. In areas
where the precise location of future floods cannot be determined (in semi-arid
areas with moveable channels, for example), maps need to show risk information
in a different way. Such mapping also has to be continually reviewed when new
hydrological information is acquired as well as for potential changes resulting
from upstream or downstream modifications affecting flood runoff (construction
within the floodplains, deforestation in catchment, etc.).
Probable maximum flood (PMF), Maximum possible flood: (1) The largest
momentary discharge believed possible from a consideration of meteorological
condition and snow cover on the watershed. It presupposes simultaneous
occurrence of all possible natural contingencies favourable to high floods. (2)
The maximum flood that can reasonably be expected to occur, on a given
stream at a selected point, with a known frequency during a designated period
or during an infinite period, assuming complete coincidence of all factors that
would produce the heaviest rainfall and maximum runoff. (3) The most severe
flood that is considered reasonably possible at a location as a result of
meteorologic and hydraulic conditions.
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Return period, Recurrence interval: The average length of time separating
flood events of similar magnitude. Thus a 1OO-year flood will occur on average
once every hundred years. Long-term average interval of time or number of
years within which an event will be equalled or exceeded, e.g. flood peak
discharge or other hydrological parameters characterizing the floods.
3.

THE MEASURES OF FLOOD MANAGEMENT

Comprehensive flood loss prevention and management, floodplain
manegement strategy: An approach combining structural and non-structural
measures to prevent and/or minimize losses from floods.
Non-structural measures of flood management: The measures which alter
the exposure of life and property to flooding (floodplain land use planning, flood
forecasting and warning, flood-proofing, assistance).
3(a)

STRUCTURAL MEASURES

Structural measures of flood management: The measures which alter the
physical characteristics of the floods (reservoir operation, upstream catchment
management, channel modifications, levees, operation of hydraulics works).
By-pass floodway, Flood diversion channel, Flood relief channel: (1) A
natural or artificial channel designed to pass flood flow. (2) Also land, subject
to overflow and in most cases adjacent to an existing channel, designed as a
floodway.
Design standard : The level of protection provided by a flood management
scheme. The scheme may protect against all floods up to a design standard of
one in a hundred years, for example.
Estuary dam : Dam closing off the mouth of an estuary from the sea. This
closure may take place for one or more of the following purposes: (a) creation
of a reservoir for tidal power generation, (b) sweet water reservoir for irrigation,
(c) prevention of salt water intrusion, (d) primary sea defence to replace long
stretches of levees along the banks of estuary and lower course of the rivers.
In most cases a sluice (==regulator) is built in the estuary dam to allow discharge
of river flow to the sea.
Flood wall: Wall built of concrete or masonry for protection against floods.
Floodway : The channel of the river and those portions of the flood plain in most
cases adjoining the channel, which are reasonably required to carry and
discharge the flood water of the river.
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In river engineering the floodways may be classified as: by-pass floodways,
parallel floodways and inter-basin (or inter-catchment) floodways. The 1 perc·ent
floodway may be defined as that portion of the 1 percent floodplain required to
convey the 1 percent discharge safely. The floodway includes all of that channel
plus that portion of the floodplain not suited, because of hazard to life and
property, for human habitation. Although floodway determination is based on
engineering considerations, nontechnical factors enter into the establishment
of floodway limits. therefore, many floodway configurations are possible for a
given reach. Permitted uses in the floodway typically include agriculture, park
and open space, restricted parking, and storage.

Hydraulic effectiveness of flood control systems : Statistical values of
selected flood parameters for the situation with and without flood control or flood
protection which demonstrate the effectiveness of certain flood control or flood
protection measures for a specified area. The effectiveness is expressed as a
percentage of the theoretical overall protection against flooding.
Inter-basin floodway : A by-pass floodway which transfers a part of the flood
discharge from one river to another river. This solution is feasible if the floods
on the two rivers travel with a certain difference in time and if the level of the
watershed is lower than the water level in the river during flood.
Public cuts: Breaches made by the farmers or local population. Unplanned or
unauthorized drainage channels constructed generally by farmers through
flood control dikes, or across areas, often in such a manner that the performance
of the planned flood management and drainage systems are jeopardised, if not
thwarted.
Storm surge barrier: Gated dam (also called barrage) in the mouth of an
estuary or in the lower course of a river which is normally open allowing tidal
movement to take place and ships to pass and which is closed for short periods
only in case a storm surge causing high water levels in the area is imminent.
3(b)

RIVER TRAINING AND CONTROL WORKS

Back of levee, Air side of levee, Land side of levee, Outflow side of levee,
Inner side of levee, Polder side of levee, Down stream side of levee: The
side of a levee away from the river, facing the protected area.
Breach: (1) To cut a deep opening in a landform, especially by erosion. (2)
Breaking through of, or gap caused in, a canal bank or flood levee by failure of
banks by burrowing animals, leaks or slips, or washouts due to rain or flood
waters, or by unauthorised cuts by the irrigators or miscreants. (3) Erosioncaused cuts in flood-control dikes or in dams, generally occurring during
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flooding. (4) It is also caused by piping, groundwater flow and overtopping by
floodwater or waves. See also Public cut.

Bund : It is normally a low embankment (up to 1 m in height) used to control the
flow of water in a river or on irrigated land.
Dike, Dyke: (1) An embankment, earth ridge, or levee, for confining water
especially along river banks to prevent flooding of lowlands. If it is applied along
the sea coast it is also called sea defence. (2) A large drainage channel for land
reclamation. (3) A tabular igneous intrusion that cuts across the planar structures
of the surrounding rock.
See also Flood levee.

Flood levee, Levee, Main Levee, Embankment, Stop bank, Dyke, Dike,
Summer dike, Confinement dike, Ring dike, Bund : An artificial trapezoidal
earthwork structure built along a riverforthe purpose of protecting adjacent land
or human settlements from inundation by flood waters. The most ancient, most
widespread method of flood protection. Flood levees are linear structures along
a river or around high value infrastructure, which have the purpose of confining
waters spilling from the mean-water channel and of preventing them from
spreading in the flood plain. River side levees are mostly designed in a general
direction parallel to the mainstream. Levee construction also permits increase
in the discharge capacity of the river channel and protection of the adjoining
areas against floods. The flood levee consists of two main parts: the levee body
and the foundation soils underlying the levee body. See also Dike.
Freeboard, Net freeboard, Dry freeboard, flood freeboard: (1) The vertical
distance between a stated water level and the top of a dam. The Net freeboard
or Dry freeboard or Flood freeboard is the vertical distance between the
maximum water level and the top of the dam. The Gross freeboard or Total
freeboard is the vertical distance between the retention water level and the top
of the dam. The part of the Gross freeboard attributable to the depth of flood
surcharge is sometimes referred to as the Wet freeboard but this term is not
recommended as it is preferable that freeboard be stated with reference to the
top of dam. (2) The crest of flood levees are raised above the design high water
level. This is the freeboard heights. The freeboard offers a certain degree of
safety and protection against unforseen phenomena, which are not amenable
to hydrological analysis (especially high wave action, ice-jam floods, extraordinary
floods, etc.). Another importantfunction of freeboard is to preventthe mechanical
effects reaching the main levee body itself (burrowing animals and plant roots,
traffic on levee crest). (3) Freeboard is also: (a) to overcome lack of or
unreliability of data which tend to result in higher water levels than foreseen, (b)
to allow for some long term settlement, (c) to allow water level set up due to wind
(in reservoir or at coast), (d) to allow wave run up.
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The height of the freeboard is in general 1.0 m, occasionally 1.5 m. The
minimum freeboard is 0.5 m.

Fuseplug levee: A low and weak section of levee which, when once overtopped,
will wash out rapidly and develop full discharge capacity into the floodway in
order to reduce the damage caused by the flood.
Levee: See Flood levee, Dike.
Main levee : Levee protecting areas of great economic value (industry,
agriculture, etc.). These are required to offer protection for the required degree
of safety against all floods passing down the river or stream, see Flood levee.
Overflowing, Overtopping by high water level: If the water level at a dyke
is higher than the crest of the dyke, ingress of water into the region protected
by it will increase and inundation may occur. As with overflowing, also with
overtopping of a dyke by waves, ingress of water into the region protected by
it will increase.
Piping: Flow of water and soil particles under or through dikes as a result of
the erosive action of seepage flow. The piping phenomenon is preceded by the
formation of boils discharging water in which sand is carried along. Such boils
which manifest themselves especially at periods of high water level retained by
the dyke, are frequently to be observed not only along river dykes but also along
sea dykes. See also Sand-carrying well.
Polder: A level area which was originally subject to a high water level, either
permanently or seasonally and due to either ,groundwater or surface water. It
becomes a polder when it is separated from the surrounding hydrological
regime so that its water level can be controlled independently from the
surrounding regime.
Protected area: Part of the floodplain which' levees constructed in the flood
plain keep the flood waters away from. The expression is also used when
ecological values are protected which may imply that flood protection is
forbidden or at least undesirable.
Retired embankment: An embankment built at a distance from the river edge
behind the existing embankment as a second line of defence or replacing it.
(Note: the existing embankment is sometimes called primary line of defence).
Ring dikes: Dikes which protect the inhabited areas, settlements, industrial
plants, etc., in the flood plain or between river channels from inundation.
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Sand-carrying wells, Sand boils : A concentrated outflow of groundwater
where the velocity of the groundwater flow is so high that soil particles are
transported, even in the upward direction. This phenomenon can trigger a
regressive process of internal erosion forming holes and cavities in the ground
beneath the dike. The danger of sand-carrying wells is that sand is carried away
under the dike and this leads to dike undermining. In the long run, this might
even result in subsidence and breach of the dike. See also Piping.
Seawalls: In coastal areas floodwalls are more properly called seawalls and
must also resist wave forces.
Sheet pile walls, Retaining walls : If there is insufficient space for the
construction or strengthening of a water-retaining dike, earth-retaining structures,
such as sheet piles or L-shaped walls, can be used to limit the space required.
In the past also concrete or stone masonry wave reflector walls were placed on
the crest of (mainly) seawalls to limit the space and volume required forthe earth
body.
Summer dikes, River side bunds, Submersible dikes: Low embankment
along a river or coastal water aiming at flood protection against low and frequent
(flood) water levels and/or at flood protection during the early stages of a flood
(resulting in delayed flooding). These are constructed in the flood bed, offering
protection against more frequent minor floods to cultivated lands in the flood
bed. It is recognised that the higher flood waves are less frequent and will
overtop the summer dikes, inundating however the flood bed at longer intervals
and/or a later date for the flood season.
3(c)

STORAGE

Flood control reservoir: Reservoir used only for the temporary storage of
flood water which is then released as rapidly as channel conditions downstream
permit.
Floodplain storage: (1) That part of the flood volume detained in storage by
flooding of the flood plain. Also called washland storage. (2) The volume of
water which can be temporarily stored in a flood plain.
Flood surcharge: See Surcharge.
Reinforced grass spillway: Spillway in which the chute is covered with grass
reinforced to withstand erosion.
Surcharge, Wet freeboard: The storage capacity used to protect the structure
against floods greater in magnitude than the capacity of the regular outlet works
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and control spillways. This storage capacity is in addition to conservation
storage in the case of irrigation structures, and is in addition to the flood control
storage space in a multiple-purpose structure. This surcharge storage space is
available only for temporary uncontrolled flood storage but is not counted in the
reservoir capacity. It is measured in height (m).

3(d)

NON-STRUCTURAL MEASURES

Aid, Relief: Provision of goods or money to victims. This tends to be provided
to the community as a whole soon after the flood event, and may be distributed
according to need.
Alarm level, Danger level, Warning stage: Water level (stage) at, or
approaching, flood level which is considered to be dangerous and at which
warnings should be commenced. The stage at which damage or inconvenience
begins locally or near a particular gauge. It may be either above or below bankful
or flood plain storage.
Building codes: Controls on building standards and characteristics as part of
a program to minimise flood losses. A building code may stipulate that all new
property should be flood-proofed against the 100 year flood, for example.
Building codes may be voluntary or developed by public authorities. These are
special building codes, such as the minimum elevations for footings or floors,
minimum specifications for foundations or walls, and may prohibit basements
of buildings or even any constructions in a tract or an area.
Cyclone shelter: A building designed for shelter during flooding due to coastal
storm surges or against high winds. It may be a purpose-built structure or, more
frequently, a strengthened public building (such as a school).
Disaster relief: The organization and provision of emergency rescue of and
short-term relief for those subjected to major flood damage or evacuation as a
result of floods. Preparedness is the prerequisite to effective disaster relief, and
should involve detailed planning for conceptual disasters and identification of
manpower, responsibilities and resources, clear of the existence of the pressures
of a real disaster.
Dissemination: Distributing the warning amongst those at risk.
Dry flood-proofing: Flood-proofing a property to keep the water out.
Emergency action plan: A set of preplan ned and integrated steps taken by a
community or group of communities before flooding or other surface water
problems occur and when such problems are expected, impending, occurring,
and after they occur. The purpose of the emergency action plan is to mitigate
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damage and disruption and reduce threats to the life and health of area
residents. An emergency action plan for a community is similar to a set of
procedural floodproofing measures sometimes prepared, for an individual
flood-prone structure or facility. An emergency action plan might consist of the
following four phases: (a) Pre-flood preparation, (b) Monitoring and Warning,
(c) Flood fighting, (d) Postflood cleanup.

Emergency flood-proofing: Protection of property (e.g. with sandbags) after
receipt of a warning. It may be planned or spontaneous.
Emergency planning : Preparation by public authorities of plans to be
implemented upon receipt of a warning. Planning includes the identification of
responsible authorities, flood warning levels, targets and dissemination channels,
evacuation, relief and rescue forces, repair and maintenance equipment and
materials, emergency flow control mechanisms, and training requirements.
See also Disaster relief. .
Emergency preparation : Providing the physical and organisational
infrastructure to react to flood events.
Evacuation: Removal of people and property at risk following a warning.
Flood adaptation: To convince people in flood prone areas to learn to live with
floods. Flood adaptation means developing an attitude in the people to accept
flooding as a way of life when it occurs and to learn to live with it by taking
individual and/or collective measures to reduce the damage from such periodical
floods. It is particularly important for the people who choose or have to live in
areas vulnerable to such floods and where no other structural and/or nonstructural measures are totally effective and/or economically justified.
Flood assistance: Financial and practical support to victims of flooding (aid,
grant, loan, tax reductions, insurance).
Flood early warning system: A real-time event system that consists of remote
gauging sites which transmit information to a base station. The overall system
is used to collect, transport, and analyze data, and make a flood forecast in order
to maximize the warning time to occupants in the flood plain.
Flood fighting : Actions undertaken during floods to prevent loss of life,
damages and failure of flood control structures, as well as to divert floods from
sensitive areas. Flood fighting is an emergency measure which has the
objective of mitigating flood impacts on society and environment, particularly
when flood protection and control structures and measures have proved
ineffective or have failed. Flood fighting may include evacuating residents of
threatened areas, closing roads according to a preplanned schedule, providing
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medical care, reinforcing police protection, using portable pumps to relieve
surcharging in sanitary sewers, sandbagging, building temporary earth dikes,
activating floodproofing measures, and continuously inspecting flood control
facilities.
Flood forecasting and Warning : The prediction of an imminent flood and
warning of those in the risk area.
Floodplain acquisition : Purchase and demolition by public authorities of
properties in risk areas.
Floodplain land use planning: The study and planning for appropriate land
use in the floodplain (zoning, regulations, acquisition, relocation).
Floodplain management: The control and supervision by public authorities of
development and construction on identified flood plains, the maintenance of
those water storage or flood flow capacities which are vital to passage of floods,
and/or on which flood damage risks are unacceptably high, from the public
viewpoint. Thus flood plain management is intended to prevent construction on
the flood plain of structures such as buildings or road embankments or the
development of other impediments to flow (e.g. tree concentrations), which
would constrict flow, and thus .ncrease either the period or the depth of flooding,
or both. It is also intended to curtail or prevent the development on the flood plain
of habitations, industries or other developments whose subsequent and
foreseeable flooding would then result in major rescue and resuscitation
measures at the public's expense.
Floodplain regulations, Regulations: Laws defining acceptable uses of land
in defined areas by means of zoning. The adoption and use of legal tools by
communities, with which to control the extent and type of future development
which will be permitted in the river valleys. Regulations may include a requirement
for flood proofing, minimum floor levels, etc.
Floodplain zoning, Flood zoning, Zoning: (1) Definition of areas within flood
plains appropriate for different land uses. These may include recreational openspace, agricultural, open industrial, and similar uses. Zones are often based on
flood risk, and critical facilities are kept out of high risk areas. (2) The total
designation of flood plain areas into zones of differing exposure to flooding for
the purpose of controlling land use and development thereon. Flood zoning is
usable to enlighten potential users of their exposure to damage, to identify
zones for insurance purposes, as well as to supplement compulsory statuary
limits on land use in the exposed areas. Flood zoning is typically applied to areas
near expanding built-up areas, and is based on flood risk maps, and should
have teeth, to force adherence to zoning constraints.
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Flood-proofing : The modification of buildings and structures and their
immediate surroundings to reduce damage in flooding. See also House
raising, Emergency flood-proofing, Permanent flood-proofing, Dry floodproofing, Wet flood-proofing, Retro-fltting.
Flood resistant crops: Planting crops that can withstand a certain degree of
flooding and/or a gradual increase in water depth (it is a kind of agricultural floodproofing).
Flood response planning : Preparing the community for event that floods
occur and than, by implementing certain organizational measures (like
evacuation), ensuring that disruption and damage caused by the floods is kept
to a minimum.
Flood warning: (1) Issuing the results of a forecast to the public or public
authorities. Advance notice that a flood may occur in the near future at a certain
station or in a certain river basin. (2) The planned public announcements to
those in exposed areas concerning incipient, and expected floods, whereby a
designated responsible civil authority, having analyzed the hydrologic and
meteorologic conditions and'determined the potential for and level of imminent
flooding, issues warnings to local authorities and to the public according to the
expected severity of the flood. Besides alerting those at risk, the dissemination
of the flood warnings is carefully planned to activate teams from various
responsible public authorities (e.g.publicworks, police, rescue, hospital, security,
disaster relief, etc.) so that resources and responses are mobilized with
appropriate advance notice to minimise danger and damage. Flood warnings
typically involved increasing degrees of significance e.g, Cautionary-AlertDanger-Extreme Danger. Flood warnings may be based on flood forecasting,
or, more usually, on analysis of stream flows and precipitation, and on flood
routing, which identify the expected timing and location of river levels exceeding
flood stage. In populous areas, flood warnings are also promulgated routinely
downstream from peaking hydro-electric plants, to announce impending sudden
flow increases as units are started. Such warnings are made through public
address systems on towers located along the river route as far as routing
analyses indicate the necessity.
Grant: Provision of a gift o.f money or goods. This tends to be more targeted
to individuals or particular public authorities. See also Aid, Relief.
Houses and structures raising: Elevation of houses and structures (or
elements in structures) above flood levels.
Insurance : Purchase of guaranteed financial relief by means of a regular
payment made prior to a flood, Insurance schemes may be subsidized from
public funds.
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Land management: All activities of man that affect the land; as a flood control
technique it includes conservation practices on agricultural land, grazing,
regulation, forest-utilization on a sustained yield basis.
Lead time, Warning lead time: The time between a flood warning and the
occurrence of the flood.

Loan: Provision of money to be repaid, perhaps at subsidized rates.
Operation of hydraulic engineering works: The operation of structures such
as weirs and dams for instance to alleviate downstream flood conditions.
Permanent flood-proofing : Physical alterations to property aiming at flood
proofing made well before a flood event.
Public education : Providing information and advice to the public about what
to do upon receipt of a warning, see also Flood adaptation.
Regulations : See Floodplain regulations.
Relocation: The VOluntary or compulsory removal of property and people from
a flood-prone area to safer locations.
Retro-fitting: Modifying an established structure to withstand flooding.
Sandbag: A bag filled with sand, silt or earth used for closing of breaches, or
to form a temporary check dam. Sometimes filled with concrete and used for the
same purpose as riprap.
Sandbag dike: Encircling a building, facility or settlement with sandbags.
Tax reductions: Allowing damaged property to be set against tax liabilities.
Warning lead time: See Lead time.
Watercourse law : Law governing riparian right of an owner to protect own
property from floodwater of a watercourse without causing damage or injury to
the other riparian owner.
Wet flood-proofing: Allowing flood water to enter parts of the property, in order
to minimize structural loads on the structure.
4.

BENEFIT-COST

Average annual damage, Expected annual. damage, Mathematical
expectation value of damages : The total flood damage over a long term
averaged over all the years. Average annual damage is a frequently used index
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of flood loss potential, and is generally calculated by estimating the probability
of different damage values being experienced (in practice by determining the
area under the damage-probability curve). See also Flood control benefits.
Bootstrapping: A technique for estimating the monetary equivalent of intangible
losses from direct losses.
Clean up cost : The cost of the removal of silt, debris and contaminants
deposited by flood water together with drying out of inundated goods.
Consumer surplus: Estimates of willingness-to-pay are designed to measure
the change in consumers' utility resulting from a project. However, utility is
unobservable. Instead for marketed goods we can derive the consumer surplus
from a demand curve where the consumer surplus is the area under the curve
less the sum paid for the good. The consumer surplus incorporates both the
effect of the project and an income effect on the remainder of consumption.
Hence, in theory the correct measure of willingness-to-pay is derived from an
income compensated demand curve which maintains the individual's utility
level at either the pre-project or post-project level. The associated willingnessto-pay measures are known as the compensating and equivalent variation,
respectively. Under certain assumptions these are closely approximated by the
observable consumer surplus.
Direct damage, Direct losses: All losses resulting from inundation or directly
from the action of flood water. See also Flood control benefits.
Economic effectiveness of a flood management system: The efficiency of
a flood management scheme in generating economic benefits. This is very
difficult to estimate accurately, as it may be difficult to identify and quantify the
benefits of flood management. Cost-benefit analysis (or benefit-cost analysis)
is frequently used to compare scheme costs with scheme benefits. Scheme
benefits are frequently taken to be the average annual damages prevented by
the scheme, and some studies have incorporated indirect and intangible losses.
Flood control benefits: (1) The value of the flood protection as estimated in
terms of damage eliminated or other advantageous effects of the proposed
works. (2) The return from investment in flood alleviation schemes, either
tangible or intangible. (3) 'Direct benefits' based on reduction in flood damage
to land and other property in terms of cost of restoration to preflood condition
or reduction in its value and reduced damages to crops in terms of market value
adjusted by replanting possibilities and production costs not incurred; and
'indirect benefits' based on higher grade use of land formerly flooded in terms
of increased earnings, and reduced interruption of business, industry and
commerce, traffic, communications and other activities both within and outside
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the area subject to flooding in terms of net loss of income or added operating
costs and cost of evacuation, reoccupation, temporary quarters, emergency
flood protective work, and relief and care of flood victims.
Flood damage: The destruction or impairment, partial or complete, of the value
of goods or services, or of health, resulting from the action of flood waters and
the salt and debris they carry. See also Flood control benefits.
Flood damage survey: The field survey of the areas subject to flooding at
various anticipated flood stages in order to appraise the extent and value of
potential flood damage. The appraisal should consider such factors as:
destruction or injury to land and structures,loss or damage to goods, equipment,
furnishings, and loss of agricultural production either from complete destruction
of crops or reduced yields. The term is also applied for surveys after the damage
has happened.
Flood enhancement: The increase in value of land following flood protection .
Flood damage, Flood loss: Damages and losses caused by flooding. They
are commonly divided into tangible - where monetary values can be assigned
- and intangible - where direct monetary values cannot be assigned. Intangible
damages include ecosystem loss and ill health, and attempt are being made to
quantify in some way intangible damages. Flood losses can be direct - caused
by the flood itself- or indirect, and caused by events triggered by the flood. Lost
industrial production is an indirect loss. Flood losses are determined by flood
depth, velocity, duration, timing (by season or time a day, for example), and
sediment load. See also Flood control benefits.
Indirect damage, Indirect losses: Losses resulting from floods but not from
direct action of flood water; for example, losses resulting from the interruption
of the production of goods and services. See also Flood control benefits.
Intangible benefits of flood control: The prevention of loss of life, personal
injury, and sickness, the maintenance of public morale.
Intangible flood damage: Flood damage that is not susceptible to assessment
in terms of money, for example, estimated flood damage done by disruption of
business, danger to health, shock, loss of life, and other factors not directly
measurable.
Levee district, District water board, Water board of polder, Waterway
management district: The organization established in accordance with law for
the purpose of construction and maintenance of levees.
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Loss-probability relationship : The relationship between event losses and
flood probability.
Potential flood damage: Likely future flood damage.
Primary flooding zone: It includes structures that incur damage because they
are surrounded by or contiguous with areas experiencing surface flooding. See
also Secondary flooding zone.
Residual value: The value of an inventory item (or crop) after flooding . The
difference between average originally expected value and residual value gives
the loss in value caused by the flood event.
Risk: (1) Where the consequences of a decision are not known in advance with
certainty, risk is the probability associated with each possible outcome. (2)
Chance (probability) of each outcome from each course of action.
Risk averse: People are risk averse when they prefer certainty to a risk with
the same expected value, i.e. they would prefer to pay a tax greater than £5 per
annum rather than taking a risk of 1 in 2 of paying £10.
Risk neutral: Someone is risk neutral when he tries to maximise the expected
value of possible outcomes.
Risk seeking: People are risk seeking (i.e. to have a positive risk preference)
if they only accept an annual tax of less than £5 instead of the risky alternatives.
Such preference might reflect declining marginal utility of income rises.
Sacroscant land: Land unlikely to yield a tangible benefit from flood alleviation,
such as common land, nature reserves, recreation areas.
Secondary flooding zone: Although outside the area of surface flooding, it
may still incur damage because of the hydraulic connections between the
secondary flooding zone and the primary flooding zone (examples of such
hydraulic connections are sanitary and combined sewer systems. See also
Primary flooding zone.
Stage-damage curve : A relationship between extent of damage corresponding
to the flood-water-Ievel.
SynthetiC depth/damage data : Data produced through a synthesis of
information on past flood damage rather than from an actual flood event.
Tangible losses and benefits: Flood damages and benefits that are susceptible
to assessment in terms of money.
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The following list identifies some of the organizations significantly active in
some or all aspects of non-structural approaches to flood management, often
in the disaster management perspective. They can be contacted for additional
or specific information and ideas. Note that this list is in no way considered
to be comprehensive, and many outside sources exist with resources available
to assist and support developing projects, particularly useful given the multiple
issues involved. As indicated in the Introduction to the Manual, users are
advised to search out and access assistance for their particular requirements
from the huge reservoir of support and· experience available, waiting to be
tapped.
ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (ADB)
P.O. Box 789
1099 Manila, Philippines
FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA)
P.O. Box 70274
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATION

clo Secretariat
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
00100 Rome, ITALY
Ph. : (39-6) 579-74-702
ICID
48 Nyaya Marg
Chanakyapuri
New Delhi 110 021, India
Ph. : (91-11) 611-6837
UNDRO
c/o Secretariat, UNDRO
Palais des Nations CH-1211
Geneva 10, SWITZERLAND
Ph. : (412-2) 734-6011
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UNESCO
Science Sector
7, Place de Fontenoy
75007 Paris, France
Ph.: (33-1) 4568-4119
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
20 Massachussets Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20314-1000
U.S.A.
WMO
c/o Secretariat
41 Guiseppi-Motta
BP 2300 CH-1211
Geneva 2, SWITZERLAND
Ph.: (41-22) 730-8111
WORLD BANK
1818 H Street NW
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
Ph: (1-202) 473-0342
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WORKING GROUP ON
NON-STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF FLOOD MANAGEMENT
(August 1996)
Mr. Peter J. L. GEAR (Chairman)
Bechtel Civil Inc.
P. O. Box 193965
San Francisco, California 94119, USA
Ph. : (1-415) 768-9546
Fax: (1-415) 768-5561
M. Jacky ASTIER (Vice Chairman)
Compagnie National d'Amenagement de la Region du Bas Rhone
et du Languedoc ("BRL")
1105 Avenue Pierre Mendes France
BP 4001
30001 Nimes - CEDEX, FRANCE
Ph. : ~3-66) 875003
Fax: (33-66) 842563
Dr. R. Bruce MACLOCK (Secretary)
Northern River Basin Study, Alberta Department of Environment
# 690, Standard Life Centre
10405 Jasper Ave.,
Edmonton, Alberta TSJ 3N4, CANADA
Ph. : (1-403) 492-8161
Fax: (1-403) 492-8160
Mr. V. Clarke BALLARD
Ballard Consulting
1063 Burke Rd.
Hawthorn, Victoria 3143, AUSTRALIA
Ph. : (61-3) 98821588
Fax: (61-3) 9882 1588
(Dr. Stevan BRUK - informal - moved to International agency)
c/o UNESCO SC/OPS
7, Place de Fontenoy
75007 Paris, FRANCE
Ph. :(33-1)45684119
Fax: (33-1) 45 67 5143
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Mr. Ettore CHIMENTI
Azienda Communale Energia e Ambiente
Piazzale Ostieux N. 2
00154, Rome, ITALY
Ph. : (39-6) 5799 3231
Fax: (39-6) 5799-4146
Mr. A. DEMMAK
ANRH - Clairbois
Avenue Mohammedi, Bir-Mourad-Rais
Algiers 1630, ALGERIA
Ph. : (213-2) 56 51 52
Mr. J. (Hans) van DUIVENDIJK
Haskoning Consulting Engineers
Barbarossa Straat 35
P. O. Box 151
6500 AD Nijmegen, THE NETHERLANDS
Ph. : (31-24) 3284284
Fax: (31-24) 3239346
Professor Istvan IJJAS
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Technical University of Budapest
Muegyetem Rfp. 3
H-1111 Budapest, HUNGARY
Ph. : (36-1) 181-1754
Fax: (36-1) 166-6808
Mr. Amjad Hossain KHAN
Approtech Consultants Ltd.
House No. 27, Road No.4
Dhanmondi RIA
Dhaka - 1205, BANGLADESH
Ph. : (880-2) 866497
Fax: (880-2) 863622, or 883722
Professor Jose Liria MONTANES
Juan de la Cierva, 6
28006, Madrid, SPAIN
Ph. : (34-1) 561-8871
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Professor Takeshi HATA
Faculty of Agriculture, Kobe University
Nada-Ku
Kobe 657, JAPAN
Ph . : (81-78) 803-0690
Fax: (81-78) 803-0690
Mrs. Maria da Graca SARAIVA
Instito Superior de Agronomica Agruitectura Paisagista
Tapada da Ajuda
1399 Lisboa, PORTUGAL
Ph . : (351-1) 363-8161
Fax : (351-1) 363-5031
(Professor A. VOLKER - Informal Member Emeritus)
106 Westlaan , 2641 DP Pijnacker
THE NETHERLANDS
Ph . : (31-1736) 2964
Telex: 32636 mino NL
Professor Mokhles ABOU-SEIDA
Dir.General Pubics Works Programme
1 Wadi EI Nil street
Fouad Mohi EI Din sq .
EI Mohandessen, Giza, EGYPT
Ph . : (20-2) 3032876/3030892
Fax: (20-2) 3030891
Mr. M.G . NOVILLO
Directorate of Water Resources
H. Irigoyen 250
Piso 11 , Oficina 1110
1310, Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA
Ph. : (54- 1) 349-7583
Fax : (54-1) 349-7596
Mr. Wei-Fu YANG
Water Resources Dept.
501 , Sec.2, Li Min Road , Nanton Distr.
Taichung , TAIWAN (ROC)
Ph . : (886-4) 2528-477
Fax: (886-4) 2541-502
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INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON IRRIGATION AND un,,",lnIR'-lIl:
48 Nyaya Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi 110021, India
Tel: 6115679, 611 6837, 4679532; Fax: 91-11-611 5962
Cable: INTCOIR; E-Mail: icoiad@giasdI01.vsnl.netin
Visit ICID at.: http://www.ilri.nl/icid/ciid.html

